
CHAPTER VI 

I 
HEALTH SITUATION OF THE STONE CRUSHERS 

Introduction 

I 
Every culture, irrespective of its simplicity and complexity, has its own beliefs 

I 

and practices concem~g diseases. No culture works in a meaningless fashion in 

its treatment of diseasbs. Every culture evolves its own system of medicine in 
! 

order to treat diseases JJ. its own way. This treatment of disease varies from group 

to group. It has been no
1

ted that in the rural areas, the belief in the interference of a 
I 
' supernatural agency is ]particularly strong in the context of health and disease. 

Most of their sociO-CU;ltural activities revolve around Gods and Spirits. They 
I 

identify the supematunll powers with group of powerful forces and deities which 

control and influence thb happenings in the community. It may be pointed out that 
I 

disease and treatment, I particularly in the simple societies cannot be properly 

understood in isolation., Health and treatment are very much connected with the 

environment, particulai-ly the forest ecology. The health care system and 

·traditional treatment ar~ based on their deep observation and understanding of 
I 

nature and environment {Chaudhuri,2003: 17-24). Health, like happiness is an 
I 

illusive concept. It has }?een defined in a number of ways. However, among such 

definitions the followinis are widely accepted as mentioned below-

Dubos 1968, defined Jealth as, "a modus vivendi enabling imperfect men to 
I 

achieve a rewarding and too painful existence, while they cope with an imperfect 
I 

world." : 

I 
World Health Organization 1948, defined Health as "a state of complete physical, 

I 
I 

mental and social well being and not merely an absence of disease or infirmity." 

(Park, 2013:13). I 
' I 

In recent years, a new pJilosophy of health has been acquired, as st-ated below-

(_ Health is a funlental human right 

2. Health is the elsence of productive life and not the result of ever 

· · d. I d. 1 mcreasmg expen 1ture on me tea care. 

3. Health is inter-se1toral. 
I 
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4. Health is an integral part of development. 

5. Health is central to the concept of quality of life. 

6. Health involves individuals, state and international responsibility. 

7. Health and its maintenance is a major social investment. 

8. Health is a world wide social goal. 

Basically, ''The Right to Health", is associated with the underlying determinants 

and health care, along with Availability, Accessibility, Acceptability and Quality. 

The underlying determinants incorporate water, sanitation, food, nutrition, 

housing, healthy occupational and environmental conditions, education, 

information etc. Again, by Availability, the functioning of public health and 

health care facilities, goods and services as well as programmes in sufficient 

quantity is meant. By Accessibility, non discrimination, physical accessibility, 

economic accessibility and information accessibility is meant. By Acceptability, it 

is meant that all health facilities, goods and services must be respectful of medical 

ethics and culturally appropriate as well as sensitive to gender and life cycle 

requirements. By Quality, it is assumed that the health facilities, goods and 

services must be scientifically and medically appropriate and of good quality. It 

can be represented through the following diagram-

~ Right To Health 

~ 
Underlying Determinant vltb Care 

Availability, Accessibility, Acceptability, Quality 

(Source: www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs323-en.pdf) 

Anthropology and Health- The Theoretical Perspective: The concept of health, 

disease and treatment vary according to the culture of different communities and 

ethnic groups. In every culture there is a repository of values and belief systems 

built around important life experiences viz. birth, illness, disease and death. In 

such circumstances, the traditional healers had to find a means to prevent misery. 

Traditional way of treatment is inevitable among the simple societies. The 
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traditiOnal medtcme can be stated as the sum total of all knowledge and practices, 

whether explicable or not used in diagnosis, prevention and elimination of 
I 

physical, mental or! social imbalance and relying exclusive on practical 

experiences and observation. Their traditional medicine is of various kinds like 

Folk medicine, Ethno medicine, Ayurveda, Unani, Sidhha and Nature Care, which 

differ from each other in term of tools, techniques, ideas and beliefs (Banerjee and 

Jalota, 1998: 18-19). In Medical Anthropology, the examination of health issues 

extends to include knowledge, meaning, social behaviour and biology generally 

related to well being, suffering misfortune, life cycle and survival (Millard, 1992: 

3). In this context it is1to be mentioned here that disease refers to a psychological 

alternation that impairs function in some way. Illness is used to describe the 

subjective experience of symptoms and suffering and it motivates changes m 

behaviour to alleviate this discomfort. 

In this context, it is to ~e mentioned here that Social Medicine may -be defined as 

a Study of an ill person within his environment with the aim of identifying, 

classifying and rectifyipg the causal factors of disease to regain health and later 

on promote and pres~rve health. The three important constituent of social 

medicine are-

' 
1. Disease has a social cause in addition to the pathogenic agents. 

I 

2. Social causes have diversified inter-relationships. They include education, 

religion, economic status, beliefs, traditions and customs. This may be termed as 

the social etiology of disease. 

3. Social therapy needs to be designed and applied keeping in view the social 

etiology in a given sitUation. Social medicine is concerned with the health and 

disease in the population, cultural patterns among groups and various standards of 

living, social and economic status. 

In this context, particularly in India along with the ethnic and cultural diversity, 
' 

the folk medicine and indigenous knowledge of health care system are quite 

variable from one anothbr. Meanwhile before analyzing in detail about the health 
I 

situation of the studied 1 people, a brief overview on Indian health scenario and 

adequate Governmental btan bears a special resemblance. 
I 
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National Health Scenario-A Brief Overview: The United Nations Millennium 

Development Goals Report 2006, has categorically fixed the following targets 

within the year 2015, as stated below-

Goal 1: To eradicate extreme poverty and hunger and to make it half between 

1990 and 2015, the proportion of people whose income is less than $1 per day. 

Goal4: To reduce child mortality, reduce it by 2/3 between 1990 and 2015. 

GoalS: To improve maternal health, reduce by% between 1990 and 2015. 

It is to be mentioned here that during the 12th Plan outlet (2012-2017) total2.5 per 

cent of GDP has been estimated for the health expenditure. According to the 

National Rural Health Mission 2005-2012, the special emphasis has been given 

on-

1.It aims at effective integration of health concerns with determina1_1ts of health 

like sanitation, hygiene, nutrition and safe drinking water. 

2.Universal access to public health services such as women's health, child health, 

water, sanitation, hygiene, immunization and nutrition. 

However, irrespective of several schemes and Governmental planning, the fruitful 

implementation are yet to reach in the grass root level in case of many 

communities and in rural or even in semi-urban areas. Often in such cases either 

the infrastructure is quite disproportionate with the desired requirement of the 

concerned people or acute poverty of the people become a major obstacle for 

them to avail the accessibilities of modern health infrastructure. Ultimately, 

whatever the cause may be, it had generated a major challenge related to the 

health situation of the people. In the context of present Study, it has been already 

noted that the, stone crushing people were dwelling their livelihood in acute 

economic scarcity. They had to struggle in every aspect to avail the common 

minimum livelihood accessibilities. In this regard, their livelihood, occupation, 

economy, settlement and overall struggle for survival might be associated with 
-

their health situation as a whole. Thus, it deserves a special significance to 

analyze the overall health situation of the studied stone crushing people, from the 

socio-economic and socio-cultural perspective as a whole. 

In the studied area there was only a health sub centre. People with their ailment 

were mostly dependent on it. But the concerned sub centre was not provided with 

adequate medical facilities or other pathological instruments. In this regard, often 
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in serious cases the p~tients of the studied area had to go either to Matigara 
I 

Primary Health Centre jlocated at a distance of around four kilometers from the 

studied area or directly Ito North Bengal Medical College located at a distance of 

more than six kilomete~ from the studied area. Regarding pathological tests and 

other clinical diagnosis,! they had to depend on the concerned centres which were 
I 

located at a farther distance from the studied area. In the Balasan colony there 

were two western medibal stall, one homeopathic stall and there was two quacks. 

Further, the studied are~ one traditional medicine man and one magico-religious 
I 

healer was also present.: 
I 
I 
I 

Cultural perspectiv~ of Health, Disease and Treatment among the 
I 
I 

studied people j 

Among the studied people the concept of health had a wider spectrum. According 
I 

to them a good health qondition was directly associated with physical well being 

and smooth functioning of different physical organs. It could give them physical 
I 

energy to conduct theiri arduous labour work properly. They sated that the stone 
I 

based work was their orily source of income and it needed a lot of physical labour. 
I 
I 

Thus a person should; be in a good health condition to conduct the work. 
I 

According to them alth9ugh the physical health was the primary aspect, but along 
I 

with that_ mental pe~ce, harmonious social relation as well as working 

environment and liveli~:Iood infrastructure were also directly associated with the 
I 

good health condition artd physical well being. They stated that inter familial and 
I 

intra familial quarrel ~ould hardly make a man mentally peaceful. In such a 

situation it would- not b:e possible for him to conduct his work properly. Again if 
- I 

the working environm~nt remains unhygienic in condition then a person could 

hardly conduct his wofk for long and frequently he might get suffered with a 
I 
I 

number of ill health conditions. On the other hand, the place of dwelling must 
I 
I 

have certain common minimum scientific amenities otherwise it might tell upon 
I 

the well being of the :dwellers. Further, the settlement or locality must have 
I 

certain well equipped ahd well functioning western medical institutions or health 

care facilities which cJuld provide initial treatment to redress any sort of their 
I 

ailment. Thus, according to the studied people health has multidimensional aspect 
) 

which was associated with physical condition, social environment and 

institutional infrastruc~re. Further, they stated that, any sort of ill health 
I 
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condition which could resist them to conduct their manual labour work properly 

might be recognized as a disease. It might be due to two primary causes; 

according to them a good health condition was intimately related with certain 

livelihood practices like cleanliness of body through regular proper bathing, 

cleanliness of cloth, taking the food within a specific schedule and having 

physical rest according to the requirement Any sort of its alternation might create 

a number of ill health condition and diseases. Again, as their settlement was 

adjacent to the river bed and crematory ground thus the concerned people 

believed that always they had a chance to be the victim of a number of 

supernatural agencies. Even sometime the aged male or female could influence 

them to do the harm of their neighbours in jealous. It could generate certain 

abnormal activities to the affected person and his health condition could get 

deteriorated within a very short period. Regarding the treatment, the concerned 

people were primarily depended on the local quacks. According to them, quick 

remedy against minimum financial expenditure was their priority otherwise it 

would be detrimental for their work. They were quite reluctant to consult with the 

doctors because they were outside the locality at a farther distance and they hardly 

listen in detail about their ailment or allied circumstances. Further, if a person 

suffer from any disease or misfortune created by supernatural agencies then only 

the traditional healer could cure him. It was noticed that the studied people were 

very much psychologically depended on the traditional medicine man named as 

Sri.Upen Das and magico religious healer Sri. Monglu Barman. It can be stated 

that, among the studied people concept of health, disease and treatment was 

intimately associated with their occupational, social and cultural perspective. 

Supernatural belief: It has been observed from the earlier studies that the belief 

of interference of supernatural agencies is widely noticed in the context of health 

and disease. According to their belief different Gods, Goddess and spirits were 

connected with different diseases. Even the maintenance of health and hygiene in 

the daily livelihood context was guided by the belief in supernatural agencies. 

Such agencies might have benevolent or malevolent effect, but their existence 

were reported in various circumstances. In the studied area, the concerned people 

had their own supernatural belief regarding tights of passage, health, diseases and 

treatment. Birth, marriage and death were surrounded by various rituals and many 
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of them were observea due to faith upon supernaturalism. For better health, they 

believed on supemaJral power that could prevent them from various health 
I 

hazards. Further, a pre~ant woman has to follow many restrictions, doing certain 

activities and reframin~ from others. She was bound to obey those regulations for 

the better health of he~self and the baby. Some rituals also protected the new born 

babies from the malevplent effect of evil eye of supernatural agencies. Kajol ti!ca 

or black mark on the1 forehead was auspicious in this context. Some specific 
I 

diseases and symptoms were realized as the resultant effect of different 
I 

supernatural agencies. I Pox and a few cases of physical, mental disorder were 

under such issue. 

Role of different deity~ A significant role-of different religious Gods and Deities 

can be observed in the context of health and disease. In most of the cases they 
I 

were benevolent in nat;ure and action but a continuous appeasing was necessary 

for such activities, othehvise malevolent effect could be executed at any moment. 
I 

There are deities in every religion and it plays a crucial role for the well being of 

the concerned people. As most of the activities of human being were influenced 
' 

by the role of different deities, so there was a definite role of a deity in the context 

of human health and occurrence of diseases and even in the treatment of those 
I 

ailments. They had conception about benevolent and malevolent character of 
I 

deities and it was reported that benevolent deities could play some malevolent 
I 

I 
roles due to dissatisfaction through appeasing procedures. 

Masan or Lord Shiva w1as the supreme God of them and had a great impact upon 

their daily life; it contr<;>lled their entire well being. Social security and physical 

well being of the studiep people were very much depended upon him. To redress 

the malevolent effect of any evil spirit or supernatural force, the worship of 
1 

Masan was very essential. Garam was the most powerful village deity. It was a 

combination of many d~ities enshrined in a merge temple erected on the outskirts 
I 

of the village. Garam was a curious combination of deities of all faiths fanning 

one omnibus village deity. It was worshipped on all ceremonial occasions for the 
I 

safety and security of the studied area. By worshipping Garam, it was believed 
I 

that the studied area would remain protected from the evil eyes of the outsiders or 

supernatural agents. Gokdess Sitala had the protection power from the disease 

called pox. Appeasing ~f that deity was necessary for curing the above said 
I 
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disease. The role of Goddess Manasa was very crucial for the studied people. It 

has been reported that Goddess Manasa had the controlling power of disease 

possession. Role of the deity became very crucial when an individual was beaten 

up by the snake and she must be worshipped for the prevention of such disease. 

The following table is summarizing the fact in more detail-

Table 6.1: Role of different deities 

Deity Character Significance in health Field observation 

1. Masan Benevolent and Controls healthy and Offerings were 
supreme God prosperous life necessary for 

the recovery from any 
disease and misfortune. 

2. Garam Benevolent and Protects the entire It is worshipped in 
protective from village. It also other social occasions 
evil s~per natural protects the villagers also. 
agencies. from disease and 

misfortune. 
3.Devi Benevolent but Influential upon the Reported by all the 
Sit ala possessed with disease pox and it can villagers and 

the power to give be controlled by worshipped in every 
malediction. worshipping her. household. 

4. Devi Benevolent but Very crucial for the All villagers 
Manasa can tum into treatment from snake worshipped in their 

malevolent also. bite cases. households. 
5. Chauni Malevolent and It attacks the All villagers 
puja it particularly expectant mother or worshipped in their 

effects the the newborn. households. 
female folk. It is 
a female evil 
spirit. 

6. Thakur Benevolent and When the family Reported by the studied 
Bosa is performed in deity was believed to people. 

the household left the house in 
level. disgust, the deity is to 

be called back or 
reinstalled. 

7. Modon Benevolent and The worship is The ritual emblem 
Kam performed in the finished before the moves in every 

community sun set. It is for the household and finally is 
level. welfare of the village performed in the field 

specially to ward off during evening. 
epidemics. 

8. Teesta Benevolent but It is for the security Villages performed it 
BuriPuja can turn into of the entire village individually and 

malevolent also and prosperity of a community wise. 
if not appeased family. 
prqp_er!y~ 

Source: Field Study 
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Concept of Soul and Ghost: Concept of soul and spirit is interm ingled with 

human life. Ty lor in his book Pri mi tive Culh1re ( 1871 ), defined soul as the 

unsub tan ti al human image, and is made up of a sort of vapour like substance, 

wh ich is impalpable, invisible but it has power. " It is indestruc tib le. It may also be 

defined as a sort of elixir of life. From the primitive point of view, there are two 

kind of oul in man i.e. the body soul or the fixed soul or the fixed soul or the 

shadow. The body soul animates the body and pervades the whole of it. But the 

soul matter concentrates in certain parts of the body viz. hair, nail, blood, sputum, 

heart lung etc. even the personal name is a lso a part of the body soul. The shadow 

or the free soul i defined with breath and shadow of the human being. It is 

hannless and independent of the body. When a man sleeps it come out of the 

body and wander in diffe rent places. Dream is a fo1m of haltucination through 

wh ich man reveals the past and anti cipates the futu re. If the free sou l get injury 

in the time of its outside wandering, it causes illness to its po sessor. The 

primitive conception of d isease and iII ness due to soul Joss is derived from this 

notion. 

Among the studied people it was be li eved that sou l was only a ma levolent 

character. It could capture specifica ll y the children and women . When a woman 

wa pregnant she had an acute chance to get a ttacked by the sou l. Even it could 

attack the aged male or female. T he vict imized person felt illness and even it 

could be fata l if not treated properly. According to them evil pirit and e il wind 

cou ld capture the brain of the victim and the symptoms were evere headache, 

abnormal eyesight, irrelevant tal king etc. Every ac ti v iti es of the effected person 

would get contro ll ed by the ev il spir it. The concept of channing arrow had a deep 

faith in the ir mind. Through thi process one could capture the so ul of another 

person and anything could be done with it. The effected person felt deep ai lment 

and even it cou ld be fatal through extensive practi ce of this process. Meanwhile in 

the tudied area, the concept of ev il eye was much prevalent. It was believed that 

the eye s igh t of a few women could create a lot of harmful effect to others. 

Particularly it affected the chi ldren very much and they became the sufferer of 

numerou health problems. It wa common ly believed that the women who were 

infert ile or those women who had no chi ld due to death of the t..:arlier ones 

possessed such ev il eye sight whi ch could create a lo t of harmtld effect to the 
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others. The stone crushing people had a number of super natural belief and faith 

on magico religious factors and witchcraft. These are mentioned below-

Table 6.2: Different super natural beliefs 

Super Natural belief Affect 

1. Bhut It was a male spirit and came to the household through 
doors, windows etc. It could attack both male and 
female at any time of the day. The attacked person was 
seized with a sense of fear and begun to shiver. 

2. Pettani or Poiri If an unmarried woman died she became a Poiri, while 
if a pregnant woman died she became Pettani. They 
generally used to attack the children. When a child was 
attacked he passed stools of various colours stop the 
breast feeding and gradually became weak and 
ultimately died. 

3. Rokto Kali It was a female spirit and could attack both male and 
female. The attacked person became red, his tongue 
protrudes, he talked irrelevant and got high 
temperature. 

4. Rakhhos Masan It was the most dangerous male spirit and could attack 
at any time to the males. The affected person tried to 
consume burnt wood, charcoal, avoid cooked food, 
developed diarrhoea, passed urine unconsciously in the 
bed. 

5. Mogor It was an extremely dangerous male spirit. It attacked 
to any male or female in the night. The affected person 
became red in colour and suffered from acute chest 
pain. 

6. Gaheli It was an evil wind and it could create paralysis in body 
or it could snatch the baby from the womb of the 
reproductive mother. 

Source: Fteld Study 

Magico-Religious performances: The control of supernatural forces by means of 

compulsive formulae is known as magic. In his book "The Golden Bough", 

Frazer (1922) classified the magical formulae into two broad categories- 1) Like 

produces like (Homeopathy or imitative), 2) Once in contact always in contact 

(Contagious). Homeopathic or imitative magic is based on the principle of 

imitation while the contagious magic is based on the principle of contact. Magico

religious performances are a typical activity, which combine the magical 

procedure on the base of religious platform. It occupies a prominent place in the 

arena of treatment of disease and related misfortune in the human life. The 

studied people strongly believed that the charming arrows could create lot harm in 

the livelihood of the people. It mainly generates numerous health problems and 
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I • 

even it may be fatal. The different types of charming arrows and their malevolent 

effects are mentioned Jelow-
1 

Table 6.3: Charming arrows and their effects 
! 

Charming arrows Affect 
1. Baro f!opa/er Ban Caused headache with burning sensation in the body and 

' the victim died with a few hours. 
2. TepaBan It swells up the abdomen and excretions were seized, 

which caused death ultimately. 
3. Hawa tepa Ban It accumulated wind in the abdomen and the victim 

died. 
4. Meheri buri Ban It created madness to the victim. 
5. MasnaBan It generates ulcer to the whole body of the victim. 
6. Dzuguni Ban As it was applied, a vulture appeared in the sky and it 

used to create ha:_m to the womb of the reproductive 
mother. 

7. BoromBan It generates. could in the sky and the victim is died due 
to thunder. 

Source: Field Study I 
I 

In the studied area, th~ magico religious performer represented a certain typical 
! 

physical activity, magical spell, sacrifice of hen etc. All of his activities were 
I 

under the positive way pfperformance because those were performed for the well 
I 

being of the people. Such magico-religious activities in the studied area were 
i 

performed either in the house of the disease affected people or in the house of the 
I 

traditional magico-religious healer. He used different types of magical spells for 
I 

different purposes. There were specific enchanting related to the remedy of evil 
I . 

spirit, evil wind, ch~ing arrow or snake bite. Even he sprinkled some holy 
I 

water on the head -of a person, or spelt the enchanting by keeping his hand on the 
I 

head of a person who wished to remain protected from such malevolent attack or 
I 

unwanted situation. Generally any magico-religious performance was preferably 
I 
I 

practiced in the dusk period. Use of a typical broom was noticed at the time of 

such performance to wJd off the evil spirit from the living body. Use ofblack or 
I 

white mustard seed, ven,nilion, oil, red or black thread was also needed to perform 
I 

such activities. The magico religious healer applied Tel Pora1 and Dzo/ Pora, to 

prevent the malevolent Jffect of evil spirits or misfortunes related to health. It was 
I 

sprinkled on the head ahd body of the victim in case of Dzol Pora; whereas in 

I . 
I 
I 1 Tel pora: Application of sanctified oil provided by the traditional healer. 
I 
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case of Tel Pora it was both sprinkled on the body and rubbed an the affected 

portion of body. It was spelt like-

Tel pora mantro (enchanting): 

i dzu dzu hi dzu dzu phennar asi/ dziu 

monte hang- kinu monte pang-kinu 

swoponer telete phennar dziu bosanu. 

[Come my friendly spirits, my client (name) has a disease due to a bad spirit. I 

recall you in my mind, I think of you in my mind. Do please come snatch off the 

bad spirit from the man and deposit it in this pot of oil]. 

Dzol pora mantro (enchanting): 

Kal kal norsing bekare dhae 

Sun sun norsing hire katha 

Norsing hunkare chi/ matlir bir 

Pats bhaier matha kun kun mathili 

Chotsea chats mukha khedea karim dur 

Hula kape huli kape akase indro kape 

Dev deva sur por hoste korim dzor 

Ap haste korima sap 

Char baa batas dev distan 

Phennarsaril charia dza tui 

Sorgak nagia. 

[The black giant Norsing speeds up and you all hear the valour ofNorsing. I have 

the strength of the gods and the giants. You the bad spirits taking possession of 

my client must leave him at once and go to the heavens] . 

. _The healer stated that it was necessary to utter the said spell for three times at a 

stress. Worship of Devi Manasa was performed in every household to keep 

protected from snake bite. It has been reported that in some extreme cases, the 

affected person was tied up with a rope by the healer, his body was thrashed with 

the broom and mustard, neem branches were frequently touched with his body. In 

that entire activity, the mustard and neem branch was used as anti witch and were 

used to offer threat to the witches. Again, in a number of cases the magico

religious healers stated that animal sacrifice could prevent the malevolent effect 
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of the evil spirits. Particualrly, when an individual was attacked by Bhut/ 

Pettani3 or Gaheh4
, tJen he could be cured only through the way of animal 

I 

sacrifice in the fonn
1 

of hen or pigeon. Mustard seed, vermilion, neem and 

mustard oil were allied requisites. It is to be mentioned here that the sacrificed 

animal was tabooed to
1

, be consumed by the people. The entire perfonnances were 
I 

conducted after the du~k and before the dawn. When the entire performance was 

over, then the magico-religious healer collected them altogether and sank them in 
I 

the river water. During that time, he should not be accompanied by anyone else. 

Meanwhile, if someone saw him to sank the said objects in the river water, then it 

was believed that the evil spirit would attack him at once. 
I 

Life cycle Rituals: Numerous rituals, restrictions and beliefs are associated with 

the three major phases <;>f life cycle i.e. birth, marriage and death. 

Birth: When a woman became pregnant, she was not allowed to go alone at night 

or to attend any funer~l. She could not eat on any purification ceremony. Strict 

imposition was imposed upon her for not to cross any river. She was restricted to 
I 

go outside on Tuesday and Saturday. She must not sit on her legs. She was 

restricted to take her bath in the river water and to submerge her waist or womb 

under the river water. Her husband on the other hand was forbidden to carry a 

funeral pier or not to kill any animal. A pregnant woman should always carry a bit 

of iron in her possession to ward off an attack of evil spirits. The living room was 

smeared with an emulsion of cow dung in water and parturition took place inside. 

Marriage: On the day of adhibas5
, the empty unomamented pitcher was filled up 

with water from the Balasan river. A borderless white cloth was spreaded over the 
I . 

pitcher. After it was filled up, they first used to go to the place of the village deity 

and poured some water there. Then some water was poured to the place of 
' 

household deity, like t~e Goddess Manasa6
, Tulsi7 and the. Kall. It remained 

covered to avoid the contamination of the effect of evil eye. In the marriage 

1 Bhut: The male ghost. 
3 Petni: The female ghost. 
4 Gaheli: The evil wind which can take the image of a bird and create complications during 
pregnancy. 

Adhibas: A part of Hindu marriage ritual conducted just before the day of marriage 
6 Manasa: Hindu goddess of snake. 
7 Tulsi: Auspicious plant acco~ding to Hindu mythology and ritual. 
8 Kali: A Hindu goddess. 
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ceremony, mango tree, plantain leaf, Tulsi plant, cow dung and turmeric were 

essentially needed. 

Death: The studied people followed the Hinduized method of cremation of dead 

body. After the cremation, the party returned home. The burning rope of straw 

that was taken from home was carried by the son, who lit then pyre and deposited 

in the room where the person died. Before entering home, they used to take a bath 

outside. They were supposed to touch a fire lit by other man, with either a bundle 

of paddy straw or dried jute sticks and be sprinkled on the head with water in 

which a few basil leaves have been dipped. Such rituals could consider them as 

clean and they were admitted into the house. It has been reported that the fire of 

the straw ropes prevented evil spirits from entering the room in which the person 

died and the soul of the dead could rest in peace in the hut where it stays until the 

fire was removed. Meanwhile, according to their belief if a man died due to some 

unnatural incident, then the soul became a malevolent ghost. The soul of a great 

sinner became a Surdeo9 who was said to suck the blood of the people. If a 

wicked woman met with unnatural death Pettani, then she particularly attacked 

the woman. Again, the soul of dead pregnant woman or if any one died during 

child birth, became a Poiri10
. She is believed to attack and harmed the 

reproductive mother and her child. 

According to the studied people and through the in-depth Study and analysis of 

the researcher it was found that they used different types of things in different 

rituals, wQ.ich reflected the necessities of those things in daily life for better health 

and better protection of the studied people: These are mentioned below-

Table 6.4: Use of different objects used and their significance 

Name Occasion Reason 
1. Turmeric Birth, mamage, Antiseptic and protection from 

death evil spirit. 
2.Neem Birth, death Antiseptic, protection from skin 

diseases, protection from evil 
spirits for the child and to the 
followers attending in funeral 
pyre, protection from 
contamination. 

3. Mustard oil Birth, mamage To protect skin, to prevent evil 
and death effect, mixed with turmeric and 

9 Surdeo: An evil spirit according to the belief oflocal people. 
10 Poiri: An evil spirit which causes complications during pregnancy. 
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vem1ilion was regarded as 
auspicious. 

4. Banana leaf Birth, marnage Better for health and hygiene to 
and death . erve fo d on it remedy for 

5. Ba il. leaf Death 
insect bi te and minor injuries. 
To avoid contamination and to 
prevent evil effect. 

6. Betel leaf and betel Birth, marriage Mouth freshener and to appease 
nu t the God. 
7. Earthen pot Birth marriage and An ti infectious and hygienic for 

death consuming food, prevent the 
effec t of evi l sight 

8. Use of fire Birth marriage and To destroy surrounding germ 
death and evil pirit. Also used as an 

antiseptic. 
9. Cow dung Birth marriage and Antiseptic, hygienic and 

death protection from any evi l attack. 
10. Bathing Birth marriage and For purification of body, mind 

before rituals Death and soul 
Source: Field Stud y 

It can be noticed that the u e of tum1eric wa · v ry prominent m their ocial 

occa ion . The concerned people w re we ll aware a out its beneficiarie . It wa. 

necessa ry for the new born babies and the concerned mother being an antiseptic . 

Further, it was protec tive in case of spreading infections from a dead body and 

al o a preventi.ve medium of ev il effects . According to the traditional medicine 

man of the wdied area turmeric wa very much curati e for the remedy from the 

di turbance in li ver, problem of throat etc. Application of neem wa particularly 

noticed during bi rth and death ritual . It was primarily used to prevent the effect 

of e i.l piri ts. However it was considered as inauspicious in case of marriage. 

According to the traditional. medicine man, it was protective and germ killer. In 

their dai ly livelihood di course, mustard oil wa · earnestly required. When it was 

mixed with turmeric ami vermi I ion then it could treated as a ve ry au pic i.ou 

object to perform different rituals. In the livel ihood of the tudied people basi l 

leaf had a very prominent signifi cance. In every household the tulsi mancha or 

ba il herb platform could be noticed. It wa con. ider d as a ery auspicious object 

111 every: cia! eremony, as it was a prime medium to pre ent the evil effect of 

soul nd piri ts. In the marriage ceremony betel leaf and betel nut was required 

for ome re li gi u purpo e as\ el l. The abo e tudy about the occa ion centering 

the life cycle of the tud ied peop le unfo ld t h~.;ir idea about basic concept of hea lth 

and the role of differen t herba l med icines in th ir social occasions. Su h 

intera tion between livel ihood and herbal medicine generated an oppurtunity to 
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secure their life to a certain context and to prevent the supernatural effects after 

· death. 

Role of the villagers: Health, disease and treatment also reflect the social 

solidarity of a community or a village. Illness and consequent treatment is not 

always an individual or familial affair. The decision about the nature of treatment 

may be taken at the community or village level also. There were some taboos 

related to specific diseases. Further some festivals were also celebrated in a 

community to ward off the malevolent effect of an evil spirit and to seek the 

blessing of God to proceed a smooth and good way of life. in the studied area, the 

village level festivals were collectively celebrated by them, although the 

enthusiasm got much reduced. Such festivals were collectively celebrated for the 

safety and protection of their livelihood. It took place to protect themselves from 

evil spirits. Another prominent village level participation was recorded in the 

context of taboos regarding the diseases viz. pox and measles. At the time of 

occurrence of those two diseases, all the villagers obeyed the rule to consume 

vegetarian diet. The married women during this period were advised not to wear 

red sarees. After the completion of prescribed pollution period and worship of 

Devi Sitala, the entire village life became normalized. Even if some occasions 

were prescribed earlier, then it was to be postponed due to emergence of such 

disease. Village level participation was also recorded at the time of Manasa puja 

or bisohori puja celebration. As they felt Goddess Manasa could save the entire 

village from any evil eye or from the danger of poisonous snakes. So, they 

altogether participated for appeasing her. Meanwhile, interestingly it was noticed 

that whenever a villager was running through the misfortune of snake bite and 

treated by the village ojha, then all the villagers obeyed and respected taboos for 

his remedial purpose as well as for their own security. Further, in any case of evil 

spiritual effect, the adult female members of the neighbourhood collectively 

framed a consensus about the probable cause of disease and its remedial method. 

Thus although the health sufferings were an individual or familial matter, still in 

certain aspects it became a community matter particularly for the safety and social 

security point of view. 
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Community knowledge base: In the studied area along with the traditional 

healing practices andl role of quacks the concerned people also had certain 

knowledge to redres~ the ailment of different diseases and injuries. It was 

transmitted generation wise through oral tradition and completely based upon 

those resources which were easily available within the locality and even within 
I 

their household. DuriQ.g the work if an individual became injured with the iron 
I 

hammer on his finger ihen he used to collect the leaves of marigold or Colocasia 

esculenta. They used to squeeze their extract and rub it on the injured portion to 
I 

clot the blood and to reduce the pain. During the work if their eyes got injured 

with the stone chips': then they used to collect the leaves of pathorkuchi 

(Brophyllum pinnatum) plant and smeared the extract on the injured eye to reduce 

the pain. Further if their hand or leg became injured and swelled up they used to 

paste the hot admixture ofturmeric and lime for a quick recovery: If their children 
' 

suffered from high fever then they used to put a piece of wet cloth on their 

forehead to reduce the 1body temperature. It was noted that in the studied families 
I 

if anyone was suffering from measles, jaundice or pox then they used to fumigate 
i 

the hut with incense ! and coconut shell smoke. They smeared the hut and 

courtyard with cow dung and water to prevent any further infecti.on. They never 

consumed any food during the period of solar or lunar eclipse because they 
' 

believed that the food rpight got contaminated with certain evil effect which even 

might be fatal for them. 

' 
Health situation of the Stone Crushers 

According to the defin~tion of World Health Organization, the good health of a 

people is not merely associated with the physical wellbeing, but it is intimately 

associated with the mental and social'wellbeing. In this context, by mental health 
' 

it may be assumed that a human being must lead his livelihood in a peace full 

manner with out any s~arcity, tension and trauma. Again, by social health it is 
I 

assumed. that being a social animal, a human being must lead his livelihood in 

peace, affection, and co-operation with his family, cultural domain, as well as his 

fellow neighbourhood. So, in the context ofthe present Study if the over all health 

situations of the stone I crushing people is to be analyzed then obviously their 

presently settlement, livelihood condition and local environment is to be taken 
I 

into account. 
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Studied people and their settlement: The livelihood of the studied people was 

intimately associated with the stone based occupation. Their economic 

organization was solely depended on the natural resources of the Balasan river. 

Their common minimum livelihood requisites could be accumulated through the 

earning generated by the stone based occupation. To provide economic security 

for the family members the said occupation should be regularly conducted by the 

concerned people. For the said purpose it was earnestly required that they should 

live adjacent to their work field and conduct their work regularly without any 

unnecessary wastage of time. In the studied area the concerned people and their 

families used to live in a very limited territory. Their huts were constructed very 

adjacent to one another in a quite congested manner. Even those huts were not 

properly ventilated and were lacking of other basic amenities. From dawn to dusk 

they earn their livelihood against rigorous physical labour. Obviously after such 

arduous labour the body and mind demands a period of leisure and relaxation, in 

the household. However the house hold pattern and local environment were not 

quite favorable for them to avail such leisure. During the formative period there 

were a very few household in the studied area. However, decade after decade the 

population gradually started to get increased with in a limited territory. As the 

people established their settlements primarily on the basis of local adjustments, 

thus obviously the studied area became very much congested and densely 

populated. In the studied area there were an enmeshing number of lanes and hi

lanes. All such ways were associated with the almost uncountable number of huts 

of the stone crushers on both sides. Such lanes were even so narrow, that it was 

rather difficult for a person to walk along with another. Such dense congestation 

of the locality did not provide the scope to establish a properly ventilated spacious 

household. The huts of the stone crushers were quite small in size and its 

construction was very unhygenic. It was observed that if both the doors and 

windows of the huts were closed and someone stays inside, then it become rather 

difficult for them even to take their respiration properly. Further, as the 

population gradually started to increase in the studied area, the local vegetation 

was cut down to provide them the place of settlement. During the period of Study, 

it was noticed that in the studied area the number of trees were very few and even 

the shrubs were quite scarce. As a result, the natural breeze could hardly be found 

in the .colony. It is to be mentioned here that as the studied area was established 
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on the bank of the river th us the soi l type wa mostly made up of sand, stone and 

boulder. Gradually with the sunligh t the soi l surface of the colony became very 

hot. ven if some wind was generated from the river then usually it carried the 

sand, dust particle and a hot wave. Again, in the evening the ab orbed heat was 

radia ted by the and and stones with in the colony and thu even after the sunset 

it took a prolonged time for the reduction of warmness in the stud ied area. After 

the day long hard work the ti red body and mind of the concerned people 

demanded a quiet rest. However, in such an adverse local environment it become 

rather imposs ible for them to remain confined wi thin their houses. Even after the 

dusk it took a long time for the decrease of temperature and a are ult only a very 

litt le momen t was left for the stud ied people for their leisure. It is generally 

assumed tha t house hold and local environment is the place of emotional, mental 

and ocial ecurity. In the contex t of present tudy it represen ted a different 

per pective. lt ha been already mentioned hen.: that in the studied area the 

ne ighbor hood interaction was not very much peacefu l and harmonious. Among 

the people there always persis ted ome sort of jealousy and confl ict. Thus they 

had a minimum cope to share their agon y of orrows with any neighbours or 

fr iend tor a mere mental re laxation. The ri er bed is the ymbol and witness of 

their day long arduous work; further when they re turned to their huts, it poor 

infra tructure symbolized thei r lack of common m inimum livelihood resource, 

acute scarc ity and poverty a ll along. It cou ld easi ly represent the harsh reali ty that 

al l of their day long effort turned into a vain and it created an acute mental stres 

and frustration for them. Their livelihood condit ion had snatched the rejoice and 

mile from their faces . Always they were leading their li clihood along with the 

strc s and ocial insecurity to a great extent . 

Livelihood condition, household infrastructure and its impact on health 

It has been air ady revealed that the economic condition of the tudied people was 

quite poor in cond ition . Poverty emerged as a major obstacle for them to 

accumulate their common min imum li elihood requ isites in proport ionate to their 

requ irements. Thus, it might a lso have a major impac t on the ir livelihood 

c ndit ion. food and overall hea lth as pects. These are analyzed in deta il. Among 

the stud ied familie all the huts were made up of soil corrugated tin and bamboo. 

The ir roof were thatched either with traw or with tin. The allowing table can 
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reveal their feature of dwelling room and the number of family members dwelling 

in the rooms. 

Table 6.5: Distribution offa.milies according to number of rooms and dwelling 
members 

Number of rooms Total family 
One Two More than two 
297 21 7 325 
91.38 6.46 2.15 100.00 
Number of family members Number of dwelling rooms 325 

One Two More than two 100.00 

1-4 136 18 -
41.85 5.54 

5-8 161 3 -
49.54 0.9 

9 and above - - 7 
2.15 

Source: Field Study 

Their socio-economic condition had hardly provided them to live in a convenient 

manner. Nearly all of the total studied families (91.38 percent) dwelt their 

livelihood within a sole room (Table 6.5). Even within a single room upto eight 

family members dwelt together. Their economic scarcity might be a major 

hindrance to provide their family members a sufficient space of habitation. Again, 

it may be noted that such congested dwelling could hardly provide a favourable 

environment to a child related to his proper socialization, psychological 

development and personality formation. 

Most of the families had at least 5 members, thus all of them were forced to live 

within a single room in most of the cases. Regarding the proper mental and 

psychological growth of the children and adolescence, they need their own 

privacy and adequate space for development. However in case of the studied 

people such opportunities were completely absent. It was reported that in such 

cases often the married couple faced utter difficulties to maintain their private 

sharing. Being co-habited with the parents in a single room often the children 

become familiar with the course of personal discussions of their parents and it 

generated an adverse impact on their personality formation and proper 

psychological developments. Again as the children were gradually grown up and 

became bound to co-habit with their parents, thus the married couple and the 

parents had to maintain their personal relation under numerous obligations. It 

might generate some sort of mental stress for them or emotional stress as well. 
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Further, in case of all the fam il ies the infrastructure of the houses was in a very 

poor condition. During the fie ld Study it has been reported and was observed that 

irrespective of any climatic condition, their house hold infrastructure could hardl y 

provide a scope of secured living for them. The multiple pores on the roof and 

wall allowed the shower to get penetrated which used to drench and damage their 

mere belongings like books bed etc. The earthen floor and walls used to get 

swelled up and damaged due to absorption of moisture by the soil. ln such 

s ituation often it used to become almost impossible for their dwelling. However 

their economic conditions were so poor and due to that neither they could repair 

thei r huts regularly, nor they had the capacity to purchase a plot of land to stay in 

outs ide of the co lony. The concerned houses were too small and low in height. 

Thu particularly during the summer they become quite suffocating even for 

respiration when multiple members were present with in it. Thus inspite of several 

inconveniences they were compe ll ed to adjust wi th the obstacles for survival. 

Further, the features of basic amenitie related to their household can be 

represented through the following table (Table 6.6). 

Table 6.6: Feature of basic household amenities 

Drainage system Total family 
Present Absent 325 
18 307 100.00 
5.54 94.46 
Posi tion of kitchen 325 
Within dwelling room Outside of dwelling room 100.00 
306 19 325 
94 .15 5.84 100.00 
Toilet fac ility 
Present Absent 325 

28 297 100.00 

8.62 91.38 
Electricity 325 
Presen t Absent 100.00 
15 310 
4.62 95.38 

Source: Field Study 

It can be noted that due to economic scarci ty as well as lack of proper 

admin i trative support most of their huts were devoid of basic scientific 

amenities. Due to lack of drainage system the water utili zed in mu ltifarious 

regu lar li vel ihood discourse cou ld hardly had the scope of proper evacuation. 

Thus the dirty water got Jogged in many places of the stud ied area. In this 

concern often foul mell emerged out from them . It is to be mentioned here that 
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particularly during the monsoon, almost the entire Balasan colony became a pit 

bog, all sorts of polluted garbage were floated through the water. 

Further, among the families who did not have the toilet, the concerned adult 

members generally select the river bed for the related purpose. However, their 

children utilized the household surroundings for such purpose and in most of the 

cases it remained unclean. Thus lack of proper sanitation, sewage and drainage 

could easily make the local environment much polluted. In the entire studied area 

foul smell and mud logged ways could be noticed quite frequently. Again most of 

the studied families (96.31 percent) were devoid of the utilization of electricity in 

course of their daily livelihood. Thus after the dark, they had to depend 

completely on kerosene lamp or candle. However, if they did not have the money 

to purchase them, then after sunset they had to spend their livelihood incomplete 

darkness in the hut. Meanwhile their economic condition forced all the members 

to depend on a single source of light. It has been reported by the colony health 

Sub Centre workers that within a congested hut, the emitted gas of kerosene were 

quite unhygienic, on the other hand as a mere source of light was shared by a 

number of person, thus it could generate an adverse impact on the eye sight as 

well. The feature of drinking water facility and their method of purification can be 

represented through the following table-

Table 6.7: Source of water for drinking and household purpose 

Purpose Source ofWater Total family 
River Well Tube well Tap PHE 

Drinking 6 277 22 16 4 325 
1.85 85.23 6.77 4.92 1.23 100.00 

Household 127 169 23 6 - 325 
39.08 52.00 7.08 1.85 100.00 

Purification of drinking water Total family 
Yes No 325 
39 286 100.00 
12.00 88.00 

Methods of drinking water purification Total family 
By cloth By boiling 
33 6 39 
84.61 15.38 100.00 

Source: Fteld Study 

Among the total studied families, in most of the cases (85.23 percent) they 

consumed the drinking water from the well and in a very few case (1.23 percent) 

they utilized the purified drinking water of PHE. It is to be mentioned here that in 
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the s tudied area there was speci fi c time of water suppl y on every day. Howe er, 

during that time they remained totally engaged with th ei r occupational pursuit. o 

they had hardly any scope to leave the work for a few hour and come back to 

the ir hut to co llect the tap water. Thu for them the easi ly available sources of 

water was from the river and well rema ined as the only alternative for daily 

livel ihood purpose. Further, regarding the household courses they were mostly 

depended on local wells and river water res pectively (Table 6. 7). 

Aga in from the PHE they had to purchase water aga inst a nominal monthly 

amount. However, in a di sastrous economic condition, th ey were qu ite re luctant 

to obtai n such prov i ion and were completely depended on easily avai lable 

natural water sources. In the stud ied area the tap water supply was presen t. 

However, for the s tudi ed people, durin g their busy chedule of work, cou ld 

merely have the scope to fetch such water. In the s tudied area most of the well 

were shared. A it was complete ly lackin g from proper drainage, thus all sorts of 

water usage remain d logged around the well and might become the key birth 

place of a number of germs and parasi te wh ich could generate fata l disease. It 

has been repo rted by the most of the family members (86. 77 percent) that th e 

open we ll s of the studied area were se ldom purifi ed or di sinfected ·ince a ouple 

of years . bus obviou ly they had to consume the unpurifi ed and polluted 

drinking water. During the fiel d Study it had been reponed that most of th 

stud ied fam ilie used to consume the water without any sort of household 

purifi cat ion . Even a very few families who used to purify the water, they used to 

do it merely by cloth (Tab le 6. 7). 

It wa primaril y because of the fact that they had to purchase the espensive fu el 

from the market. Th y used to util ize the expens ive fuel only for the purpose of 

the ir cooking without anything else. lt had forced them to consume the unpurifi ed 

drinking water in most of the cases and it might generate the frequencies of many 

water borne diseases among them. In this context, their use of cooking fuel cou ld 

be represented through the fo llowing table-

Table 6.8: se of cook ing fuel 

Wood du~t Cow dung cake Coa l Kerosene Total fami ly 
237 67 17 4 325 
72 .92 20.62 5.2l 1.23 lOO.OO 

Source: Fie ld Stud y 
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It can be noted that the studied families were mostly depended on less costly fuel 

available within their locality. Even the female folk used to prepare the cow dung 

cake in the huts to meet up with their requirement of fuel. Again, most of the 

studied families were depended on wood dust as the prime source of fuel, while 

some were depended on cow dung cake (Table 6.8). Both of the fuel was to be 

purchased by them from the other local people or adjacent locality. However the 

other sources of fuel were beyond their purchasing capacity. It was observed that 

in the studied area within such congested huts if the smoke emitted fuel was 

utilized then it might generate some sort of respiratory problem for them. 

However the acute poverty of the studied people had prevented them to look after 

any sort of alternative and they had to compromise in every circumstance. 

During the field Study, when the daily livelihood of the concerned people was 

closely observed, it was noticed that onwards from the dawn they had a mere 

scope to look after themselves. They woke up quite early in the morning. After 

making themselves refreshed very quickly, they used to start their work in the 

river bed as early as they could. They had a very little scope to look after their 

hygiene and proper cleanliness. They used to spend the entire day in the stone 

filed. Most of the time they used to take their bath in the dirty water of the river. It 

was often noticed that during the bath they used to wash their clothes only with 

the dirty river water. Meanwhile their economic condition had reduced the 

oppurtunity to purchase any marketized products for them to even properly wash 
' 

their clothes. Again, the working atmosphere of the river bed was also very dirty 

and polluted one. The entire river bed was provided with sand, dust, mud and 

other foul smell. Along with that there was the continuous emission of smoke 

from the vehicles. During the summer the sand and stone of the river bed became 

tremendously hot. Again during the rainy season it was filled up with water. In 

such cases they used to do the work by getting completely drenched. As a result 

the moisten body gradually got dried up by itself. It was reported by the staffs of 

the colony health Sub Centre that such factors could generated a number of skin 

diseases for them. The general health awareness of the studied people can be 

represented through the following table-
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Table 6.9: Distributi<~n of the families on the basis of general health awareness 

Scientific means I Take food Take lunch Participate Follow Total 
of - by washing in dusty in health advice of 
sanitation Hands stone field camp health staffs 
Yes No I Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 325 
12 313 f23 302 298 27 36 289 17 308 100.00 
3.69 96.31 17.08 92.92 91.69 8.31 11.08 88.92 5.23 94.77 

Source: Fteld Study 1 

I 

In most of the families the concerned members used to take their lunch in the 

dusty and polluted stbne field. They had a mere scope to come back at their huts 
I 

for lunch, rather it w,ould be an unnecessary wastage of time for them. In such 

cases they even did nbt washed their hands before consuming their food. Most of 

the families had not participated in any health awareness camp. They were 
I 

unaware about the bJalth related government policies and programmes through 

media or any other ~ource as had been noticed in 91.08 percent cases. The 

concerned people we~e mostly devoid of general health awareness (Table 6.9). It 
' 

might be due to the; fact that their arduous working affiliation could hardly 
I 

generate any leisure period for them to participate in any other affiliation rather 

than their work. Time was a crucial factor for them to consume a fold of rice. 
! 

Thus they were quite :reluctant to spend their valuable time in other affiliations 

irrespective of their w'orks. Further most of the time they spend on the dusty and 

polluted river bed. In Juch a polluted environment they use to consume their food, 
I 

they used to take therr bath and even drank the river water. Thus the concerned 

people were very m~ch exposed to an unhygienic working atmosphere and 

through food and water their might be an acute chance of contamination for them. 
I 

Thus their working environment, livelihood condition, settlement pattern were not 

supportive enough to /generate the feature of good physical health and proper 

mental as well as psybhological development for them. Again, during the field 

Study it was observed that the studied people used to take their bath mostly in the 
I 

river water. However, it was done in a quick succession and hardly they bad the · 
1 
I 

time to clean their body properly during the busy working involvement. Even in a 

number of cases they u~ed to take the bath in the evening just before coming back 
I 

to their home. Similarly they used to clean their children also within a very short 
I 

period and even sometime they did not manage the time of their regular bathing. 

On the other hand economic scarcity reduced their oppurtunity to use bathing 

soap and allied antisep~cs regularly. It was noticed that most of the families used 
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to refre h the ir mouth in the moming only with water. Again mo t of the ·tudied 

peo ple had only one set of dress and only a few of them had two et of dresse . 

They could hard ly clean their clothes because if they wash them then they wou ld 

have nothing to wear further. In most of the cases during the bathing it used to get 

automati cally rinsed and further dried up in their body. Economic scarci ty had 

reduced their cope to purcha e market based products for the regular cleanliness 

of their clothes. Thus their dre ses were qu ite fi lthy and shabby in looking as 

well. ln their dail y life they neither had the cope for physical clean li ness nor they 

had the scope to clean the ir dresses properly. The colony wa it elf quite dusty 

due to the works related with stone, sand etc. Consequently their huts were also 

quite dusty and shabby in looking. In the srudied area a mo t of the fam ilie 

were lacking from sanitary means, they u ed the household sunound ings and the 

river bed a a suitable place for thi purpose. Lack of proper drainage ystem 

often used to create acute water logging, foul smell around their huts and any sort 

of heavy bower generated the colony in to a mud plunged settlement. 

Figure 6. 1: uu rcc of Jri nki ng water in the ~ tudicd area 

Quality of daily food and nutrition 

The righ t to food i fundamental human ri ght. The righ t to food .is to en ure that 

all people have the capacity to feed themselves in dignity. Hunger is de fined by 

the Hunger Ta k Force (2003) as " a condition, in wh ich people lack the basic 

food intake to provide them wi th the energy and nutrients for fu lly producti ve 
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lives." The Food and Ah;cultural Organization (FAO) has defined the absence of 
I 

hunger as "access by all people at all times to enough nutritionally adequate and 

safe food for an active ~nd healthy life (FA0,2000:1)." Hunger is most directly 

apparent in inadequate food intake and a poor diet and is directly related to 

malnutrition. Hunger is both a cause and an effect of poverty. It holds back 
I 

economic growth and limits progress in reducing poverty. The United Nations 

Millennium DevelopmJnt goals have set their first goal to eradicate extreme 

poverty and hunger to h~lve between 1990 and 2015. Still hunger continues to be 

a global tragedy~ AboJt 870 million people are estimated to have been under 
! 

nourished interms of dietary energy supply in the period of 2010-2012. This 

figure represents 12.5 bercent of the global population or one in eight people 

(FA0,2012:8). l 
An international compprison of India's hunger indicators presents a dismal 

I 

picture. As quoted in the Nutrition Report of 2009 of the National Family and 
! 

Health Survey 3 (NFHS3), the average percentage of undernourished children 
I 

under five years for 26 Sub-Saharan African countries was 25 percent, about half 
j 

the Indian average of 46 percent. A third of India's adult population has a Body 

Mass Index (BMI) of !less than 18.5 (the number below which are declared 
I 

malnourished). In i005~06, more than half of women aged 15-49 years suffered 

from anemia (55:3 per cbnt). 
[ 

India is the worst perfortner in terms of low birth weight and underweight among 
r 

the SAARC (South Asian Association For Regional Co-operation) countries. 

Nearly half of India's I children under three are malnourished, a very high 

percentage (21.5 percent of babies in India are born with low birth weight, child 

malnutrition is higher in '
1
rural areas, the prevalence of anemia among adolescence 

girls is very high and anemia among children has increased over the years (India 
! 

Human Development Report, 2011: 6-8, 120-123). 

Meanwhile the feeding sbhedule and feeding category of the studied people can be 
I 

represented through the following table-
' 
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Table 6.10: Feature of daily feeding schedule 

Category Yes No Total family 

Break fast (6-7 am) 27 298 325 
8.31 91.69 100.00 

Lunch (3:30-4:00 325 -
pm) 100.00 
Tiffin (7:00 pm) 19 306 

5.85 94.15 
Dinner (9:00 pm) 325 -

100.00 
Source: Field Study 

Table 6.11: Types of food consumed 

Category Daily Once in a Once in a Occasionally Total 
week month family 

Rice, pulse and 325 - - - 325 
vegetables 100.00 100.00 
Egg, soyabean - 187 129 9 

57.54 39.69 2.77 
Fish, meat - 56 247 22 

17.23 76.00 6.77 
Fruit, milk - 164.92 297 12 

91.38 3.69 
Source: F1eld Study 

During the field Study it has been observed that the quality and type of daily food 

and nutrition was quite simple among the stone crushing people. Before migration 

the concerned people accumulated their resources of food and nutrition from the 

locally available natural products. They were primarily agriculturist and the source 

of their prime staple food i.e. rice was generated by themselves only. On the other 

hand, through domestication of animals, poultry birds and local water bodies they 

could easily avail the animal proteins like milk, egg and fish. Further their 

homestead land was quite bigger and they had the ample scope of kitchen gardening 

which could generate the source of daily consumable vegetables for them. 

Ultimately before migration, although they were not economically rich but they had 

the scope to accumulate their food from their own surrounding natural resource 

which could sustain their livelihood to a great extent. However the entire scenario 

was rapidly altered after their migration. Due to it they lost their traditional 

agricultural occupation and it ompletely reduced their scope to generate the prime 

staple food by themselves. Along with that due to lack of agricultural land, they had 
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I 
no more scope to cultivate pulses and other vegetables. Again due to such scarcity, 

I . . 
the source of animal fodder and grazing land also became reduced. Ultimately it 

had seized their scope of domestication of animals, poultry birds as well as 

accessibilities of animal protein within the courtyard. Further, after their 

resettlement the huts werb established on a very limited territory. On the other hand 

the land surface containeb stone and sand but not the soil. Thus it had seized every 
I 

scope to cultivate the kitchen garden and simultaneously it eliminated their 
I 

oppurtunity to generate the supplementary food products. In the studied area local 
- I 

streams and channels were completely absent. On the other hand the Balasan river 

was also not provided ~ith fishes and other consumable water bodies. In such 
I 

circumstances they had a 1least number of oppurtunity to consume the fishes or other 

water bodies as a source lof their food. From the above all circumstances, it can be 
I 

easily revealed that in the studied area the concerned people had a very little scope 

to accumulate a fold of ~ce with the help of natural products. They had to steam 
I 

their vessel by accumulating the market based food products. In most of the cases, 
i 

they had an average five membered family and obviously the demand of prime 
I 

livelihood requisite i.e. food was quite extreme among them. However, the acute 
I 

economic scarcity was a major hindrance for them to purchase the expensive 
I 

market based food products. In such cases the demand of the food and the 
I 

accumulated amount was quite misappropriate to each other. Among the studied 
I 

people along with acute poverty, hunger had also become a part of daily livelihood. 
! 

All the studied families cpuld hardly manage a fold of rice twice in a day. On the 
I 

other hand in a very few c'ases they could manage breakfast and tiffin as observed in 
I 

merely 8.31 percent and 51"85 percent cases respectively (Table 6.1 0). It was noticed 

that they used to take their food after long gap of hours in between. They used to 
I 

have their breakfast quite· early in the morning and throughout the entire day they 
I 
I 

remained busy in the stone crushing work. The arduous working schedule had 

hardly left any leisure period for them to take lunch at a proper time. Thus for long 
I 

duration they used to remain in an empty stomach and had to conduct their hard 
I 

manual labour. Economic\scarcity might have reduced the scope to have some tiffin 

in the evening for most of the families. It had been noticed that after lunch most of 
. I 

the families could avail dinner after 6 to 8 hours. Although the concerned people 
I 

were busy with hard manJailabour throughout their entire livelihood but they could 

hardly manage proportiohate amount of food for their every family member. 
I 
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Economic burden might be a major obstacle for them to consume animal protein 

often or to consume the food after specific period of time. All the studied families 

could hardly manage rice, pulse and little amount of vegetable curry everyday. 

While 76 percent families and 91.38 percent families could hardly consume fish or 

meat and even fruit or milk once in a month (Table 6.11). 

Further, with that mere amount of food resource a number of family members had 

to redress their hunger. It was unable to meet up with the desired amount and most 

of the people had to strive with hunger. The female folk provided the larger share of 

food foremostly to the prime earning member of the families and next to their 

children. Ultimately, a very little amount was left for them to consume. It is quite 

significant to mention that according to Gopalan and Balasubramanian 2004, stated 

the Recommended Dietary Allowances for the Indians, and net energy Kcal/d were 

3800 Kcal/d and 2925 Kcal/d for heavy working men and women respectively. 

Futher to accumulate such energy they had specified the required a~ount of 

protein, fat, calcium, vitamin and amino acids. However, the concerned sources of 

food were quite expensive. Due to economic constraint it was rather impossible for 

the studied people to consume them regularly and if not once in a week. Although 

they were engaged in a very arduous manual labour but they had a very little 

oppurtunity to accumulate the required level of energy through food as per 

requirement. According to the Doctors of Matigara PHC and North Bengal Medical 

College it might have some other impact on their physical health condition. 

However during the .field Study it was reported that acute poverty had reduced the 

scope for them to purchase the expensive market based food products. On the other 

hand the locally available food resources were also scarce -for them. Further, the 

doctors of the Primary health centre and Medical college reported that the hard 

manual labour related with the stone crushing work should be supplemented with 

proper nutritive food. However, if it is lacking then it might tell upon their physical 

health and they might be vulnerable to a number of diseases and ill health 

condition. Collectively the entire scenario had provided very least oppurtunity for 

the studied people to obtain adequate amount of food that might be proportionate to 

their heavy work load. The studied people conducted such a hard manual labour 

without proper food and nutrition. It might had reduced their resistance of the body 

to a great extent and frequently they became vulnerable to a number of diseases. In 

this regard, the following case Study can elaborate the fact in more detail-
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a e tudy I: A hina Barman aged 60 year had a i m the member famil 

BaJa ·an Col ny. They were entir ly depended on the tone based work. H tared 

that before migration they had th dai l c n umption of food through the locally 

avai lab le agricultural produce . fter migration and re cttlement they had no more 

op of uch fo d re ources. On th ther hand poor income provided a mere 

ppurrunity for them to purcha e the desired amount of food product from the 

market. In mo t of the days th y remained hand to mouth in condition and hunger 

became a part of their da il y life. urther. he stated that hungry tomach made th m 

phy ically weak t conduct the heavy work. However, to earn a fold of rice 

irre pective of any ph ical weakne they had to conduct the work regu larly. He 

expr ed with grief orrow tha t often hi grandson demanded more food to hi · on 

or daugh ter in law. In most of the ca th y became ery angry and to uppre 

their incapability the child was violently beaten up by them. 

a e Study 2: Prabhati Barn1an of 36 years, had a four member fami ly in the 

tudied area. She wa li ing along wi th her three ch ildren. Her hu band left them 

three year ago and th n he was the only earner f the family. During the rudy 

he got suffered with acute fi ver and dy entry, wh ich made her phy ica!Jy very 

w ak. Although, he u ed to got the ri er bed for work, but her phy ·ical weakne 

hindered her to g for hea y work load. Meanwhile it reduced her scope to earn 

more and wi th that mere earn ing she could hardly manag a fo ld of rice for the 

family member . Again, her children demanded continuou. ly for getting m re food 

from their mother but he had no scope to provide the sam . Sometime he became 

o much angry with her inability and frustration that when her chi ldren demanded 

for food or anything eLe, he started to beat them violen tly. Further, he took ome 

I an fro m the local grocer but he wa unable to repay it till the date. Looking after 

the carcity of food in home he went to the grocer to purcha e ome rice and pul e 

in loan. But the grocer readi ly refused her to give any more loan in ca h or kind, 

unti l the previou one wa repaid. he ·tated that mere income and acut price hik 

of consumable goods created al l sorts of inconvenience r lat d to their urvival. 

he bad to purcha e all orts of common minimum livelihood fTom the market but 

he had alma t no money in her hand . Her li elihood along with the chi ldren wa 

fac ing every 011 of inc nveniences. 
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H wever. 10 ca c of th other fa mi lie al ·o the ituation i no more different. 

p erty, as a ommon fa tor for the every . tudicd fa milies. On the other hand their 

cop of purcha e wa al o ery limited. Thu to con ume adequate amount of 

nutritive food was mere ly impo ible for th m and hung r, under nutrit ion had 

become a part of their da il y life. 

Again, most of the fam ilie u ed to send their children to the ICD and the s hool 

to get the meal. It has been reported by the I 0 workers that the food provided 

through such , cheme c uld become a , upplementary ource for them. During the 

fi eld tudy it was frequent ly noticed that the chi ldren brought ome uten il to tak 

the food to their household and the food was shared by a number of their fam ily 

member . From the overall discus ·i n it can be noted that along with the ec nomic 

. carcity, food and nutrition had also becom a v ry ·carce object for them. The 

parents ' ere unable to provide proper nouri hmcnt to their ch i.ldren, whi le th y 

were al o lack ing the proper food in proport ionate to their hard manual labour. Ever 

ince th ir re ettl ement uch a situation had tarted and it became a genera tion v ise 

on go1ng process. 

Figure 6.2: Mother feedi ng a chi ld on the ri ver bed 

Reproductive mother-child health issues 

!though India ha made an appreciable progre s in 1mpro ing the overal l heal th 

taru of its popu lation bu t it is far from ati fac tion . The pace of decline of infant 
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and child mortality on ot hand and maternal mortality on the other hand has been 

quite low. The health loblems of mothers and newborns arise as a result of 

synergistic effects of rna utrition, poverty, illiteracy, unhygienic living conditions, 

infections and unregulat d fertility. At the same time, poor infrastructure and 

ineffective public health !services is also responsible for low inadequate obstetric 

care. The national averagb of MMR is 254 per 100,000 live births (SRS-2004-06), 

which in itself is very hi~ compared to the international scenario like Sweden (5), 

USA (24), Brazil (58) ank even in neighbouring countries like Bangladesh (340), 

Pakistan (260), Sri LankJ (39) and Thailand (48). In 2012 the infant mortality rate I . 
was 44 in India and in rest Bengal it was 32 (Annual Report 2012-13: i). The 

maternal mortality ratio of India was 212 in 2012 (Annual Report 2012-13: i). 

Looking through the lenJ of hunger and poverty, there are seven major areas of 

discrimination against wdmen in India. India has exceptionally high rates of child 

malnutrition, because trabition in India requires that women eat last and least 

throughout their lives, eJen when pregnant and lactating. Malnourished women 

give birth to malnourishdd children, perpetuating the cycle. Females receive less 

health care than males. Many women die in childbirth of easily prevented 

complications. Working conditions and environmentaJ pollution further impairs 

women's health. Families kre far less likely to educate girls than boys, and far more 

.likely to pull them out of Jcbool, either to help out at home or from fear of violence. 

fu studi~ area the issuesj_ related to the reproductive mother child health bears a 

special Significance. Wtthm the famdtal penphery poverty reduced thetr scope to 

accumulate a fold of rice. bn the other hand due to several social circumstances the 

parents were desired to gi~e the marriage of their girl children quite at an early age. 
I 

As the women were associated with the reproduction, thus to attain such capability, 
I 

it is an urgent need that they should have an adequate physical as well as mental 

maturity. Obviously poor !nutritional background as well as early age of marriage 

might generate a number of hindrances to their reproductive mother child health 

aspects. It was an obvious factor that during pregnancy period the reproductive 

women must be provided with adequate food and nutrition. It can be represented 

through the following tably-
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Table 6.12: Feature of food and nutrition before and after child birth 

Category Frequency of food consumption Total ever become 
Daily Once in a week mother 

Rice, pulse and 382 - 382 
vegetables 100.00 100.00 
Egg, soyabean 3 379 

0.79 99.21 
Fish, meat - 382 

100.00 
Fruit, milk - 382 

100.00 
Source: Field Study 

However all the ever became mother of the studied area were completely depended 

on mere rice, pulse and vegetables, while they could hardly manage to provide them 

animal protein, fruit and milk once in a week. Tpe acute economic scarcity had 

reduced the scope of the concerned families to provide proper nutritious diet to 

them. (Table 6.12). Even after the child birth the situation remained the same if not 

worsen. Out of the total ever became mother, all of them had the scope to consume 

rice, pulse and vegetables for them. Again once in a week they could consume 

animal protein, fruit or milk (Table 6.12). 

The concerned families were quite well aware that the pregnant women were 

required a special care and proper nutritious diet. But their poor level of income 

could merely provide any oppurtunity for them to avail it. Meanwhile it can be 

noted that the reproductive mother child health aspects are being facilitated by the 

Government of India through Integrated Child Development Scheme (!CDS). The 

functional situation of !CDS in the Blasan colony can be represented through the 

following table-

Table 6.13: Food and medical facility from ICDS during pregnancy 
Provision of food and nutrition Provision of medical facility 

Yes No Total ever Yes No Total ever 
become become 
mother mother 

56 326 382 30 352 382 
14.66 85.34 100.00 7.85 92.15 100.00 

Source: Field Study 

It can be noted that only 14.66 percent pregnant women were provided with proper 

food and nutrition through the ICDS, while only 7.85 percent were provided with 

adequate medical facility during their pregnancy period (Table 6.13). From the field 

Study it has been found that huge sections of population were not properly aware 
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about the facilities of 1¢ns pro~ided to the reproductive ~other. The ICDS staff 

reported that the centre r· facmg: acute shortage of workmg staff and it became 

difficult for them to prJvide regular facilities to every one. Further, according to 

them in a densely populated area like Balasan colony only one ICDS could hardly 

meet up with the requirJment of the people. It has been reported that the ICDS of 

the Balasan colony werb not meet up with adequate infrastructure or supply of 
I 

medical kit to provide the desired facilities to the reproductive mothers and the 
I 

concerned working staf~ had no adequate knowledge about medical courses and 

vaccinations of women. It has been reported to their higher authority but no action 
I 

was taken further. Thus immunization drop out of the expecting mothers could be 

frequently noticed. Amobg the studied families the feature of medical care of the 

pregnant women can be r~presented through the following table-

Table 6.14: Type of mediL care before or after pregnancy 
[ 

Category During pregnancy After pregnancy 
No checkup 293 346 

I 

76.70 90.58 
Western medical 45 -

I 

11.78 
Quack 14 6 

I 

3.66 1.57 
Traditional healer 30 30 

' 7.85 7.85 
Total 382 382 

boo.oo) (100.00) 

Source: Field Study I 
Among the concerned families the females who became ever mother, most of 

them (76. 70 percent) bald not gone through any sort of medical check up before . I 
their pregnancy. Further, among them only 11.78 · percent had gone through 

western medical check jp during their pregnancy. Again in some cases they went 

through the check up rrbm local quacks or traditional healers. Further after the 

child birth most of the fJmales (90.58 percent) had shown their reluctance for any 

sort of check up while ~nly a few proffered to consult with quacks, traditional 
I 

healers or they followed indigenous methods. Significantly after the child birth 

they did not prefer any sbrt of consultancy with the western medical practitioners 

(Table 6.14). 

It was primarily because tf the facts that during the period of child birth a woman 

had to keep herself abstam from the stone based work for a certain period of time. 
I 
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Such lack of involvement obviously reduced their monthly income quite a lot. 

Thus it was a prime requisite for the family that the concerned women folk should 

resume to their work very soon to support their familial income level. In that 

circumstance, if they spent most of their post pregnancy period behind the 

medical check up then it might increase their familial economic burden into 

manifold. Thus after the pregnancy period they hardly prefer any sort of medical 

check up. Even if it was done, it was solely within the locality and without much 

economic burden. In case of the studied families, the frequent medical check up 

primarily needed two basic things, first the involvement of time and secondly the 

purchase of prescribed medicine. For the poverty stricken stone crushing people, 

hardly any moment is left for them to go for frequent medical check up from their 

busy working schedule. Again they could not afford to purchase costly medicine 

from the market. Therefore they were less interested for any such check up; 

however if they thought about it, then they would rather prefer the local quacks or 

traditional medicine man who were easily available within the locality as well as 

provided the medicines against nominal amount. In this context their place of 

liberation and aspects of midwifery practices can be represented through the 

following table-

Table 6.15: Feature ofliberation place and role of mid wives 

Liberation Place Cared by Total ever 
In home In P.H.C. and Home,PHC Midwife Health become 

Medical staff mother 
College 

348 29 5 353 29 382 
91.10 7.59 1.31 92.41 7.59 100.00 

Source: Field Study 

In the studied area, institutional delivery was a very rare practice. Primarily the 

households were preferred as the place of liberartion. It was mainly because of the 

fact that it could save both their time and money. Otherwise to attend regularly at 

the nearest PHC of Matigara would ultimately create a lot o '!Jlldesired economic 

expenditure for them. On the other hand during the said period of liberation, the 

wives were unable to attend in their works. Moreover, if the husbands also waste 

their valuable time of work in other ways, then the economic scarcity of the 

concerned families would be much aggravated in condition. Thus they used to 

prefer the household practices of liberation. It is to be mentioned here that such 

cases were mostly taken care of by the locally available midwives. Generally they 
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did not demand any monfy but some gifts were offered to them from the concerned 

families. However, they I hardly maintain any sort of western hygienic method or 

application of any weste antiseptic method. 

According to the report f the staffs of colony Health Sub Centre, health awareness 

related to the reproducti e mother child health aspects were very less among them. 

From the field Study it as observed that among the studied people the cultural 

tradition was to select the household as a place of liberation in the presence of 

midwives. They did not change their usual clothes, nor washes their hands, nor 

boiled the string of the bamboo strip nor even washed them with plain hot water; in 

fuel no hygienic Iiberati+ measures were taken by them. Further a number offood 

taboos and prohibitions ,ere imposed upon them. During the field Study it has been 

reported that a few newl)j became mothers requested their husbands and in laws for 

institutional delivery, but it was not given adequate importance as they were not 

desired for unwanted ecotomic burden and wastage of time. 

The feature of pre delivef immunization status of the reproductive mothers can be 

represented through the fallowing table-

Table 6.16: Immunization status of ever became mother 
I 

Irnrnumzatlon Status Total ever became 
Immumzatwn dropped l No dose taken mother 

25 
I 

357 382 
6.54 93.46 100.00 

Source: Field Study 

Among the studied people It was Sigmficantly noticed that none of the ever became 

mother had completed thbir entire course of pre child birth immunization. Even a 

few of them had taken obly one dosage and further it was dropped (Table 6.16). 

During the Study the con~emed mothers reported that for immunization they had to 

wait upto the arrival of t~e medical staffs at the health sub centre. However, they 

used to come according tb their official w~rking schedule. In the mean time almost 

- half of their working day used to be over and for the remaining period they could 

hardly do a productive o~ purposive work. In many cases it was reported that the 

elderly females had a string faith that the western medicine and the immunization 

often told upon the pnfer development of the womb and they forced their 

reproductive mothers notl to opt any sort of such treatment. It was significantly 
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noticed that none of them was found who had completed the entire course of 

immunization. 

During the field Study it was also reported by the mothers that after the 

immunization often fever comes and it made them physically weak. However, in 

such an ill health condition, it could be difficult for them to work regularly. Thus it 

was better to avoid the immunization for the sake of earning. Most of the females in 

the studied area had more than one children. They had given the child birth in the 

consecutive years without maintaining adequate birth interval. In most of the cases 

the male folk imposed their desire of more children, while the females were quite 

reluctant for it. It might be due to the fact that more working hand could definitely 

enhance their better scope of familial earning to some extent In such cases the 

males suppressed the sexual and reproductive rights of the females to a grater 

extent. 

Another major issue that was related with the reproductive mothers of the studied 

area was their regular working involvement during the pregnancy period. Although, 

during such period the rest was advisable, but it was not in the fate of the stone 

crushing women. The following table can represent the fact in more detail-

Table 6.17: Working schedule of the women during their pregnancy period 

Working hours Total ever become 

1-4 5-8 More than 8 hr. mother 

42 287 53 382 
10.10 75.13 13.87 100.00 

Source: Field Study 

It is to be mentioned here that among the studied people during the pregnancy 

period it was a taboo for the concerned women to cross any river or to take bath in 

river. She was restricted to sit on for long duration and to roam outside the house 

after the dusk. Further, she must avoid to go to any river bank where dead bodies 

were used to get cremated otherwise their pregnancy might met up with different 

complications generated by different evil supernatural agencies. She must not take 

bath in the river water and her womb certainly must not get submerged under water. 

Earlier they strictly maintained such pregnancy related cultural taboo. However 

after their involvement in the stone based occupation such taboos were no more 

obeyed by them. The studied women folk for the sake of earning even during their 
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pregnancy period regularly used to collect the raw mater ials from the ri ver and they 

used to cross it if required. During the work mostly they took the bath in the river 

water because they hardl y had any time to come back to their hut. It can be noted 

that adjacent to the river bed the crematory place of the dead bodies were located 

and after the cremation the charred debri s were ei ther put in the river water directly 

or they remained scattered on the river bed. For the sake of earning an expected 

mother could hardly abide by their cultura l taboo and went to the river bed; where 

she had to get in con tact w ith the r.iver water and other malevolent supernatural 

agencies. To conduct the tone based work she had to s it for pro longed period. 

Throughout the enti re day she had to work and she co ul d hardly return horne before 

the dusk. Further, it can be noted tha t a pregnant woman wa strictly restricted to 

take any food beneath the open sky as it might get affected w ith evi l wind. 

However the studied women had to do it regu larl y because they hardly had any 

time to come back to their hut for food by wast ing valuable period. Economic 

scarc ity had forced the pregnant women to work under nay circumstances. During 

such work and for the sake of common min imum li elihood requirements she 

became compelled to ignore the strict pregnancy related taboos according to their 

cu ltural bel ief and practices. They agreed that it\ as a very difficu lt tas k to remain 

engaged wi th heavy work load during this period. Howe er, the hunger of their 

ch il dren and scarcity of Llvel ihood requ isi tes had forced them to forget about their 

labour pain or other physical obstac le duri ng the work. The following ca e stud ies 

wou ld elaborate the fact in m re detai l-

Case S tud y J: Madhabi Bam1an aged 17 years was a dwell er of the studied area. 

During the present Study Madhab i gave birth to her firs t ch ild . She was li ing along 

with her husband in the studi ed area. They collecti vely earned the common 

minimum live lihood for their fami lies. At that time she was in the 6' 11 month stage 

of pregnancy and complete rest was advised for her. However, he stated that after 

th e ch ild birth more economic expenditure wa required for them. Thu · if she took 

rest then ultimately it would reduce their fami lial income. Regu larly she used to go 

to the ri ver bed fo r the stone cru shing wo rk or she used to do it in the hou e. She 

stated that fatigue ness quickly comes to her during the work and often she felt 

tremendous pain. If it occurred then she used to take res t for a little wh ile and again 

started the work. Poverty \ a a major obstacl e for them to accum ulate proper 
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nutritious diet or medical check up during pregnancy. She was advised for 

immunization by the local health workers and accordingly she had taken a few. 

However, the busy working schedule and continuous thought about the uncertain 

future kept the other things away from her life. She expressed her sorrow and 

anxiety related to the upbringing of their children in such a bizarre economic 

feature. 

Case Study 2:Minu Barman aged 20 years was pregnant for the first time during 

the Study. She was associated with the stone crushing work along with her husband. 

With the mere earning they could hardly manage their common minimum 

livelihood. When she became pregnant, she was taken to the colony health sub 

centre to know about the particulars required to be obeyed during such period. The 

health staffs advised her to take adequate rest and properly nutritious food. Further, 

she was advised to take regular immunization as per the prescribed schedule. 

During the Study, she stated that for the sake of survival it was merely impossible 

for her to go for complete bed rest without working. Thus she went to the river bed 

regularly for work. Further, with the poor level of income it was merely impossible 

for them to manage nutritious diet during the pregnancy period. Often she felt acute 

weakness and did her work under utter hardship. Meanwhile due to busy working 

schedule she used to forget about to take the immunization according to the 

prescribed schedule. 

Case Study 3: Sulata Barman of27 years had 3 children. During the Study her son 

Probhat passed away at the age of 5 years in a road accident. Both Sulata and her 

husband Probhat went to the river bed regularly for work. Their children used to go 

to school. Afterwards when they came back, either they went to the river bed to join 

their parents in work or used to play in the colony with other children. Due to busy 

working schedule their parents could hardly pay any proper attention to them. It is 

to be mentioned here that in the Balasan colony, frequently heavy vehicles entered 

to load up the stones. They used to pass through the narrow lanes of the colony to 

go to the river bed. One day when Probhat was playing in the colony with his other 

friends, he suddenly ran away on the mid of the street. From the opposite side a 

truck was coming at a high speed. Unfortunately Probhat felt in front of it and soon 

was lumped into the pool of blood. He died on spot and gave no chance to his 

parents to do any mere treatment for him. 
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C a e tudy 4: Jonaki Bannan aged 2 1 years had one chi ld during the Study. She 

had another child named as Mala before 6 months, but she passed away at the age 

of 4 years. Actuall y her b::1by was uffer ing from high fever and d ia1Thoea since a 

week. he took her to the loca l quack fo r the trea tment. He gave him sa line and 

medicine but her condition gradua lly became worsen. She was advised by the 

hea lth staffs of the colony heal th sub cen tre to readi ly admit her in the North Bengal 

Medical Coll ege. Unfortunately, fro m there her pa ren ts were advised to purchase a 

lot of inj ections and medicines from the ou tside stalls. At that t ime she had almost 

no money in her hand. Her husband tried to co llect some money fro m others by 

taking loan but a ll his efforts became fruitles . A lthough she was admitted to the 

Medical College for two days, but due to lack of requ ired medicine her condition 

gradually became grim and he passed away. Duri ng the Study Jonaki stated with 

sorrow that Mala pa sed away nly due to the ir acu te economic . carcity as well as 

lack of proper care from the heal th staffs of the Medica l Co llege. 

Case S tud y 5: Sujata Bannan of 23 year had two children duri ng the present 

Study. Again he became pregnant but unfortunate ly it was unable to meet up with 

the uccess . o r the ake of live lihood even at the 6'h month stage of pregnancy, she 

was supposed to conduct the wo rk regularly. During the pre ent Study, one day she 

wa engaged with the load ing up of stones to the vehicles. Might be due to arduous 

work in an empty stomach or f~Hi gue nc s uddenly everything became blurred in 

front of her eye. he met up w ith head nausea and felt down from basement of the 

truck to the ground, which had nearl y 5 feet of height. She readily became senseless 

and lo t of blood stated to get d ischarged from her lower abdominal region . Readil y 

she was taken to the Mat igara Primary Health en tre. There the doctors declared 

that the baby within the womb was dead and her life was also in danger. She was 

further refened to the Med ical Co llege on an emergency ba i . There she was 

admitted for one week and he r li fe was saved anyhow. However, doctors advised 

her hu band Bijoy that for the safety of her hea lth it was advisable i f she doe not 

conceive any chi ld more. 

Ca c tudy 6: During the period of tudy Minoti Bannan aged 29 years had a 

seven member fa mily. he had three daughter chi ldren and her four ch ildren were 

dead. She tated that her husband and in laws was very much desi red fo r the boy 

and thus they repeatedly forced her to conce ive. According to her reproduction 
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generated a lot of physical stress to her body to earn a fold of rice she had to work 

regularly in the river bed. On the other hand she could not get proper food and 

nourishment. As a result her second child by birth become very feeble and died at 

the age of one year. Further she had committed the fact that due to lack of proper 

care her fifth children passed away at the age of three years. She went to the work 

by keeping the baby to the grandparent. Soon she was informed that the baby was 

behaving abnormally. She readily took the baby to medical college with the help of 

neighbours but on the way the baby expired. Further the doctor had reported that 

the cause of death was due to consumption of some poisonous rubbish. Her another 

child died at the age of 4 years due to diarrhoea. They had started the treatment 

through the local quacks but gradually the condition become detonated and the 

baby passed away. 

However these were not a few isolated incidences, rather a common tale of almost 

every stone crushing household. fu the studied families both the males and females 

were the production units and collectively through their earning somehow the 

familial needs were maintained. So, if during pregnancy the female folk used to 

keep themselves away form the work, then it would jeopardize their entire 

economic feature. It was reported that they did the work either on the river bed or in 

their households. In such a physical condition often they started to feel fatigue. 

Under such circumstances they took rest for a little while and regenerated to the 

work. It can be stated that the hand to mouth in condition had absolutely affected 

the reproductive rights of the female folk to give the birth of their children in a 

proper way. 

Another crucial issue that was observed in the studied area was the factor of child 

mortality. It can be represented through the following table-

Table 6.18: Incidences of fetal loss and child mortality 

Mothers who had fetal loss and child mortality Total ever became 
mother 

216 382 
56.54 100.00 
Both fetal loss and child mortality Only child mortality Mothers who had 

fetal loss and child 
mortality 

19 197 216 
8.80 91.20 100.00 
Number of child mortality for a mother Mothers who had 

fetal loss and child 
mortality 
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l child 2 children 3 children 4 children 2 16 

46 126 32 12 100.00 

2 1.30 58.33 14.82 5.56 

Age of the child ren a t the period of death Total a es of ch ild 
morta li ty 

Be low !year 1-2 year 2-3 year 3-4 year 4-5 year 442 
256 136 8 26 16 100.00 
57 .92 30.77 1.8 1 5.88 3.62 

Cause o f child mo rtality as stated by the mot hers Mothers who had 
Heavy work load du ring Lack of proper food and health Lack of feta l loss and ch ild 
pregnancy care fac il ity proper care morta lity 

to the chi ld 

19 120 77 2 16 
8.80 55.56 35.65 100.00 

Source : Fteld Study 

Jn the . tudi ed area the cases of child mortal ity and fetal loss was high ly prevalent. 

Among the tota l ever became mother quite a larger section had lost thei r child 

before or after their birth or even both . Further, most of them had lost more than 

one chi ld and even some of them had lost four children. During the Study from the 

studied families total 1557 cases of child birth, 442 cases of child morta lity and 19 

cases of fe t'll loss has been recorded, ever since the formation o f Balasan colony. 

Thus in the tudi ed area there were tota l. 46 1 case of ch ild mortali ty and fe tal los 

which was abou t 30 per cent out of to tal pregnancy cases even since the initiation of 

the studied settlement. Out of tota l cases of ch ild mortali ty infant morta lity was 

mostly noti ced and in around 89 per cent case children were died before 

com pletion of their 2 years of age (Table 6. 1 ~). 

During the tudy it was reported that there were multi farious factors behind such 

high rates of child mortali ty and feta l loss. To earn a fold of rice even during the 

period of pregnancy the concerned women were regularly engaged with hard 

manual labour. The concered doctors of Matigara PHC stated tha t during the 

pregnancy period arduous physica l labour might have a detrimenta l effect on 

pregnancy and it might cause fetal loss. Further most of the concerned women 

stated that du ring their pregnancy as well a before and after chi ld birth they hardly 

had any provi ion to consume nutriti ve diet due to their poverty. They tated that 

the baby in the womb cou ld get their nutr ition through the mothers only. Thu i f 

mothers remained mal nourished then the ch ild would be malnou ri shed a well. 

Consequentl y they would have lesser immunity. Ever s ince their birth they were 

very weak with les er body \ eight and wou ld be vulnerable to a number of di ea e. 

and ill health conditi on which often became fata l to their surv i al. Further, it has 
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been reported that after the birth of a child his proper development needs adequate 

care, protection and emotional security from their mothers. However, poverty had 

forced the mothers to gave their first preference to work by leaving their babies 

from the lap. Otherwise their children had to die in hunger. In most of the cases the 

new born babies were kept under the care of their elder brothers and sisters. Often it 

became difficult for them and they became vulnerable to a number of diseases. 

Again in some cases they used to pick up some poisonous rubbish that became fatal 

to them. Meanwhile, when a child started to walk then they often used to get 

outside of their huts if not properly monitored. It can be noted that in the Balasan 

colony heavy vehicles used to move frequently related to the work. Unfortunately a 

few child remained unnoticed and came in front of the vehicles which became fatal. 

On every such incidence their parents were engaged in the work and they remained 

unattained for long. Meanwhile within the Balasan colony the health sub centre had 

a very minimum infrastructure. It could not provide them any scope of treatment to 

their children if they were seriously ill. On the other hand, the nearest Primary 

health centre and the medical college would require both the transportation cost and 

the engagement throughout the entire day without their occupational involvement. 

On the other hand they hardly had the purchasing capacity of medicine from outside 

market. In that circumstance they could prefer the treatment of their children within 

their locality and through different traditional method. In many cases they remained 

unsuccessful or partially successful and even some cases became fatal. 

On the other hand, ultimately the children who remained survived their status of 

immunization can be represented through the following table-

Table 6.19: Immunization status of the children 

Immunization status Total children 
All doses taken Immunization dropped 
77 676 753 
10.23 89.77 100.00 

Source: Fteld Study (Included 0-15 years age group) 

Table 6.20: Cause of immunization drop out 

Immunization status Total children 
Advice of others Busy in work 
79 597 676 
11.69 88.31 100.00 

Source: Field Study (Included 0-15 years age group) 
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It can be noted that out of the total children a very little section had completed all 

the doses and a few were continuing their doses during the Study. However, a very 

large section of them (around 90 per cent) had discon ti nued their immunization 

(Table 6.19). The fo llowing case studies could focus some major insights on it-

Case tud 1: Ratna Bam1an aged 20 years had a one year old boy. She gave the 

birth at Matigara PHC due to certain compl ications. After the delivery the doctors 

and th e health staffs of the PHC advi sed her to regularly immunize the child 

through the colony health sub centre. She communicated with the health staffs of 

the sub cenrre and they gave them an immunization card . She was briefly told by 

them about the immun ization chedule and their func ti ons . Unfortunately she was 

unab le to understand it properly. At the initia l stages she took the child regularly for 

immunization but after some doses the gap of duration increased. In the mean time 

she became more affi liated \ ith the work and completely forgot the immunization 

period. After a few month she went there with the baby and wa told by the health 

staffs about their inab ili ty to give the immunization of al ready pas ed period. Thus 

due to her working affiliati on the immunization of the chi ldren became irregular 

and it was dropped. During the Study it was recorded through the card that within 

one year her baby's immunization wa dropped for three incidences. On being 

a ked about such irregularities she stated that in their poverty stricken family busy 

working chedule and hunger hardly provided any scope for other li velihood 

aspects. 

Case Study 2: Abba Barman aged 25 years had one son named as Bi ltu of 3 years 

and one daughter named as andhya of 2 year . They had a joint family since last 

15 years. he gave birth of her both chi ldren in the hut under the care of m id wife 

and aged female member of the family. During her pregnancy she could not taken 

any vaccine in both the cases. But latter on he came to know about the importance 

of chi ld immunization and took her son tor the same. He was given an injection 

a long wi th the imm un ization card . However after a few hours the boy started to 

suffer from high fever. Abha 's mother in law asked abou t the matter and Abha told 

her the fact in de tai l. She became very angry and sco lded Abha for ignoring her 

op11110n . he categori ca ll y stated that these artificially prepared medicines were 

a lways detrimental for the ch ildren . Henceforth they shou ld not be given any such 
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immunization. Abba somehow managed for their pulse polio oral vaccines but 

afterwards she never took them to the health sub centre for any more immunization. 

From the concerned families it was reported that the p~rents had their prime thought 

related to their earning and work. They could hardly remember the exact time 

schedule of the immunization of their children. However, when it came to their 

remembrance they took their children to the colony health sub centre. However, the 

health staffs advised the parents to immunize their children as per the schedule of 

next dosage, instead of providing any back dated course. Again, in certain cases 

particularly the grand parents and elderly neighbours influenced the newly became 

mothers that immunization was an artificial medicine and it might create high fever 

and stomach upset to their children. In such circumstances it was believed that the 

children might get weakened or even they might die. Such fear had influenced the 

newly became mother to avoid the immunization of their children as well as to save 

them from undesired illness (Table 6.20). Meanwhile it can be noted that from the 

colony health sub centre or through any Governmental sources hardly any initiative 

had been taken to create proper awareness related to reproductive mother-child 

health immunization and their significance. Thus the concerned families never took 

the matter seriously and the rate of immunization drop out was very high and it was 

afraid that in near future those children might be vulnerable to a number of 

diseases. Even it was noticed in case of pulse polio. Meanwhile, if pulse polio was 

dropped then the health staffs used to roam throughout the locality to find out the 

dropped children. But their efforts went into vain because every time they had to 

see their absence in the huts. 

Further the feature of family planning can be represented through the following table-

Table 6.21: Status of family planning 

Idea about family planning Total couple 
No idea Aware about family 

planning 
25 339 364 
6.87 93.13 100.00 
Status of acceptance Total couple having 

the idea 
Not accepted Accepted western methods 339 
313 26 100.00 
92.33 8.07 

Source: Field Study 
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lt can be noted that most of the fam ilies had the idea of famil y planning and its 

importance from different sources. Howe era few of them had accep ted it. It might 

be due to the fact that [t r their occupation and litt le bit more earning they needed 

more number of working hands inc luding the ch ildren. Th us if family planning was 

accepted then it would obviously decrease their number of children a well as 

working hand. Certainly it was not their de ire. For their econom ic security as well 

as surviva l they found it better to avoid family planning method and to keep a 

frequent availabil ity of their working hands. However if sometime unwanted 

pregnancy came then they used to go for abort ion. 

Disease and tret1tment of the stone crushers 

ln India communicab le diseases, maternal, perinatal and nutritional disorders 

con titute 38 percent of death . Non commun icabl e diseases account for 42 percent 

of all dea th s. Injuries and ill defined cause, constitute I 0 percent of deaths each. 

About one quarter of all deaths in the country is due to diarrhoeal disease. , 

re piratory infecti ons, tubercu losis and malari a (Annual Report 20 t I :2 t ). Health 

problems and di seases are an inseparab.le part of every society and the stone 

cmshers were not an exceptional for them. During the fi e ld Study it was noticed 

that all of the studied p ople were uffering fro m a certain ill health condition 

occupational injuries and di ease . 

The categories of their diseases occupational lllJUne and health sufferings had 

been di vided into two broad types viz. 1) Frequen tl y occurring diseases (F.O.D.) 

an i occupational injur ies and 2) Long term diseases (L.T.D.) and occupational 

injuries. By frequently occurring diseases and occupational injuries, it was meant 

abo ut thos type. which occurred often among the stone em hing people and 

temporaril y get cured. On the other hand, by long tenn diseases and occupational 

injuries it was meant by those diseases, with which the concerned people were 

continuous .ly suffering for at least six month . Meanwhile, it is to be mentioned 

here that in the Balasan colony there were only one health sub centre. It had a ery 

litt le infra trueture and it could hard ly pro ide all the medicines requi red for the 

prel iminary treatment. It had only on male and one fcmal health assistant. lt wa 

lacking with any sort of chi lei birth fac i I ity or adm i sion of pati en t even in 

emergency. It had only one sweeper n con tractual basis. Further the colony had 
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two quacks with their western medical stalls, one homeopath doctor, a traditional 

medicine man and a magico-religious healer within the locality. The stone crushing 

occupation, working atmosphere and livelihood condition might have a direct 

impact on their different types of diseases and occupational injuries. However, the 

studied people were primarily depended on the locally available traditional or 

western. medical facility for their different types of diseases and occupational 

injuries. The following case studies will elaborate the facts in more detail. 

Meanwhile the sample of case studies were selected depending upon the types of 

diseases, health problems and occupational injuries, age of the patient or sufferer, 

duration of the ailment or suffering, economic condition of the concerned family 

and method of treatment. 

Case Study 1: Biltu Barman a child of three years resided in the studied area along 

with his parents. Since last one month he was suffering from high fever. It 

continued for two to three days at a stretch and then he became normal. Again after 

two to three days the fever regenerated. When the fever occurred his parents noticed 

hysteria in the body along with abnormal eye sight and abnormal physical activities. 

His parents had no idea behind such happenings and they got frightened. However, 

one aged female of their neighbourhood advised Biltu's mother Malati, that he was 

affected by some evil wind. They readily took Biltu to the local magico-religious 

healer. He stated that some of their neighbour had influenced the evil wind to create 

ill health condition of Biltu. He advised to conduct a ritual with animal sacrifice. 

Further, he prescribed Dzol pora11 for Biltu four times in a day. The concerned 

families organized the requisites to conduct the ritualistic performance by the 

healer. On the selected auspicious day, the performance was conducted by the 

healer. During the said period he advised some taboos related to the food. However, 

the entire expenditure was bestowed upon the shoulder of Biltu's father Madan and 

they had to pay Rs. 100/- to the magico-religious healer as an honorium. As his 

income was low so he lend money for the continuation of his sons treatment. 

However after such performance Biltu was recovered from his sufferings. 

Case Study 2: Minoti Barman, aged four years lived with her parents and 

grandparents in the studied area. Since last one month she was suffering from high 

fever. It occurred in every week and continued for four to five days. During the 

11 Dzol pora: Sanctified water as provided by the traditional healer. 
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period of her sufferi ng CQntinuous saliva ecretion was noticed from her mouth and 

her eye bal l used to get fixed. Further, she talked li nk less words and often started to 

cry. Her parents got fr ightened after looki ng the s ituations. Her grandparents 

pred icted that Mi noti was attacked by some evil piri t, and if neces ary action wa 

not taken then it might be even fatal for her. They took the child to the local 

magico-religious healer and begged for her life. The healer stated that some of their 

neighbour infl uenced the evi l spirit to do their ham1 out of jealousy. He assured her 

recovery against some strict performances. He presc ribed the root of one tree which 

was supposed to be tied up on her arm and that was to be co llected by hi s father 

only. He had to collect it after midn igh t bu t before the dawn and no one was 

supposed to look him during the work. He co llected it and came to the healer. He 

made it sanctified and tied it to her left hand wi th a red thread. Further, the healer 

selected one day to conduct a magico-religious perfonnance. Minoti was laid down 

on a plan tain leaf and the healer smeared her body wi th sanct ified oil , vermilion 

mustard and broom. After the performance Minoti wa. recovered . However her 

paren ts offered the hea ler one ki logram of rice and one hen as honour. 

Case Study 3: Dipen Barman wa · a four years o ld child and wa ·uffer ing from 

acute dysentery including serious stomach ache. Along with that he started to vomit 

for five to six times in a day. His father Badal real ized tha t it might be due to the 

effect of evil ye and so he wa taken to the trad itional healer. They had a very clear 

idea that such types of disea es shou ld not be cured by any modern medical 

method. He was given one bott le of syrup to consume four times in a day at least 

for one month. Aga in, conti nuous check up was advised to her in every week. He 

was recovered after about one and half month. To conduct the entire treatment, the 

concerned family had to manage some mi nimum financial expend iture from their 

own means. 

Ca e Study 4: Abba Barman of fi ve year of age met up with a very critical ill 

health condition. Suddenly he became suffered wi th acute dysentery and vomiting. 

Her too l appeared green in colour and it took place 13 to 14 times in a day. After 

con ti.nuous suffering from two days her body met up \ ith convulsion and allied 

symptoms of res pi ratory problems was also noticed. Her parents became sure that 
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she was affected by the evil spirit Rakhhos Masan 12 and took her with complete 

psychological dependence to the traditional healer. He gave her syrup to consume 

three times regularly. Further, he tied up a root and leaves to her waist with a black 

thread. The healer prescribed a taboo on non vegetarian diet, moving outside the 

courtyard after dusk. Again, she was restricted to put his head to the west side while 

sleeping. The entire treatment continued for a fortnight and thereafter she was 

recovered. 

Case Study 5: lndrajit Barman, a five year old boy often used to play with his 

friends when his parents were busy in the work. One day his parents noticed that his 

entire body showed the eruption of allergy. His body temperature gradually got 

increased and it became red in colour. Such portions also had a burning sensation 

and pain. His parents took him first to the colony health sub centre. But there was 

no required medicines and they referred the case either to the Matigara Primary 

Health Centre or to the North Bengal Medical College. However, due to economic 

constraint it became very difficult for the patient party and they consulted with the 

local traditional medicine man. He gave the parents of Indrajit a paste of herbs. He 

advised to smear it four times in a day and to be continued for ten days. Further, he 

restricted to consume hot foods, particularly garlic, meat and egg. Again, he gave a 

bowl of sanctified water. He was advised to take bath by mixing a little bit of that 

water continuously for seven days by adding a few basil leaves in it. His parents 

obeyed the particulars and he was recovered with a fortnight. 

Case Study 6: Manjita Barman of four years attended a funeral right ceremony 

along with her grand parents. Onwards from that night she felt irritation on her 

body and from the very next morning her entire body was covered with allergy 

along with high temperature. Being frightened her parents took her to the local 

traditional healer and stated about the entire phenomenon. The concerned healer 

became sure that Manjita was attacked by some evil spirit or evil wind. He gave 

Manjita a sanctified locket to tie up on her waist with a black thread. Again, he gave 

a sanctified plant root which was supposed to be touched with the food or drink 

before she consume it. She was strictly advised not to cross the courtyard and to 

maintain the advised food taboo. Meanwhile she was advised not to wear any black 

12 Rakhhos Masan: An evil spirit causing illness. 
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dress. Further, the healer gave her herbal paste to smear on the body for seven days. 

After observing the entir prescribed feature, Manjita got cured after ten days. 

Case Study 7: Alorani annan a 27 year old female was suffering from some sort 

of gynecological prolem since last one month. She was not sure about the specific 

reason behind such prob~em. She was advised by her mother in law to consult with 

the traditional healer. S 1~ went to the magico-religious healer who stated that the 

evil effect of Gaheli13 w s noticed on her and it might generate an early infertility 

to her. He gave her a po of sanctified water to consume regularly and to perform 

certain rituals twice in he house with animal sacrifice. Again, she was advised with 

some food taboo and res · ctions over normal livelihood discourse. However, after 

following and observing e entire particulars she was yet to get any recovery from 

her sufferings. Again she could not think about thorough modem medical treatment 

because she knew it was ery expensive and it beyond their capability. 

Case Study 8: As report d by his wife, Uttam Barman aged 37 years was suffering 

from high fever since Ia t two months. During such high fever his body started 

shivering and he screame out in fear. Even during night while sleeping, he tried to 

go out from the room an responded to some imaginary calls. His family members 

guessed that behavior res lted due to some effect of malevolent spirit or charming 

arrow. His wife Lata stated that Uttam was the prime earner of the family and he 

was very enthusiastic to {ork. T. heir adjacent neighbours were quite jealous related 

to his work and earning I capability. Out of such jealous, some of the neighbour 

might have influenced the evil spirit or applied the charming arrow to do harm on 

his health. Their target as successful and the economic condition of the studied 

family became jeopardiz d. She -took her husband to the magico-religious healer 

who confirmed the affect of a charming arrow on Uttam. He gave him a sanctified 

locket to be tied up on hi right arm with a red thread. Further, he prescribed some 
' 

herbal medicines and fo d taboo. After three days he performed some magico

religious performances b offering a pair of hen. On the other hand the economic 

expenditure behind such "tuals was bestowed upon the shoulder of Uttam. In this 

poor economic situation it was very difficult for them to manage it. Again, they had 

a deep.psychological faith upon the healer and the result of treatment was awaited. 

13 Gaheli: An evil spirit who Jo like a bird and creates major complications during pregnancy. 
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Case Study 9: Kumari Bannan, aged 35 years was suffering from some 

gynecological problems since last two and half months. White exudation was the 

main problem of her disease along with some other particulars. She was not sure 

about the cause of her trouble but guessed about the effect of some evil factors. She 

had a deep psychological faith upon the traditional healer that only he can solve her 

problem. The traditional medicine man gave her an extract of plant roots. The said 

medicine was supposed to be taken twice in a day for a week. Further, she was 

given a pot of sanctified water and was advised to mix it during taking her bath for 

a week. She was advised with some food restrictions particularly the non vegetarian 

diet. After the treatment she met up with physical recovery. As a token of honour 

she gave a hen and some vegetables to the healer. 

Case Study 10: As reported by his mother, ten year old boy Manab Barman was 

suffering from measles since three months. His entire body became covered with 

measles and he had high body temperature. His parents quickly recognized the case 

as a blessing of Goddess Sitala14
• According to their faith only the traditional healer 

had the capability to cure him. The traditional medicine man conducted the 

sanctification every day with ritually purified water. Further, consumption of hot 

food, oil, onion, garlic and animal protein was strictly prohibited for him. He 

advised the family members to keep the household clean and everyday it should be 

fumigated with the holy smoke. Everyday in the evening a special offering was 

mandatory in the basil altar on the courtyard. By abiding such restrictions carefully, 

Manab got cured after a fortnight ahd Manab's father offered a honourium of Rs. 

200/- to the traditional medicine man. 

Case Study-11: Charan Baqnan aged 52 years was suffering from acute chest pain 

and physical injury since last three months. Particularly during night the problem 

became so acute that he could hardly take the breathing normally. Again, even in 

the day time during the stone crushing work, often he could not see properly and 

everything became blurred in vision. Sometime he felt some head nausea and often 

he felt down on the river bed. The other senior members opined their view that due 

to the long exposure to the river bed some evil wind might have created some 

disturbance in his body temperature and balance. He went to the traditional 

medicine man. He gave him a medicine and organized magico- religious 

14 Sitala: Hindu Goddess causing the diseases like measles, pox. 
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perfonnance. Along other objects a goat was also offered for sacrifice to 

conduct such activity. urther, he gave the patient a sanctified locket and advised 

him to keep it under e bed and it should not be misplaced. The economic 

expenditure associated ith the rituals and allied activities was to be bore up by the 

patient and his family. However during the Study it has been reported that his 

suffering was yet to be r covered completely. 

Case Study 12: Sarala annan, aged 42 years was living in the studied area since 

last twenty years. Her p ·mary occupation was related to the stone based work. One 

day when she was work ng suddenly her right eye got injured with a large piece of 

stone. Within a very sho period it got swelled up with intolerable pain. She tried to 

wash the injured place ith cold water and applied some indigenous method to 

redress the injury. She c ntinued it for two days but all her efforts went into vain. 

Then she went to the loc 1 traditional medicine man. He gave her a medicine in the 

form of a paste prepared from the leaves of different herbal plants. She was advised 

to smear it over the inju ed places thrice in a day and to be continued for ten days. 

However, during the pe · od of treatment she was restricted to go outside in the dust 

and to conduct work. 0 the other hand as she was refrained from work due to 

treatment, it created ac te financial crisis for her family. Meanwhile to run the 

family, earlier she took a loan from the local Sardar and in the mean time he 

wanted the money to be r funded. In this circumstances, the burden of debt, scarcity 

of food and acute financ al crisis provoked her to leave the rest and to rejoin the 

work. As a result her inti ction got contaminated with dust, sand etc and the injured 

place became more criti al in condition. During the Study it was noticed that she 

had almost lost the visio of her right eye. Further, she stated that once she went to 

the Matigara Primary He lth Centre and the case was referred to the North Bengal 

Medical College as it bee me very critical. She expressed her inability to bear such 

a huge amount of medi al expenditure behind the treatment and it was quite 

obvious that gradually sh would be blind on her right eye. 

Case Study-13: Montu B nnan aged 45 years was dwelling in the studied area with 

his family since last 15 ears. His family was completely depend~d on the stone 

based work. One day wh n he was working suddenly the iron ha~er slept out of 

his hand and it banged up n the fore finger of his left hand. It was so severe that the 

nail of the finger was co pletely removed and his finger was in the pool of blood. 
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His wife washed the finger with cold water and tied it up with a portion of cloth. He 

applied the extract of some locally available plants to heal the wound at the best of 

his knowledge. But within overnight his injured finger became swelled up with 

acute pain. Then he went to the local traditional medicine man. He prescribed the 

paste of herbs to be smeared on the wound twice regularly for seven days. 

However, during the said period he was advised not to go to the work because the 

sand and dust would make the injury more critical. He exclaimed with sorrow that 

if in his poverty stricken family the. prime earning member became out of work, 

then all the other members would have to die in hunger. Within three days acute 

crisis of food emerged in his family and the hungry faces of the children provoked 

him to go for the work. His injury got contaminated with the dust, sand etc and it 

swelled up more. During the Study it was noticed that he was working by tying up a 

knot on the injured finger and by tolerating the severe pain out of it. Once he went 

to the Matigara primary health centre, but they referred it as a critical case to the 

Medical College. The concerned doctors of PHC was afraid that soon it might 

generate gangling and if not his injured finger was.to be amputated to prevent any 

further critical contamination. 

Case Study 14: Amia Barman, aged 39 years was living in the studied area since 

last twenty years. His primary occupation was related to the stone crushing work. 

One day when he was working suddenly his left eye got injured with a large piece 

of stone. Within a very short period it got swelled up with intolerable pain. He tried 

to wash the injured place with cold water and appl~ed some indigenous method to 

redress the injury. He continued it for two days but all the efforts went into vain. 

Then he went to the local traditional medicine man. He gave a medicine in the form 

of a paste prepared from the leaves of different herbal plants. He was advised to 

smear it over the injured places thrice in a day and to be continued for ten days. 

However, during the period of treatment he was restricted to go outside in the dust 

and to conduct work. On the other hand, being the prime earner and as he was 

refrained from work due to treatment, it created acute financial crisis in his family. 

Meanwhile to run the family, earlier he took a loan from the local Sardar and in the 

mean time he wanted the money to be refunded. In this circumstance, the burden of 

debt, scarcity of food and acute financial crisis provoked him to leave the rest and 

to rejoin the work. As a result, the infection got contaminated with dust, sand etc 
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and the injured place became more critical in condi ti on. During the Study it wa · 

no ticed that he had almost lost the vision of his left eye. Further, she tated that 

once he wen t to th e Matigara Pri mary Health Centre and the case wa referred to 

the ortb Bengal Medical Co ll ege as it became very crit ica l. He expre ed the 

inability to bear such a huge amount of med ical ex penditure behind the treatment 

and it was qui te obvious that graduall y he would be blind on his injured eye . 

Case Study l 5: Bhabesh Barman, aged seven years, used to play somet ime with his 

friend after coming back fro m the school, in absence of his parents. His parents 

were busy in work and ac tually at that time no one was there to monitor him 

properly. During the Study one day he was bitten by a mad black dog on three 

different places. He became fa int in fear. His parents rushed to the hut and sprinkled 

water to bring back hi sense. Although, he wo ke up but he started to behave 

abnormally. From thee eni ng hi s body temperatu re gradua lly arose and he sh ivered 

with fear frequently. Hi parents became very much frightened and on the very next 

morning took him to the local medi cine man . He examined the symptoms and 

injuries of Bhabesh thorough ly and op ined his view that the evil spirit got 

tran fonned into the feature of that b lack dog to do the ham1. However, he assured 

the paren ts of Bhabesh that their son would get cured very soon. first, he took out 

the poi on from his body wi th the help of a bras made vessel by touch ing it to the 

wounded place and then tied a sanctified locket on his neck with a red thread. He 

lied down Bhabesh on a plan ta in leaf. Further he took a pot of water and uttered 

some enchan ting to it. Then he sprin kled the water throughout his entire body. He 

gave a paste of herbs to be meared o er the injured places four times regu larly for 

three day . By observing such trea tments Bhabesh became cured wi thin a week. 

Case tud . l6: Jonaki Bannan aged I 0 years used to work regularly with her 

parent· on the ri ver bed. During the Study one day she went to the river to collect 

the tone . Suddenly he fe lt into th e ri ver water with a fearful screaming. She was 

taken out from the water by her parents and others. T he people noticed that on her 

left leg there was the ign of snake bite and grad ually her body wa gett ing blue in 

co lour. The injured place wa strongly tied up with a piece of cl th and ·he was 

readily taken to the traditional medicine man. He ob ervcd the patient carefu lly and 

stated that it was the bite fa poisonous snake, wh ich could be fa tal if the extreme 

leve l of treatment wa de layed. The healer read il y started hi method of treatment 
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and first laid her down on a plantain leaf. At first he smeared some black mustard 

around her body to prevent the interference of evil effects. Thereafter, he thrashed 

the body of Jonaki with the sacred broom and fumigated the holy smoke. Further, 

he took two conch shells and touched it with the injured place to suck the poison 

from the wound. Thereafter, he smeared a paste of herb on the injured place and 

over his forehead. The entire treatment took near about four hours and she gradually 

recovered. However for one month she was advised not to eat any meat, milk and 

banana. She was strictly restricted not to cut the hair upto one year. 

Case Study 17; Biren Barman aged 37 years was primarily associated with the 

stone based work. He had a six member family in the studied area. During the 

Study it was reported that he was suffering from fever, cold and cough for a few 

month. However, he ignored the matter and was associated with the normal course 

of livelihood. Suddenly, he noticed that along with his cough blood emerged out 

and whenever he was coughing, he felt a sense of pain in the throat. He noticed 

such factors for a week but he kept it hushed up from the family members as they 

might get frightened. One day when he was eating suddenly he started to vomit and 

with it blood emerged out in a higher concentration. It was noticed by his wife and 

then he committed the entire truth. He was readily taken to the local traditional 

.medicine man. After thorough examination, he stated that it was the effect of evil 

wind which penetrated into his body during his prolonged exposure to the river bed. 

The healer gave him a syrup to consume thrice in a day for a fortnight. Meanwhile a 

number of food taboos were imposed upon him and he was strictly prohibited to go 

to the river bed for working. Even he was advised not to go outside of the hut in the 

night, because he might get attacked again by the_ evil wind. It had completely 

reduced his scope to conduct the work regularly. Within a very short period the 

entire family met up with acute financial crisis and it provoked Biren to start the 

work again. He stated that during the work he felt physically very weak and his 

problem was continuing. Meanwhile one of his friend advised him that such 

symptoms were of tuberculosis and to get cured it required a long duration modern 

medical treatment with proper diet. He stated that prolonged affiliation behind the 

treatment would definitely reduce his scope of regular earning and it might generate 

more economic crisis for his entire family. He had left his survival upon the fate 

and destiny. 
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Case Study 18: Mahend}a Barman aged 55 years was suffering from high fever 

cold and cough since thke and half month. One day he noticed that blood was 

coming out with the cou and there was acute pain in his throat. He went to the 

local health sub centre d they collected his sputum. Further from the report he 

was confirmed by the he lth staffs that it was a case of tuberculosis. He started the 

Direct Observation Trea ent (DOTs) from the sub centre. During the period of 

such treatment he was dvised by the health staffs to take complete rest and 

nutritious animal protein was prescribed for his diet. However, he was the prime 

earner of the family and ue to such critical disease the entire economic feature of 

the studied family was se · ously affected. With this poor level of income, it became 

merely impossible for th m to manage the costly animal protein for him. He was 

consuming the medicine egularly but it created acute physical weakness for him. 

During the period of S dy, already he had completed one month course of 

medicine but remarkable ecovery was yet to be noticed. The health staffs told him 

that near about six month would require for his complete recovery. 

Case Study 19: Manju B rman of 31 years was suffering from high fever since last 

two months. She was so eak that even it was hard for her to walk properly. Along 

with high fever she was suffering from frequent vomiting. She went to the local 

quack for the treatment. He gave her three bottle of saline and medicines for a 

week. However, she was not recovered from the ailment and then she went to the 

local health sub centre. e health staffs gave her some medicines and advised her 

to communicate with the further for more medicines. However, she went there for 

three times for the medic nes but all the time she was stated that the medicine was 

out of stock. Meanwhile her health suffering became more critical and ultimately 

from the sub centre she as referred to the Matigara PHC. There the doctors after 

clinical diagnosis advis d her to get admitted for long duration treatment. 

Unfortunately her econo, ic condition was quite inappropriate for such prolonged 

treatment. Ultimately d ng the Study, she dropped out her treatment and yet to get 

recovered. 

Case Study 20: Bishnu annan of four years was suffering from acute diarrhoea 

for more than a week. H became very weak and almost lied in bed completely. His 

parents took him to the 1 cal quacks and he prescribed a few bottle of saline along 

with a few medicines. H wever, he was not recovered properly and gradually the 
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condition became more critical. Then his mother took him to the local health sub 

centre. From there she was advised to readily admit Bishnu at the Matigara PHC. 

The doctors of the Primary Health Centre stated that it was a case of poisonous 

contamination. He was admitted there for three days and recovered completely. 

However, in those days, both of his parents could hardly did any work and 

ultimately it created a bizarre economic condition for them. Bishnu's father Jiten 

Barman stated that for a poverty stricken family like them, any case of disease or ill 

health condition was an additional economic burden which created a number of co

related inconveniences as well. 

Case Study 21: Mahua Barman of four years used to stay alone in the house when 

her parents were busy in the work. One day suddenly her mother saw that she was 

picking up some rubbish from the ground and licking that. After three to four hours 

of the incidence, suddenly she started to vomit and discharged liquid stool. 

Overnight she discharged the stool for more than ten times with vomiting. Very 

next morning she was taken to the local quack and he immediately gave her an 

injection. Although she recovered a little bit but again form the evening the 

complications started. At that time both the colony health sub centre and out patient 

door of PHC was closed. Then they went to a private doctor who advised for 

immediate admission to hospital or nursing home. However, they had a mere scope 

to abide by his direction due to economic constraint. Next day she was taken to the 

medical college and she was admitted there for three days. However, they had to 

purchase most of the medicines from outside. To conduct her entire treatment more 

than Rs. 1,000/- was spent and her father managed the money by selling his wife's 

silver made ornaments during marriage. 

Case Study 22: Promod Barman aged 35 years had a four member family in the 

studied area. His primary occupation was the stone based work and even sometime 

he did the work at night. He had absolutely no fixed schedule of lunch and dinner. 

In a number of days he used to take the lunch in the dusty and polluted stone field, 

as well as he could hardly maintain any hygienic concept. Even during the work if 

he felt thirst then he consumed the river water directly. During the Study he met up 

with acute dysentery and high fever. Within two days he became almost unable 

even to get down from the bed. His family got frightened and called the local 

quack. The quack readily gave him an injection but unfortunately his entire body 
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became swelled up. T en he was directly taken to the Matigara Primary Health 

Centre. The doctors st ted that his condition was very grim as that injection had 

crossed the expiry dat and became poisonous. Then he was admitted there for 

seven days and gradual y recovered. However, during the said treatment, he had to 

purchase most of the m dicines from _the market. During the treatment, the valuable 

time was spent without the work and it severely told upon the income of the entire 

family. Again, the alii d burden of medical expenditure made their economic 

condition feebler. Her ife took a loan of Rs. 1,500/- from the Sardar to complete 

his treatment. The entir treatmentrecovered him completely. Although, he came to 

the home after recovery ut he was not happy because he got landed into the burden 

of debt. 

Case Study-23: Manoj Barman aged seven years was associated with the stone 

based work along with is parents. During the Study he was suddenly suffering 

from high fever with ac te ear pain. Gradually it became more severe and even he 

could not sleep overni t for the pain. Foremostly his parents applied some 

indigenous method for few days but it was hardly meet up with any fruitful 

recovery. Then his pare ts took him to the local quack. He gave him an ear drop 

with some medicine. Alt ough it gave him a partial recovery, but again after a week 

it emerged severely. The eafter, he was taken to the PHC where the doctors stated 

-that his. ear passage was blocked with the sand and dust particles, which created 

swelling of the ear and ever. His ears were washed for three times and he was 

given a new ear drop. Fo the entire treatment the total expenditure was Rs. 700/- . 

His father borrowed it fro the local money lender and he was yet to repay it. 

Case Study 24: Dulali B rman was a six year old girL She was associated with the 

stone based work along ith her parents. During the Study it was reported that she 

was suddenly suffering fi om high fever with acute ear pain. Gradually it became 

more severe and even sh spent sleepless night for the pain. Her parents applied 

certain local knowledge t prevent the ailment for a few days but it was completely 

gone into vain. Then she as taken to the local quack. She was given an ear drop 

with some medicine. Alth ugh she got recovered to acertain extent but soon it got 

relapsed. Thereafter, she as taken to the PHC where the doctors stated that her ear 

passage was. blocked with the sand and dust particles, which was the root cause of 

the problem. Her ears wer washed for two times and she was given a new ear drop. 
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For the entire treatment the total expenditure was Rs. 500/-. Her father borrowed it 

from the Sardar and she was yet to repay it. 

Case Study 25: Manju Barman aged 27 years, had a five member family in the 

studied area. Her primary occupation was the stone based work. She had absolutely 

no fixed schedule for lunch. In a number of days she used to take the lunch in the 

dusty and polluted stone field by hardly maintaining any hygienic concept. Even 

during the work if she quenched her thirst with the river water directly. During the 

Study she met up with acute dysentry and high fever. Within a couple of days she 

became almost unable even move. Her family got frightened and called the local 

quack. The quack readily gave her an injection but unfortunately it was unable to 

redress her ailment and her entire body became swelled up. Then she was directly 

taken to the Matigara Primary Health Centre. There the doctors stated that her 

condition was very grim as -that injection was not at all related to her suffering. 

There she was admitted there for seven days and gradually recovered. However, 

during the said treatment, she had to purchase most of the medicines from the 

market. During the treatment, her valuable time was spent without any work and it 

severely told upon the familial earning. Again, the allied burden of medical 

expenditure made the condition feebler. Her husband took a loan of Rs. 1,500/

from the Sardar to complete her treatment. The entire treatment recovered her 

completely. Although, she came to the home after recovery but she was not happy 

because their shoulders were loaded with the burden of debt 

Case Study-26: Jyogeshwar Barman, aged 52 years was associated with the stone 

based work for more than 30 years. Six months ago, one day during the work 

suddenly a big stone chips bashed to his left eye. It was readily swelled up· with a 

lot of blood secretion. He washed the eye with cold water and smeared the extract 

of some locally available plant. However he was not recovered at all and the pain 

was increasing to the intolerable level. He went to the quack for a quick recovery. 

He was given an eye drop and medicine for 10 days. However, irrespective of 

getting well his complications became more critical. Then he went to the local 

health sub centre and he was further advised to go to the medical college directly. 

After a thorough examination the concerned doctor stated that he had almost lost 

the vision due to severe injury and initial wrong treatment. For curing it either he 

should be admitted continuously for one month or he had to go for regular check up 
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for at least three months. Jyogeshwar had choosen the second option. However after 

a few initial check up, h realized that going to the Medical College periodically 

was a very hard task for him; because, it needed a whole day for the travel and 

check up, whereas he had o scope to work on that very day. Again, such travel was 

associated with addition 1 expenditures. Ultimately, the entire treatment could 

result a more economic b den inspite of any fruitful recovery. Within one month 

he dropped out the treatm nt and during the Study he reported that he could not see 

anything with his left eye. 

Case Study 27: Bipin R y Barman of 42 years was primarily associated with the 

stone based work. He used to work regularly for more than 8 hours. He stated that 

lot of physical labour w~{ needed to do this work and to conduct the same proper 

food was very essential. Jowever, their poor level of income was a major hindrance 

to it. Again, to conduct !he work, always he had to be present in the dusty and 

polluted working atmos~here. During the period of Study, for more than two 

months he was suffering' rom acute chest pain and respiratory problem. Earlier he 

ignored the matter by t inking that due to heavy lifting of stones some partial 

muscular pain might hav occurred. However, day by day it started to get increased 

rapidly. He consulted ith the local quacks and was advised for an X-ray. 

According to the X-ray r port the quack gave him quite an expensive medicine. He 

managed very hardly to urchase it but still there was no sign of recovery. On the 

. other hand his ailments ere getting more complicated. Then he went to the PHC 

with the X ray report an earlier medicines. The doctors stated that his respiratory 

tracts and lungs became congested with the sand and dust particles as the X-ray 

report was reflecting. He was prescribed a nasal drop, some medicines and regular 

check up. However, behi d the said treatment Bipin spent more than Rs. 500/- from 

his own. During the da s of treatment his working involvement was severely 

hampered and if any mo e further check up was required then it would ultimately 

tell upon the valuable wo king hours and the scope of earning. He stated that time is 

a very crucial factor for t e sake of his earning. He completed the prescribed course 

of medicine only. He w s very reluctant to go for continuous medical check up. 

Ultimately his entire treatment procedure was partially completed and he was 

recovered to a certain exttnt. 
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Case Study 28: Bijon Barman aged 42 years had a six member family in the 

studied area and was associated with the stone based work primarily. According to 

him numerous diseases and occupational injuries was a commonly happening factor 

in this work. However his case was an unfortunate incidence of destiny. One day 

when he was loading the stones to the truck, suddenly his leg was slept from the 

sleeper. He felt down upon a boulder from near above 5 feet and his spinal cord, 

waist met up with tremendous injury. He was directly taken to the medical college, 

where it was referred as a case of spinal cord dislocation. He was needed an urgent 

operation but the financial expenditure became a major hindrance. There after by 

following a number of formalities and with the special recommendation of the local 

Panchayat, the operation was done in free of cost. However, he remained admitted 

there for more than one month and when released, he was advised to take a number 

of medicines. Meanwhile, a few of the medicines were not present in the medical 

college. It is to be mentioned here that at the time of discharge doctors advised him 

to keep abstain from any sort ofhard manual labour work like stone crushing, stone 

loading etc in near future. During the Study he was completely a non earning 

member of the family. His wife Probha managed very hard to run the family and 

simultaneously she was looking after her ill husband. 

Case Study 29: Basanti Barman of 41 years was primarily associated with the 

stone based work. She used to work regularly for more than 8 hours. She stated that 

to conduct such an arduous labour proper food was very essential. However, their 

poor level of income was a major hindrance to it. Again, to conduct the work, 

always she had to be present in the ·dusty and polluted working atmosphere. During 

the period of Study, for more than one and half month she was suffering from acute 

chest pain and asthmatic problem. Earlier she ignored the matter by thinking that it 

might be a partial muscular pain. However, day by day it started to get increased 

rapidly. She consulted with the local quacks and was advised for an X-ray. 

According to the X-ray report the quack gave her quite an expensive medicine. She 

managed very hardly to purchase it but still there was no sign of recovery. On the 

other hand her ailments were meeting up with more complications. Then she went 

to the PHC with the X ray report and earlier medicines. The doctors stated that her 

respiratory tracts and lungs became congested with the sand and dust particles as 

the X-ray report was reflecting. She was prescribed a nasal drop, some medicines 
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and regular check up. H wever, behind the said treatment Basanti already expended 

more than Rs. 600/- om her own. During the days of treatment her working 

involvement was sever y hampered and if any more further check up was required 

then it would ultimatel tell upon the valuable working hours and the scope of 

earning. She stated that · n the context of survival, time was a very crucial factor for 

the sake ofher earning. us she completed the prescribed course of medicine only. 

She was very reluctant t go for continuous medical check up. Ultimately her entire 

treatment procedure w s partially completed and she was recovered to a certain 

extent. 

Case Study 30: Bibhu i Barman aged 45 years had a six member family in the 

studied area. His pri ary occupation was stone crushing. According to him 

numerous diseases and ccupational injuries was a commonly happening factor in 

this work. However hi case was a very unfortunate incidence. One day he was 

traveling by the truck t unload the stone in a distant plac~. When the vehicle was 

moving through the slo e of embankment, suddenly he felt down from the truck 

and rolled downward fo more than seven feet. His right leg got broken into three 

pieces. He was directly aken to the medical college. But the financial expenditure 

emerged as a major bin, ranee for his treatment Somehow it was managed and he 

remained admitted there for more than one month. Further he was advised to take a 

number of medicines. eanwhile, certain medicines were not present in the 

medical college. It is to e mentioned here that at the time of discharge doctors had 

advised him to keep ab tain from any sort of hard manual labour work like stone 

crushing, stone loading tc in near future. During the Study he was completely a 

non earning member of the family. His wife Atashi was somehow managing the 

familial purse, whereas s e had to look after her ailing husband as well. 

Case Study 31: Atul B an of 75 years had a six member family in the Balasan 

tudied area during 1970's and since then was associated 

with the stone based wor . He stated that a human being could have a good physical 

health if he possessed good mental health or if he had cheerfulness in life. 

stone based work, working environment, were itself 

responsible for a numb r of diseases and occupational injuries. He stated that 

human being would hav different physical ill health condition and it was a very 

ever, the iivelihood condition and the social environment 
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was responsible for mental distress and psychological disturbances for him. It 

mostly affected the older person like him very much. He expressed with grief 

sorrow that he was living very happily with agricultural work in Bangladesh. 

Although they were not much rich but still they had the resource to accumulate 
r 

proper food and other common minimum livelihood for their family members. 

After their displacement all sorts of social insecurity occurred in their livelihood. 

During the Study, they were treated as an undocumented migrant He went to 

different Governmental sectors in a number of occasions for the ration card, voter 

identity etc. However, in every time he faced all sorts of ill treatment, hatred and 

less attraction of attention. None of his minimum requirements were fulfilled 

although he had every right of such demand as per Governmental regulations. 

Further, he expressed that the stone based work ultimately generated a poor level of 

income for them. With that mere income it was rather impossible for him to provide 

the desired common minimum livelihood for the family members. Throughout the 

entire day he was engaged in hard manual labour and when he came back to home 

in the evening, always there was a continuous pressure upon him to fulfill the 

demand of the family members. When he expressed his inability to provide such 

desired objects, it created acute quarrel between him and other family members. It 

generated acute mental distress for him and his mental peace became very much 

disturbed. Often his sons used to quarrel with him in abusive language when they 

_ became alcoholic. Even he noticed his grand children to imitate some abusive 

words and to look after the play of gambling by other people in and around their 

houses. The entire scenario created a deep psychological and mental distress for 

him because he could not tolerate such disintegration in his familial life. However, 

he was not the capable .to prevent it, rather than to accept it silently. Further, he 

stated that the neighbourhood relationship between them was very much jealous 

and there was less trust and peaceful dependence among them. He exclaimed with 

sorrow that after day long arduous labour and struggle for existence, a physically 

fatigued man desired mental peace in his house and social life. However, often in 

the evening related to some very simple issue tremendous quarrel broke out 

between his family with the neighbourhood. It used to snatch completely the mere 

scope of mental peace and he became completely mentally distressed. His mental 

exhaustion was more than the physical fatigue ness. He stated that after 

displacement, resettlement and new source of income, gradually the entire 
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economic and ocial circum tance had natched the mile from hi face. He wa 

living with utter di grace and cheerfulnes never came to hi mind even in 

imagination. 

From the above all ca e tudie it may be summarized that the studie people were 

affected by a number of disea e , il l health condition and injurie . Those were 

directly a . ociated with their occupation, working environment and li vel ihood 

condition. Prevalence of such di ea ·e and ill health conditions could be noticed 

among the individuals of any age group. However. uch ailment could create an 

ob tacle to their regular work. Quick recov ry against minimum financi al 

expenditure wa their requirement. Thu at initial tages always they preferred local 

quacks and traditional hea ler for a fa ter recovery. Howe er when it got 

complicated then they became compelled to go to we tem medical in titution. and 

con ultation with doctor . Meanwhile, if thei r recovery period became longer then 

ju t after orne ini ti al reco ery they preferred to drop the treatment otherwi e it 

would be ery much detrimental for their work and familial u tenance. It can be 

1 oted that in mo t of the cases economic scarcity became a major hindrance for 

their treatment and ultimately they were forced to take debt fro m different local 

ources. Thu di ea e , ill health condition, occupational injurie became part of 

their daily life and it creat dan unv anted economic burden for them. 

Figure 6.3 : A Woman engag~.;cl in hard labour with injured finger 
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Among the studied families the distribution of disease affected people can be 

noticed through the following table-

Table 6.22: Sex wise distribution of the diseases affected people 

Total number offieople aftected by dlfterent diseases 
and occupationa injuries 

Total population 

Male Female Total Male Female Total 
850 787 1637 850 787 1637 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Sex Only by F.O.D. Bot~!_ by F.O.D. Total 
and occupational L.T.D. and 
injuries occupational injuries 

Male 267 583 850 
31.41 68.59 100.00 

Female 282 505 787 
35.83 64.17 100.00 

Total 549 1088 1637 
33.54 66.46 100.00 

Source: Field Study (F.O.D.= Frequently occurring diseases; L.T.D= Long term diseases) 

It can be noted that the stone based occupation, working environment and 

livelihood condition had affected the health situation of all the studied people in 

Balas an colony. In most of the cases they were suffering from both the frequently 

occurring and long term diseases and occupational injuries (Table 6.22). The 

detail discussion is as follows. 

In the studied area the children were also associated with the stone based work 

and they were also equally exposed to the working environment and livelihood 

conditions. The cases of frequently occurring diseases among them could be 

noticed through the following tables-

Table 6.23: Frequently occurring diseases, occupational injuries among the male 

children 

Age Diseases Occupational Total 
group Fever Cold Dysentry Allergy Ear injuries 

and and infection 
cough Diarrhoea 

0-4 82 64 26 5 3 - 180 
45.56 35.56 14.44 2.78 1.67 100.00 

5-9 57 11 7 2 - 10 87 
65.52 12.64 8.05 2.30 11.49 100.00 

10-14 53 10 5 4 4 9 85 
62.35 11.76 5.88 4.71 4.71 10.59 100.00 

Total 192 85 38 11 7 19 352 
54.55 24.15 10.79 3.12 1.99 5.40 100.00 

Source: Field Study 
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Table 6.24: Frequent ly occurring diseases, occupational injuries among the female 
children 

Age Diseases Occupationa Total 
group Fever Cold Dysentry Al lergy Ear I injuries 

and and infec tion 
cough Diarrhoea 

0-4 87 63 29 7 5 - 191 
45 .55 32.98 15.18 3.66 2.62 100.00 

5-9 52 12 II 2 3 II 9 1 
57. 14 13.19 12.09 2. 19 3.29 12.09 100.00 

10-14 47 7 3 2 - 4 63 
74.60 11.11 4.76 3.17 6.35 100.00 

Total 186 82 43 I I 8 15 345 
53.9 1 23.77 12.46 3. 19 2.32 4.35 100.00 

Source: Field Stud y 

It can be noted that during the work often the mother · u ed to take their litt le 

children along with her to the river bed. Further, as they gradually grew up they 

tarted to get affili ated with the stone based work. During ummer they were 

exposed to scorching heat and moist environmen t. In monsoon they frequentl y got 

drenched and in winter they had to collect the stones, pebbles from the cold river 

water and even their wet c lothes dried on the ir bodies. It might be a major cause 

that often the chi ldren had to suffer from fever, cold and cough. Further, the 

concemed chi ldren were regu larly exposed to the dirty and polluted working 

atmosphere. Thei r exposure to dust, scorching heat might be a factor that often 

they had allergies and infect ion of ear. Again, when the concerned chi ldren were 

on the river bed related to their work or wi th their mother and feel ing the thir t 

then often they used to drink the river water directly. Again , even in their huts 

also they used to drink the ri ver water. A the river water was dirty and polluted 

thus it might be a factor that the cases of dysentry, diarrhoea were much prevalent 

among them. Further it can be noted that quite from an early age the children had 

to economically support their fa milies and they had to get involved with the stone 

based work like col lection of stones and pebbles from the ri ver water and their 

breaking. Often , uch working involvement created occupation related injurie to 

them part icularl y on their hands and eyes (Table 6.23 and 6.24). However, it was 

also be li eved that certain supernatural agencies were also responsible for a 

number of frequently occurring diseases and ill health condition . Further among 

the adult males and females the prevalence of frequently occurring diseases and 

o cupat iona l injuries can be represented through the follo wing tables-
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Table 6.25: Frequently occurring diseases and occupational injuries among the 

adult males 

Age Dtseases Total 
group Dysentry and 

Dmrrhoea 
Allergy Both occupahonalt::i,hry 

and fever, cold- cou 
15-19 11 7 57 75 

14.67 9.33 76.00 100.00 
20-24 6 5 62 73 

8.22 6.85 84.93 100.00 
25-29 7 

l3.24 
52 68 

10.29 76.47 100.00 
30-34 4 ~ 1.76 ~6.39 51 

7.84 100.00 
35-39 

l9.57 
5 32 18o.oo 10.87 69.57 

4044 7 9 32 48 
14.58 18.75 66.67 100.00 

4549 4 7 21 32 
12.50 21.88 25.62 100.00 

50-54 9 3 28 40 
22.50 7.0 70.00 100.00 

55-59 5 1 9 15 
33.33 6.67 60.00 100.00 

60-64 8 4 7 19 
42.11 21.05 36.84 100.00 

65-69 2 - 6 8 
25.00 75.00 100.00 

70and 2 b. so 
5 ~00.00 above 25.00 62.50 

Total 74 57 352 483 
15.32 11.80 72.88 100.00 

Source: Fteld Study 

Table 6.26: Frequently occurring diseases and occupational injuries _among the 

adult females 

Age Diseases Total 
group Dysentry Allergy Both occupational injury and 

and fever, cold- cough 
Diarrhoea 

15-19 7 3 44 54 
12.96 5.56 81.48 100.00 

20-24 9 5 57 71 
12.68 7.04 80.28 100.00 

25-29 9 7 47 63 
4.29 11.11 74.60 100.00 

30-34 3 7 45 55 
5.45 12.73 81.82 100.00 

35-39 5 3 28 36 
13.89 8.33 77.78 100.00 

4044 9 4 33 46 
19,57 8.70 71.74 100.00 

45-49 7 3 27 37 
18.92 8.11 72.97 100.00 

50-54 3 3 19 25 
12.00 12.00 76.10 100.00 

55-59 2 3 10 15 
3.33 20.00 66.67 100.00 
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60-64 3 2 9 14 
21.43 14.29 64 .28 100.00 

65-69 I - 3 4 
25.00 75.00 100.00 

70 and l l 2 4 
above 25.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 

Total 59 41 324 424 
13.92 9.67 76.42 100.00 

Source: Field Stud y 

It can be noted that th adult male members were the prime earn ing member of 

their familie . Furth r the adult f male also played a ignificant role in the 

fami lial income along wi th the male . E en in certa in ca es if the males were 

unable to con tinue their work due to certain ill health condition then the 

responsibili ty of the entire fami ly came to the shou lders of adult female only. 

aturally for mo t of the time they had to remain affi li ated with the stone based 

work and working atmo phere. Jt can be noted that an adult male or female labour 

might remain as ociated wi th different categoric of tone ba ed occupation like 

c llection of raw materials, their breaking, loading into vehicles etc. Thus they 

had to remain direct ly a oc iated with the moi t and polluted working atmosphere 

in every c lima tic exposure. On the other hand, due to pro l nged work the chances 

of different occupational injurie on eyes, hands etc. became much higher. 

bviou ly for most of them fever, co ld and cough and min r occupational injurie 

be ame an integra l pa1t of da ily livelihood. Even the dusty and polluted working 

atmosphere as v ell as their bathing to the uncleaned dirty ri er water might have 

created kin allergy to them in a number of cases. On the other hand their direct 

consumpt i.on of uncleaned river water, without any boil ing might have made them 

vulnerable to diarrhea, dysen try in a number of case . Thus it can be tated that 

the studi d occupation, their working environment and live lihood condition might 

ha e created a number of ill health condition and occupational injuries to them 

and rather it became a part of thei r dai ly li ve lihood. However, it was als 

belie ed that due to their exp ure beside the ri ver, different typ s of winds and 

other upematu ral agencie they fr quent ly get affected with different di ea es 

and ill health condition. 
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Again, the frequently occurring diseases and occupational injuries often became 

complicated due to lack of proper treatment, lack of adequate care and ignorance. 

In such cases those ultimately turned out into long term sufferings for the 

concerned people. Particularly in case of the children it can be represented 

through the following tables-

Table 6.27: Long term diseases among the male children 

Age Long term diseases Total 

group High Anemia Diarrhoea Ear Snake and Measles 
fever, and infection dog bite 
cold Dysentry 
and 
cough 

5-9 4 - 4 2 2 3 15 

26.67 26.67 13.33 13.33 20.00 100.00 

10-14 37 5 24 6 4 9 85 

43.53 5.88 28.24 7.06 4.71 10.59 100.00 

Total 41 5 28 8 6 12 100 

41.00 100.00 28.00 8.00 6.00 12.00 100.00 

Source: Field Study 

Table 6.28: Long term diseases among the female children 

Age Long term diseases Total 
group High Anemia Diarrhoea Ear Snake and Measles 

fever, cold and infection dog bite 
and cough_ Dysentry 

5-9 5 - 5 4 2 2 18 
27.78 27.78 22.22 11.11 11.11 100.00 

10-14 17 15 18 6 3 4 63 
26.98 23.81 28.57 9.52 4.76 6.35 100.00 

Total 22 15 23 10 5 6 81 
27.16 18.52 28.40 12.35 6.17 7.41 100.00 

Source: F1eld Study 

It can be noted that the children were regularly exposed to the working 

atmosphere in every climatic condition. Often the parents ignored their frequent 

fever, cold and cough or at the maximum level they used to take them to local 

quacks. However, they hardly became properly cured and even at that condition 

their mothers could hardly had the time for their proper care. Even they used to 

take them in the river bed during their work. Ultimately it might have increased 

their sufferings into manifold and they became the sufferer of high fever, with 
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severe cold and cou . It can be noted that in between the age group of 10-14 

years boys were more vulnerable to fever, cold, cough than the girls. It might be 

due to the fact that at is stage the girls had to look after the household courses in 

absence of their moth rs. On the othet hand the boys were more associated with 

the stone based work , n the river bed. It has been already stated that the studied 

families mostly cons med the river water for drinking and it could create 

diarrhea, dysentry to em. However, even during the said disease parents could 

hardly take any adeq ate precaution or proper medical care for their children. 

However, the concern~ children became severely suffered and even sometime it 

became fatal. Further, it was told by the concerned mothers that their children 

were suffering from an;ernia. It was told to them by the colony health sub centre 

staff that their height-J.rJ eight ratio was quite disproportionate according to their 

age due to their lack f proper nutrition. However, it was noticed that the girl 

children were more an mic than the boys. It can be noted that the mothers were 

little bit preferring the.[ boys. It might be due to the fact that the girls would get 

married after a certain , eriod of time but the boys would be staying for long and 

would look after their . arents at their older age as well as economically support 

them. Further, in the s died area a number of cases related to snake bite could be 

noticed. Often the pois~nous snakes could be noticed in the colony which used to 

come through the river_jater. On the other hand, children also used to collect the 

stones :from the river. During such collection or if they remained unattended then 

the children became th victims of snake bite and mostly it became fatal. Thus 

both their working plac and place of settlement were quite risky from the context 

of survival also. Agai from the field Study it was found that a number of 

children were sufferin from ear infection. At the initial stages mostly they 

consulted with the qua . ks of local medical stall or applied certain indigenous 

methods. However, in any cases their ailment did not get fully cured and after a 

certain period of time i used to become severe with inflammation of ear and 

mucus secretion. In sue cases the concerned parents agreed and the local quacks 

opined their views that t eir exposure to dust particles both in the work field and 

in the settlement was th prime cause of such ear infection. It was noticed that the 

children were often vuln rable to measles. From the field Study it was found that 

quite from an early age the children of the concerned families were regularly 

and dusty working atmosphere. Either, such children 
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were associated with the work or their mothers used to make them lied down 

upon a piece of cloth in the stone field adjacent to them. They could hardly 

tolerate such scorching heat regularly and became vulnerable to the diseases like 

measles. Again it was more prevalent among the boys than the girls. The 

concerned mothers stated that a boy was a matter of jealous particularly to those 

neighbourhood families who had girls only. In such cases they might have a cruel 

intention to influence the malevolent super natural agencies which could create 

illness to their boys. Under such circumstances the parents could be mentally 

disturbed and might be less focused to their normal course of works as they were 

expected to be. On the other hand definitely it would generate an unwanted 

economic burden for the concerned families related to their treatment as well as 

their inability to participate in the work regularly. Thus the stone crushing 

occupation, its working atmosphere and their settlement had been a major causal 

factor of their different diseases and ill health conditions. Even in a number of 

cases it emerged out as a major challenge to their survival as well. On the other 

hand merely they had any alternative oppurtunity. However, it was also believed 

that due to their exposure beside the river and different types of winds, they might 

get affected by different supernatural agencies causing certain ill health condition 

to them. The entire situation had made them vulnerable to multifarious diseases 

and ill health condition which rather became an integral part of their daily life. 

Further the adult males and females were the prime earning members of their 

respective families. They used to remain exposed in the working atmosphere for 

longer duration and thus they might have the chances to become vulnerable to 

different diseases, ill health condition and occupational injuries. It can be 

represented through the following tables-

T bl 6 29 L a e t ong erm 1seases an d occupat10na 1 . . . InJunes among th d 1 1 e a u t rna es 
Age Diseases Occupation 
Group High fever, Diarrhoea and Anemia T.B. Chest pain, al injuries 

cold and Dysentry - respiratory 
cough 

problem and 
asthma 

15-19 17 26 4 - - 28 
22.67 34.67 5.33 37.33 

20-24 15 23 3 - - 32 
20.55 31.51 4.11 43.84 

25-29 12 20 2 1 5 28 
17.65 29.41 2.94 1.47 7.35 41.18 

30-34 11 10 2 7 10 11 
21.56 19.61 3.92 13.73 19.61 21.57 
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35-39 4 3 2 3 13 21 46 
8.70 6.52 4 .35 6.52 28 .26 45.65 100.00 

40-44 3 4 3 2 17 19 4X 
6.25 8.33 6.25 -tl7 35A2 3Q.58 100.00 

-t- -49 - 1 - I 8 21 32 
6.25 3.12 25.00 65.62 100.00 

50-54 J 2 - 3 13 19 40 
7.50 5.00 7.50 32.5 47.50 100.00 

55-59 l 2 - 2 6 4 15 
6.67 13 .33 13.33 40.00 26.67 10000 

60-64 2 I - 3 8 5 19 
10.53 5.26 15.79 42. II 26.32 100.00 

65-69 - - I 2 2 3 8 
12.50 25.00 25.00 )7.50 100.00 

70 and - - - I 4 3 g 
above 12.50 50.00 37.50 100.00 
Tota l 68 93 17 25 86 194 4X3 

14.08 19.25 3.52 5. 18 17.81 40.17 100.00 

Source: f ield Stud y 

Table 6. 0: ong term diseases and occupa tional injuries among the adu lt females 

Age Diseases Occupational Total 
group High Diarrho~ Ancmta T.B. Chest pa in, Men.trual injurie · 

feve r, a and respiratory problem 
co ld and Dyscntry problem and 
cough asthma 

15-19 17 15 3 - - 7 12 54 
3 l.-1 8 27.78 :'.56 12.96 22.22 100.00 

20-24 18 23 4 - - 9 17 71 
25.35 32.39 5.63 12.68 23 .9-1 100.00 

25-29 13 16 3 - () 17 8 ()3 
20.63 25.40 4 .76 9.52 2o.98 12.70 100.00 

30- '4 9 IX 2 3 5 X 10 55 
16.36 32.73 3.64 5.45 9.09 14 .55 18 . 1 R 100.00 

35-39 9 -l I l () 6 9 ](l 

25.00 ll.ll 2.78 2.7S 16.67 16.67 25.00 100.00 
40-44 9 5 - 2 10 3 17 -Ill 

19.56 10.87 -1.35 21.74 6.52 36.96 l 00.00 
45-49 2 2 - 4 9 5 15 37 

5.4 1 .:-.-II 10.' -·:1.32 13. "I 40 .5-1 100.00 
2 

50-54 3 I - I 10 - 10 25 
12.00 4.0() 4.00 40.00 40.00 100.00 

55-59 - - - l 5 - 9 15 
6.67 33 .33 60 00 100.00 

60-64 2 2 - 2 2 - 6 14 
14.29 14.29 l-1.2 1-1.29 42 .86 100.00 

9 
65-69 - - - - 2 - 2 -1 

50.00 50.00 I 00.00 
70 - - - - 2 - 2 -1 
ami 50.00 50.00 I 00.00 
above 
Total 82 !16 13 14 57 s: 117 -124 

19.34 20,2X 3 .07 3.30 13.44 12.97 27.59 I 00.00 

Source: Field Studv 
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It has been already reported that their working environment was not adequately 

hygienic. On the other hand for the sake of survival they had to utilize the time of 

work at the utmost level irrespective of any climatic condition of summer, 

monsoon and winter. Again in certain cases the males used to go outside during the 

night for unloading of raw materials. Thus to steam their vessel they bothered least 

about the climatic condition or their physical rest. However it told upon their 

health and they became frequently vulnerable to high fever, cold and cough. At the 

initial stages they mostly ignored it to save their time of work and to avoid the 

unwanted expenditure. Maximum they used to consult with the local quacks of the 

medical stalls for a quick recovery. However, in a number of cases it created more 

complications and they became severely affected. Such cases were beyond the 

infrastructural capacity of colony health sub centre or any traditional healers. It 

compelled them to go for western medical institutional check up. Further, their 

remuneration against work was very poor and it could hardly fulfill their adequate 

demand of food. Thus among the concerned parents tendency of anemia could be 

noticed. It was detected by the doctors of the Matigara PHC during their 

pathological tests. Usually the female folk first prefer to nourish their husband and 

sons; then the remaining portion was shared between the daughters and mother. It 

was primarily due to the fact that the males remain engaged in more hard work 

than females and they should have first preference over food. Thus the females 

were mostly affected by anemia. Further, they mostly used to take their lrinch in 

the dirty and polluted working atmosphere. Before lunch they hardly wash their 

hands properly with clean water and it was regularly done with the dirty and 

polluted river water. Again, they were primarily depended on dirty and polluted 

river water to quench their thirst. Its regular practice might be a major cause that 

they became vulnerable to acute diarrhea and dysentry. Even some cases became 

so critical they had to remain admitted to the medical institutions for a number of 

days. Further, their work was intimately associated with a number of occupational 

injuries on fingers, eyes and legs. At the initial stages they often ignored it and 

went on regular works by tying up the injured places with a piece of cloth. 

However, those wounds used to meet up with dust, sand and dirty water. Very 

soon they became infectious and much complicated with inflammation, swelling 

up and mucus secretion. Even in certain cases the concerned people had 

permanently lost their vision of an eye or their fingers were supposed to get 
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amputated to prevent further complications. Such occupational injuries became a 

common occurrence for the studied people and both males and females were 

equally vulnerable to it. It is to be mentioned here that among the total 483 adult 

males who were sufferiung from different long term diseases or occupational 

injuries 27 (5.59 percent) persons had lost their complete or partial vision of any 

one eye, in 8 cases (1.66 percent) their fingures were amputated and in 5 cases 

(1.03 percent) they were facing hardship to walk properly. Again, among the total 

424 adult females who were suffering from long term diseases or occupational 

injuries 24(5.66 percent) individuals had lost their complete or partial vision of any 

one eye, in 7 cases (1.65 percent) their fingures were amputated and in 5 cases 

(1.18 percent) they were facing hardship to walk properly. Thus the occupational 

injuries were not only some incidental cases but often it had a major detrimental 

impact on their physique as a whole. They opted the studied occupation to survive 

but unfortunately it possessed a major challenge in every aspect of their livelihood 

and even it was making them physically handicapped. 

Further, it can be noted that the stone crushing occupation required a lot of 

arduous physical labour and on the other hand they could hardly get proper 

nutritive food. On the other hand always they were exposed to a very dirty and 

polluted working atmosphere where they could hardly breath in a fresh air 

without foul smell. A people who was associated with the stone based work in 

Balasan colony continuously for 5-l 0 years regularly used to feel chest pain, 

respiratory problem and further they became the patient of acute asthma. 

Meanwhile, the ultimate fate of their prolonged occupational involvement was the 

susceptibility to tuberculosis. According to the health staffs of the colony health 

sub centre and the doctors ofMatigara PHC hard manual labour without adequate 

food had reduced their physical resistance against frequent fever, cold and cough. 

However, its long continuation had ultimately resulted into tuberculosis among 

them. It can be noticed that the males were more affected by tuberculosis than 

females. It might be due to the fact that the males were more affected to 

alcoholism, use of tobacco etc. which had rather become detrimental to their 

physical well being. 

It can be noted that particularly among the female certain problems related to 

menstrual cycle could be noticed. 
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Table 6.31: Menstrual cycle related problem of women 

Age Diseases Total 
Leucorrhea Irregular Irregular Abdominal Excessive 

period discharge pain within blood 
within period discharge 
period 

15-19 3 1 2 - 1 7 
42.86 14.29 28.57 14.29 100.00 

20-24 4 1 3 - 1 9 
44.44 11.11 33.33 11.11 100.00 

25-29 7 2 3 2 3 17 
41.18 11.76 17.65 11.76 17.65 100.00 

30-34 3 1 1 1 2 8 
37.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 25.00 100.00 

35-39 1 3 2 - - 6 
16.67 50.00 33.33 100.00 

40-44 - 3 - - - 3 
100.00 100.00 

45-49 - 5 - - - 5 
100.00 100.00 

Total 18 16 11 3 7 55 
32.73 29.09 20.00 5.45 12.73 100.00 

Source: Field Study 

From the concerned women as well as from the doctors of North Bengal Medical 

college gynecological section it was known that, long submerge in the waist deep 

water might create certain genital infection. Again, hard manual labour by sitting 

on the foot for longer duration as well as malnutrition might be a crucial factor to 

create numerous menstrual cycle related complications. Even it can create early 

menopause or other child birth related complications for the women if not properly 

treated at the period of initiation. 

Again after getting a rid of their day long manual labour they hardly found any 

peace after returning to their huts. There within a congested place a number of 

people were staying together. It might tell upon their mental relaxation. Further, 

after their return to the huts, they had to listen about the essential familial 

requirements and the regular saga about their scarcity. Thus after day long hard 

manual labour they had hardly any scope to rest in peace for a little while. 

Human beings are associated with different occupation for their survival. The 

studied people had choosen the stone based occupation as their last scope of 

settlement and survival. During the initiation phase of the work they had a deep 
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rooted expectation that )3alasan river could give them a permanent settlement-and 

economic backbone. H( wever only after a few decade it became revealed that the 

stone crushing occupa ion, working environment and the livelihood condition 

might be the prime ca se of a number of diseases, occupational ·injuries and ill 

health conditions for th ~m. They had completely ignored their physical condition, 

requirement of leisure nd responded only to the call for survival only. Thus, the 

stone based occupatim had created multifarious problem related to the health 

situation and social life of the studied people. Thus in spite of providing economic 

backbone to the concen ed people the said occupation was degenerating their every 

economic possibilities i 1 different aspects. 

Status of treatment oft ~e diseases 

In the studied families ~e prevalence of diseases and occupational injuries were 

quite common. Howeve , along with the diseases, the feature of treatment varied to 

a large extent. It was a~sociated with different social and cultural perspective as 

well as with the influen e of family members. The status oftreatment related to the 

commonly occurring d seases among the children and adult can be represented 

through the following taple-

Table 6.32: Feature c f treatment for frequently occunng diseases among the 
children and adult 

Feature ofTreatmer t among the children Total cases 
Treatment Trefttment under Treatment No treatment 
completed . pro ~ess dropped 
Male Female Mae Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 
22 20 46 42 125 113 159 170 352 345 
6.25 5.80 13. }7- 12.17 35.51 32.75 45.17 49.28 100.00 100.00 

Feature ofTreatmer t among the adults Total cases 
Treatment Tr atment under Treatment No treatment -

completed pr ' cess dropped 
Male Female M le Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 

- - 66 41 217 149 200 234 483 "424 
13 66 9.67 44.93 35.14 . 41.41 55.19 10(}.00 

It can be noted that tir ~e based utilization of resources was a very crucial factor 

related to their occur ation. On the other hand they were simply not in an 

economic position to ' vail any unwanted expenditure. The frequently occurring 

diseases and occupatiopal injuries were a almost a regular phenomenon to them 

and as such they most y ignored any treatment or maximum had a consultation 
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with the local quacks or traditional healers. However, for the children they had 

completed the treatment in a few cases because they were very little of age as well 

as the parents had some bitter experience of their earlier ignorance. However, the 

adults hardly think about those minor issues and as soon as they became little bit 

cured they used to discontinue it. 

Again their ignorance to frequently occurring diseases and occupational injuries 

often made the cases complicated and those turned out into long term sufferings. 

Such cases reduced their scope to conduct the work with full physical potentiality 

and vigor. Such cases required medical institutional treatments mostly as 

represented through the following tables-

Table 6.33: Feature of treatment for long term diseases among the children and adult 

Feature ofTreatment among the children Total cases 
Treatment completed Treatment under Treatment dropped No treatment 

process 
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 
7 4 13 9 63 40 17 28 100 81 
7.00 4.94 13.00 11.11 63.00 49.38 17.00 34.57 100.00 100.00 

Feature ofTreatment among the adults Total cases 
Treatment completed Treatment under Treatment dropped No treatment 

process 
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male 
49 27 140 93 294 304 - - 483 
10.14 6.37 28.98 21.93 60.87 71.70 100.00 

However, a very few of them had completed the entire course of treatment; on the 

other hand most of them after getting satisfactory relief from their sufferings 

automatically dropped the further courses. It was recorded that in such cases they 

had to go for frequent check up to the western medical practitioner at the nearest 

PHC as well as they were advised to do certain pathological tests for a number of 

times to know about their status of recovery. Along with that they were restricted 

from their hard manual labour and from certain food. Such issues were absolutely 

not supportive to their economy and livelihood sustainability. It was an urgent 

. need for. the entire families that they should join to their occupation soon and just 

after a little bit relief mostly they preferred the work rather than to become 

affiliated more with the treatment. 

The above all factors can be analysed from an in-depth view. The time schedule 

was very important for them to pursue their occupation. In most of the cases they 
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gave a very least impo ance to the ill health conditions of their family members 

mostly for the utilizati n of their time in work. However, if they had started the 

treatment, often they ere advised for a number of pathological tests and 

medicines by the docto s. Their poor level of income could hardly meet up with 

such financial expendi res. Again, such in depth clinical diagnosis required a long 

duration. It became ve difficult for them to spend their crucial time for prolonged 

medical treatment, othe . wise very soon they had to live in hunger. It forced them 

to drop the treatment w·thout completion of the course and by attaining a partial 

relief. Further the cone rned society treated the male folk as the prime earner of 

the family. Thus it was socially assigned that priority should be given behind the 

treatment or partial rel~ef of the male folk from the physical problems. It was 

.I f h fi T ( h ) believed among them t at if the males o t e amttes even the male c ildren 

were not physically well then the concerned families would have to face a number 

of problems, while the emale folk of the concerned families would be unable to 

prevent such hindrances. 

Cause of diseases, meth 'r;Jd of treatment and the result of treatment: 

In the studied area, the ~ause of diseases and ill health condition can broadly be 

categorized into two *ctors, i.e. supernatural causes and natural causes as 

mentioned below-· 

Table.6.34: Cause ofDi ~eases in case of children and adult 

F.O.D. among children 
Supernatural Natural Total cases 
548 ~49 697 
78.62 ~1.3& 100.00 

'L.T.D. among children 
Supernatural Natural Total cases 
71 10 181 

. 39.23 [)0.77 100.00 

F.O.D. among adult 
Supernatural Natural Total cases 
354 p53 907 
39.03 ~0.97 100.00 

L.T.D. ~ mong adult 
Supernatural N"atural Total cases 
292 pl5 907 
32.19 ~7.81 100.00 

Source: Field Study (F.C .D.= Frequently occurring diseases; L.T.D.= Long term 
diseases) 
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It can be noted that mostly in case of short term diseases (78.62 per cent) of the 

children an in a number of cases (39.23 per cent) related to long term diseases, the 

concerned parents had a strong belief on different s~pernatural forces as the prime 

causal factor (Table 6.34). It has been reported that the neighbourhood 

relationship, in the studied area was very much jealous. They had a strong faith 

that no one can look after the familial peace and prosperity of others. Meanwhile, 

it has been reported that if any family had all the children as son then they were 

tremendously jealoused by their neighbours, because they could not have to spend 

the money for dowry. Thus the neighbours had a very cruel intention to influence 

different supernatural agencies against them so they might have mental tension, 

unwanted medical expenditure and most importantly hindrance to their work. 

Thus, often they apply different malevolent magico- religious performances to 

harm their neighbour or to create familial tension for them. As the children were 

most sensitive or tender, so they could easily become the victim of such harmful 

magico-religious applications. Thus often it was applied upon the children and 

frequently they became ill. However, mothers of the son became very much 

cautious after any such incidence and according to the advice of the traditional 

healers they tied different sanctified lockets to their arms and waist, which were 

believed to protect them from evil spirit. It was· believed that presence of such 

sanctified objects might have prohibited the supernatural agencies to do any major 

harm to their child. 

Again, among the studied families certain supernatural aspects were detected as 

the prime casual factor for frequently occuring and long term diseases among the 

adults. It has been reported that in every family, both male and female collectively 

w.orked as the working force. Even their coUective earning could hardly manage 

the proper livelihood requisites. Thus if the prime earning member, or even the 

female folk became ill, then their livelihood condition became utter miserable. So, 

the neighbourhood jealous and allied magico-religious performances could create 

numerous hindrances in their livelihood particularly in their health aspects. 

Further, the concerned families had a strong faith that the open exposure of the 

Balasan river bed was associated with evil wind and different supernatural agents. 

The adult members mostly had to work for long on the river bed. Obviously such 

evil forces had an ample scope ~o make the man victim and a number of ill health 

symptoms or allied irregularities were noticed among them (Table 6.34). 
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It can be noted here that the people who had belief in the supernatural causes of 

diseases, fore mostly opted the traditional method of treatment to redress their 

ailment. Again, the people who had belief in the natural causes of diseases 

foremostly opted the western medical method of treatment related to their health 

and diseases. These are discussed below in detail-

J) Super natural causes of diseases and traditional method oftreatment: 

Traditional Health practitioners: In most culture, there was a specialist who 

treated illness, injury, diseases and related misfortunes and quite frequently they 

corresponds to the leader of religious practices. The magico-religious 

practitioners was also considered to be practitioner of magic or witchcraft 

traditionally. He was endowed with many abilities and that was dedicated to the 

vocation. In the studied area, the service of Ojha, Medicine man or Kabiraj were 

sought depending upon the cause of illness. There were a few categories of 

healing processes applied by him as per by requirement Magical spells were 

applied for remedy from evil sight, charming arrow, mental problem, female 

diseases and stomach ache for the children. Magical spell with magico-religious 

process was applied for ghost attack and witch capturing. On the other hand, for 

snake bite magico-religious processes were associated with the herbal treatment 

Different types of magical spell could help him for detection of different diseases. 

It is to be mentioned here that the patient party has to promise in prior condition 

about the offerings, supposedly for Goddess Manasa or God Masan after the 

complete remedy. 

During the present Study interview was taken from the traditional medicine man 

named as Mr. Upen Das, aged 65 years. Earlier they were settled in the Bagura 

district of Bangladesh and further came to the Balasan colony in 1985. He had 

acquired the knowledge from his father Mr. Bojen Roy and from Mr. Jotin Roy 

who was a traditional healer in their early settlement. He was associated with that 

healing practice since last 40 years. It had no written record and it was completely 

based on oral tradition, personal experience, observation of symptoms and 

capability to identify the medicinal plant resources as well as their method of 

utilization. He stated that diseases were caused due to a number of co-related 

factors. According to him, measles or pox was caused due to congestion of heat 

and cold within the body. If it stayed for long within the body then consequently 
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it generated a number of other diseases. He stated that the stone based work and 

the working atmosphere was not at all suitable for the good health of the 

concerned people. The concerned people worked under scorching sunlight and 

simultaneously they were in the regular touch of water. It generated frequent 

temperature fluctuation within their body which caused numerous ill health 

factors. Further, he stated that another major factor of numerous diseases was the 

effect of evil wind. Evil wind could attack a person, when he had committed some 

misdeed. Particularly, when a man eat some rubbish or dealt a very uncontrolled 

life or illegal offence and after that goes to outside, then he was certainly to be 

attacked by the evil wind. Evil wind could also attack a person if he took the 

overnight stored food, rotten food or dry fishes. It was predicted by looking a few 

symptoms of the affected person. Often he used to speak irrelevant words. On the 

other hand when a children was affected by the ghost attack their colour of the 

body turned into red, blue and even green. If proper magico-religious healing was 

not done at the initial stages then such attack could be even fatal. It could be 

prevented with the help of different magico- religious performances like jhara 

associated with adequate power of hymn. The traditional medicine man 

simultaneously gave them the medicines prepared from the available medicinal 

plants resources in and adjacent areas. To redress the effect of the disease and to 

bring back the disease affected people in normal course of life different rituals 

like Sitala }mja, Teesta Buri puja, Kali puja, Masan puja was performed by them. 

In some cases the worships were associated with animal sacrifice to appease the 

benevolent spirit and to prohibit the evil effect of malevolent deities. Among the 

studied families the children were mostly suffering from fever, intestinal disorder, 

jaundice etc. Adult persons were suffering from fever cold and cough, digestive 

problem, chest pain, body pain, respiratory problem, stomach upset etc. 

Meanwhile the adult females had their menstrual cycle related problems as well. 

Further, he stated that the concerned disease affected people were very much 

psychologically depended upon him for the treatment. According to the status of 

the health problem, the medicines were provided to redress the ailment. The most 

frequently required medicinal plants were Ulatkamal, Danda kalash, Chitanath, 

Kalpanath, Durba, Jabaphul, Shapla, Raktachandan, Patshbja, Manimuni, 

Hatisura, Sajina and Sanjibani. It is to be mentioned here that specially on the 

request of the said medicine man, the researcher has not mentioned the scientific 
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name of the said medicinal plants. Generally the leaves, barks, flowers, roots were 

utilized for the preparation of different diseases. More than 4-5 different types of 

medicines could be prepared from a particular plant by utilizing its different parts. 

He collected the plants himself and prepared the desired medicine by thorough 

pasting or rapid boiling. The prepared medicines were either to be consumed with 

water or it was needed to drink in the liquid form. Sometime he used to give the 

patients the sanctified lockets prepared from the root of the trees to protect them 

from evil wind, evil eye etc. It is to be mentioned here that the treatment related 

with the biting of the snake was a very hard one. The plants like chumbuksol, jute 

and leaves of the jute were required to initiate the treatment. Thereafter, the stem 

of the banana tree were cut into small pieces to prepare bhela or floated pot which 

is left to move in water. The last stage of the treatment was done through kori or 

conch shell to suck the poison of the snake. If the patient was still not cured then 

merely any chance is left for his survival. 

Meanwhile, a number of locally available plant resources were utilized by the 

traditional medicine man to cure the health sufferings of the disease affected 

people. Name of the diseases along with the name of plants used by him for 

remedy are given below-

Table 6.35: Locally availabl~ medicinal plants and their usage toprevent different diseases 

Diseases Medicinal plants and their usage Restrictions 

!.Throat Kalpanath, akand, ghee, honey, Cold food is 
swelling camphor, kalozira mixed together Avoided. 

along with basak, tulsi leaves to 
prepare the medicine. It was 
prepared either in a paste form or 
in a liquid form to consume. 

2. Cold and A syrup is prepared with the Cold and sour 
cough extract of Dandakalash, food is voided is 

Kalpanath, Tulsi leaves. It avoided. 
should be consumed in every 
year. 

3.Fever due Tel pora and Dzol pora Fish, meat, 
to fear garlic and 

om on. 
4. Tuberculosis Stem of Raktachandan, Sour food, 

Raktosapla, Lemon, Tulsi, clove coconut, Banana, 
and cardamom seed were mixed papaya, Curd, 
together to prepare the extract. It om on. 
should be consumed for 3 to 5 
times in a day. 
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5. Diarrhoea A syrup was prepared with Fish and hot 
zinger, boj, dandakalash, food. 
chirata and consumed twice 
to thrice in a day. 

6. Measles Patient was smeared with Fish, meat, was 
water, fan and branch of to be avoided 
neem on the first day. and complete 
Tablet made up of atap rice, best rest was 
pata siraja, keasr and milk advised. 
was given twice on a day. 
Home is advised to keep 
clean. 

7.Pox Patient was smeared with Fish, meat, was to 
water, fan, branch ofneem. be avoided and 
He was laid on banana leaf complete best rest 
and smeared with sesame was advised. 
seed oil. 

8. Dog bite One bowl made up of brass was Fish, meat 
struck to the injured place to and milk. 
suck the poison from the 
wounded place. A tablet was 
prepared withjagaddambur leaf 
and bettie leafwas advised to 
consume for twice in a day. 

9. Blister Durba grass, neem leaf, Pumpkin, brinjal 
ghee and musambi was and papaya. 
mixed together to prepare a 
tablet and was to be taken 
twice or thrice in a day. 

10. A paste was prepared with Soap not to 
Burning coconut oil, bileachra, be used. 

- earthworm milk, telakucho 
leaf, chandralata and was 
advised to rub on the 
wounded place three to four 
times in a day. 

11. Asthma Root of dandakalash, bark Any cold 
of jagaddambur, talmichri, food. 
golmorich were mixed 
together to prepare an 
extract. It should be taken 
for one month and thrice a 
day with warm food. 

12. A syrup was prepared with Any yellow 
Jaundice extract of arhar leaf, coloured food. 

hatisura leaf. Patient was 
smeared with oil, banana 
leaf and cane made bowl. 

13. Body The place was rubbed with the Prawn, 
pam sanctified oil, turmeric extract, pumpkin and 
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kalpolata extract fro twice in a sour food. 
day. 

14.Ear Dust of conch shell were mixed Any sour food 
Problem with lemon extract and ear and hot food. 

passage was cleared for twice a 
day. 

15.Stone in An extract was prepared with Pumpkin, sour 
belly patharkuchi leaf, juice of food, curd, 

kultikala, bathua leaf and brinj al, tomato 
coconut juice. Advised to and any burnt 
consume twice in a day. food. 

16.Menstrual cycle Bathed with holy sanctified water. Pumpkin, 
related problem Sanctified locket was given to get sour food, 

protected from evil spirits. A curd, 
syrup prepared brinjal, 
with raktachandan and tomato and 
raktasapla was advised to any burnt 
consume twice a day. food. 

Source: Field Study 

However, he stated that many of the required medicinal plants were quite scarce 

in the studied area. Even if it was available, the distance was quite far from the 

locality. It c~used a major hindrance for him to go there and collect the same. 

Ultimately he was. facing a severe obstacle to prepare the required medicine and 

to supply it regularly to the people. He stated that some people were selling 

different adulterants of the medicinal plants. Again, the fresh medicines were 

getting replaced by dry medicines and it could not generate proper function. 

·However, it would generate several other problems irrespective of redressing their 

ailments. He opined about extinction of traditional healing method because the 

concerned people (particularly the younger generation) were quite reluctant to 

learn the said process. He was also facing the same problem in his family. On the 

other hand, the patient expected the instant remedy, which was not possible by 

this method in every circumstance. Further, the degradation of medicinal plants 

was another added criterion in this context. 

In the studied area the magico-religious healing practices was quite prevalent. Mr. 

Monglu Barman aged 70 years was associated with that practice since 35 years. 

Earlier they were settled in the Rangpur district of Bangladesh and further came 

to the colony in 1980. He learnt the skill from his father Aghor Barman who was 

a famous magico-religious healer. He stated that it had no written record and 
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completely based on oral tradition, prediction of symptoms through personal 

experience and the skill to control supernatural agencies. He acquired such skills 

by rigorously worshipping Goddess Kali with animal sacrifice. Further he 

acquired the skills of astrology to know the fortune controlling planets and the 

probable misfortune to be created by them. He stated that some planets were 

malevolent and they control different evil supernatural agencies. Such forces were 

like the evil wind, evil eye, charming arrow etc. Even in the colony some aged 

males or females also had the skill to control such agencies. According to him the 

people in the colony were quite jealous to each other and in a number of cases 

they tried to do the harm of others by influencing such agencies. However, people 

in such cases brought the misfortuned person and even children to him. He could 

easily trace out the root cause of the ailment and accordingly applied his skills to 

over rule the malevolent effects of evil supernatural forces. He had a number of 

holy sanctified material objects like peacock feathered broom, lockets, red and 

black thread, vermilion, necklace of sanctified beads, mustard etc. to perform 

different rituals. According to him in ordinary cases performances of certain 

rituals could easily cure the patient. However in complicated cases one or more 

animal sacrifice were required and even sometime rituals were performed 

throughout the entire night. He stated that the newly became mothers used to take 

their children under his care; he used to give them sanctified lockets or beads to 

tie up in the hand or waist. It would protect them from every evil force until it 

remained in touch of their body. According to him during such performances a 

patient was advised to maintain certain restrictions and if it was disobeyed then it 

could tum into havoc which even might be fatal for the affected person. During 

such performances .along with the affected people only one of his family member 

was allowed to be present. He stated that the common people were very much 

psychologically depended upon them and had applied his skills always for the 

beneficiary of the people. He remembered the words of his deceased father that if 

at any point of time such skills were applied for the malevolent purpose then the 

healer would forget the entire skill. Thus he had dedicated the life always for the 

well being of the poor people. Against his healing he never claimed any 

consultancy personally, whatever the people used to give him from their 

convenience he always received it. However, the expenditure related to rituals 

was to be bore by the family members of the affected person only. 
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The following tables can reflect the different supernatural causes related to 

frequently occurring and long term diseases-

Table 6.36: Supernatural causes of diseases in case of children 

Super natural causes in case ofF.O.D. Total 

Evil wind Getting frightened By other evil means cases 

407 69 72 548 
74.27 12.59 13.14 100.00 

Super natural causes in case ofL.T.D. Total 
Evil wind Effect of goddess Getting Ban mara cases 

frightened 
21 29 6 15 71 
29.58 40.85 8.45 21.13 100.00 

Source: F1eld Study 

Table 6.37: Supernatural Causes of diseases in case of Adults 

Super natural causes in case ofF.O.D. Total cases 
Evil eye Evil wind Ghost attack 

354 
67 185 102 
18.93 52.26 28.81 

10(}.00 

Super natural causes in case of L.T.D Total cases 
Ban Evil wind Ghost attack Evil eye 292 
mara 100.00 
86 156 20 30 
29.45 53.42 6.85 10.27 

Source: Field Study 

From the field Study, it was reported that the children who were suffering from 

different short term diseases like fever, cold, cough, dysentery, allergy etc. the 

prime causal factor was the effect of evil wind, while in some cases it generated 
-

from fear or due to the influence of other evil means. As the children were 

accompanied by the parents to the river bed, they could easily become the victim 

of evil wind which was very prevalent there. It has been reported that adjacent to 

the river bed there was the bumingghat15 and funeral pyre. The wind generated in 

the river bed had the evil effect of the deceased soul and it used to make the 

children an easy victim. Often the children got frightened by looking at the 

burning pyre or dead body and they felt sick. Further, it was reported that 

particularly the women who had lost their child had an effect of evil eye. 

15 Ghat: River bank where the dead bodies are set on pyre. 
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Specifically the recently born babies were effected due to such causes (Table 

6.36). Further, in case of short term diseases among the adults, the effect of evil 

wind and ghost attack were highly noticed. It was primarily due to their prolonged 

working exposure on the river bed. Sometime a number of evil agents were also 

applied by the others to make them ill (Table 6.3 7). Again, among the children 

different long term diseases like fever and muttering, measles, dog bite were quite 

prevalent. It was reported that the measles caused due to the effect of Goddess 

Sitala. Again due to the effect of different charming arrows numerous health 

disorders took place among them. Meanwhile charmning arrows could be applied 

on different inter mediate agents like dogs and they used to bite the targeted 

victim (Table 6.36). 

In case of long term diseases of the adults, respiratory problems, occupational 

injuries, diarrhoea, chest pain, tuberculosis were quite prevalent. The concerned 

families had a strong belief that such cases were primarily due to the effect of evil 

wind which generated through their prolonged exposure on the river bed for work, 

sometime after dusk or even in night. Further some of the neighbour had the skill 

to imply charming arrows to destabilize their normal livelihood out of jealous. It 

was primarily because the ill health of an individual reduced the scope of work 

for him. If it is reduced then a certain portion of valuable natural resources might 

remain unutilized for work. It could provide a little scope for his neighbour to 

utilize such amount of resource in his work as well as to learn a little more. 

Ultimately .the struggle for survival generated numerous ways to an individual 

even to perform different malevolent activities for the sustenance of ones own self 

(Table 6.37). The following tables can reflect the nature of initial treatment 

related to supernatural causes different types of traditional method of treatment 

and their results-
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Table 6.38: Cases of Initially opted traditional method of treatment among children 

Cases of children in F.O.D. 
Male Female Total cases 
272 276 Male Female 
77.27 80.00 352 345 

100.00 100.00 
Cases of children in L.T.D. 

Male Female Total cases 
34 37 Male Female 
34.00 45.68 100 81 

100.00 100.00 
Cases of Adults in F.O.D. 

Male Female Total cases 
166 188 Male Female 
34.37 44.34 483 424 

100.00 100.00 
Cases of Adults in L.T.D. 

Male Female Total cases 

130 162 Male Female 
26.92 . 33.54 

483 424 
100.00 100.00 

Source: Field Study 

Table 6.39: Method of traditional treatment among the children and adult 

For F. 0 .D. among children For L.T.D. among children 
Traditional Magico Indigenous Total Traditional Magico Indigenous Total 
medicine religious method case medicine religious method case 
man healer man healer 

80 198 166 548 11 41 19 71 
14.60 36.13 30.29 100.00 15.49 57.75 26.76 100.00 

For F.O.D. among adult For L.T.D. among adult 
Traditional Magi co Indigenous Total Traditional Magi co Indigenous Total 
medicine religious method case medicine religious method case 
man healer man healer 
81 143 130 354 5 135 106 292 
22.88 40.40 36.72 100.00 17.47 46.23 36.30 100.00 

Source: Field Study 

Table 6.40: Result of traditional treatment among the children and adult 

For F.O.D. among children For L.T.D. amon children 
Cured Not cured Recovered Total Cured Not cured Recovered Total case 

case 
44 284 220 548 1 64 6 71 
8.03 51.82 40.15 100.00 1.41 90.14 8.45 100.00 

For F.O.D. among adult For L.T.D. among adult 
Cured Not cured Recovered Total Cured Not cured Recovered Total case 

case 
47 247 60 354 18 216 58 292 
13.28 69.77 16.95 100.00 6.16 73.97 9.86 100.00 

Source: Field Study 
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In case of the children and the adults, where supernatural factors were believed as 

the prime causal factor of different frequently occuring and long tenn diseases, 

traditional method of treatment was foremostly opted by them (Table 6.38). It was 

strongly believed by them that the western medical practitioners could not prevent 

the malevolent effect of supernatural agents. The concerned patients could be 

cured only by applying the traditional method of treatment. Regarding the method 

of traditional treatment, it can be noted that in case of the children the concerned 

families mostly had faith on the magico-religious healers. They had a strong 

psychological faith upon him that only he could prevent the evil effect of different 

supernatural events and could save the livelihood of their children. They used to 

abide by every particular advised by the concerned healers and kept a strong faith 

that their children would get recovered soon. However, in case of a number of 

frequently occuring and long term diseases the concerned families provided them 

the medicine of traditional medicine man or the medicines prepared through 

indigenous method. It has been reported that the cause of different diseases and ill 

health situation were intimately associated with the local environmental 

circumstances and allied natural factors. If natural factors could generate a disease, 

then within itself only the solution of such problem must be present. They believed 

that different medicinal plants which were available within and adjacent to the 

studied area, could prevent their multifarious ill health factors. The traditional 

medicine man provided a number of medicines for their ailment of fever, cold, 

cough, dog bite, ear swelling etc. Again, they also applied a number of indigenous 

method particularly related to measles, cold cough etc (Table 6.39). On the other 

hand, in case of the adults suffering from different frequently occuring and long 

term diseases, mostly they opted the treatment of the magico-religious healers. 

Again the cases of traditional medicine man and indigenous method of treatment 

was quite prevalent. Meanwhile it has been reported that one of the major cause of 

their acceptance of traditional medical system was its very nominal expenditure 

and the availability of the healers within their locality. Also it did not required any 

sort of allied economic burden and they could get the relief within a few days 

(Table 6.39). However, the result of traditional method of treatment was not very 

exemplary. Among the studied children, a very few frequently occuyring and long 

term cases of diseases were completely cured; while in most of the cases it was 

unable to provide even minimum recovery to their ailment (Table 6.40). Again 
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among the studied adults mere cases of frequently occuring and long term diseases 

were cured by them completely; while in most of the cases the concerned patients 

had not shown any symptom of recovery from their ailment (Table 6.40). It has 

been reported that lack of locally available medicinal plant resources and other 

therapeutic plant agents had created tremendous problem for the traditional 

medicinal man and magico-religious healer to conduct their treatment properly. It 

was reported by the traditional medicine man that if the required medicinal plants 

were very difficultly found in market, it was mixed with numerous adulterants and 

it would not provide the appropriate function. Often they could not supply the 

regular dosage of their medicines and the entire treatment was dropped. Even the 

magico religious healers advise the concerned families to collect a number of 

therapeutic agents for their performances. In many cases the concerned family 

members were either unable to found them or they could not _purchase them due to 

heavy expenditure. Thus both the scarcity of medicinal plant resources and 

economy had limited their scope to avail the completion of traditional healing 

practices and their physical sufferings remained the same. Thus in the studied area, 

although the traditional health care practices were accepted by a large section of 

people, but a very few of them were fortunate to get completely cured from their 

sufferings. Still it was widely acceptable by the concerned people because of the 

fact that they were very much psychologically depended on the traditional healers 

due to their cultural affiliation. Further it could easily provide them th~ much 

desired remedy to some extent and to get back to their work in a quick succession. 

2) Natural causes of diseases and western method of treatment 

On the other hand, a number of families believed that multifarious natural factors 

were primarily responsible for different health problems both in case of the 

children and adult (Table 6.30). 

During the present Study interviews were taken from the health staff of the 

Balasan colony health sub centre, doctors of the Matigara Primary Health Centre 

(PHC) and North Bengal Medical College. It has reported that the people of 

Balasan colony were mostly engaged with the stone based work. Their working 

schedule was from dawn to dusk and it was more or less same throughout the 

every season. Such a heavy work load and a very poor level of nutritional feature 
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might have created numerous health problems among them. Almost every person 

in the studied area was suffering from some sort of diseases or occupational 

injuries and thus health problem became a community matter for them rather than 

an individual aspect. The main diseases which were common to the people of the 

Balasan colony was fever, cold, cough, diarrhoea, dysentry, tuberculosis, 

respiratory problem, anemia, occupational injuries, menstrual cycle related 

problem etc. For the children ear swelling and allergy were an added criterion. 

The busy working schedule of the parents had reduced the scope for them to look 

after the children regularly. Often the children rambled through the dirty places 

and even they lied on the dirty roads. The dust of the road and the dirt might 

generated skin diseases among them. On the other hand, during the stone based 

work often the studied people met up with a number of occupational injuries in 

their eyes, hands, fingers, legs. Often such injuries generated serious 

inflammation in their body parts with mucous secretion. It has been reported that 

the heavy working schedule associated with almost empty stomach and polluted 

working atmosphere might have generated tuberculosis among them. At the initial 

stages of any health sufferings the people generally preferred the quacks of local 

medical stalls. In many cases they medicines could not redress the problem and 

gradually the problems got turned over with many complications. Again, the busy 

working schedule had almost snatched the oppurtunity from them to take their 

bath and food regularly; even in many cases they had to skip their meal. 

Ultimately most of the time they remained hungry but their labour of work never 

got reduced rather than it increased rapidly. As a result frequently they fall in a 

number of ill health conditions. It has been reported that the concerned people 

who revealed the truth that they were suffering from tuberculosis were assisted 

with the Direct Observatory Treatment (DOTs) by the colony health sub centre. 

However, if an in-depth survey was initiated from the end of the government then 

it was afraid that tuberculosis or its trace would be found in most of the families 

of the studied area. Even there was high probability that the child population 

would also be a sufferer. Meanwhile, pure drinking water and modern means of 

sanitation were acutely scarce in the studied area. It became an additional 

criterion to generate a number of water borne diseases among the studied people. 

Although a few BPL families were facilitated with the modern sanitary means, 

but it was a very mere against the total requirements; even the families who were 
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facilitated only a partial support was given to them and the remaining part was 

advised to manage by themselves. However, the poor families who could hardly 

manage their food, it was a luxury for them to manage the modern sanitary 

means. Thus the partial facility would never met up with proper accessibility in 

the real life and ultimately the entire situation remained as same. As a result, in 

most of the cases, the people were selecting the river bed and the household 

vicinity for the said purpose. The foul smell emerged from it was making it very 

hard for the people to breath a fresh air. It has been reported that in the studied . 
area the feature of reproductive mother child health was very poor. The health sub 

centre provided immunization to the reproductive mothers and the children. 

However, often the reproductive mothers forgot about their immunization as they 

were busy with the work. Even immunization drop out of the children was also 

frequently noticed. As a result there was a high probability that the children might 

get suffered from those diseases, for whose prevention he was supposed to be 

immunized. During the field Study it was noticed that among the concerned 

people some beliefs were persisted in mind depth related with the immunization 

of the children. Particularly, the aged female folk had a strong belief that 

immunization generated a number of other diseases in the tender body of the 

children. Moreover, such prevention made the Goddess Sitala or Teesta Buri 

angry and the children had to face their anger. They had a cultural belief that 

measles and pox were the blessings of Goddess Sitala on an individual. So, if 

artificially it was prevented then an individual would lack her blessing in course 

of livelihood. Under such circumstances the worker of the local health sub centre

had a mere chance to immunize the children properly. Even if they had a plan to 

go to those families to share the views, often they were thrashed out with abusive 

languages. Most importantly the pulse polio campaign also could not meet up 

with complete success in ·spite of rigorous effort. Even if the health staffs 

conducted door to door campaign, in most of the cases the guardians were absent 

in the families and the children or neighbours could hardly tell them the fact On 

the other hand if the concerned parents were in the houses, still their illiteracy and 

lack of general health awareness hindered them to reply the questions properly as 

asked by the health workers. It is to be mentioned here that generally the women 

and the children mostly came to the health centre for the medicines. It has been 

reported that the injured places of the people often got swelled up. The western 
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medical practitioners stated that it might be due to their alcoholic nature. Again as 

most of them were suffering from anemia and malnutrition, thus the levels of Red 

Blood Corpuscles were low among them while the levels of White Blood 

Corpuscles were quite high among them. It generated such swelling of body parts 

including liver, which turned into the fatal cases like cirrhosis of liver. It has been 

reported that among the seasonal diseases, in summer the frequency of diarrhoea 

and dysentery was much higher. Again, in monsoon skin diseases and water borne 

diseases were much prevalent. During the winter season, the concerned people 

were mostly suffered from fever cold and cough. Thus throughout the entire year 

everyone was more or less suffering from some sort of health problems. Along 

with that major or minor occupational injuries were a regular phenomenon. In 

case of the studied people frequently occuring diseases and occupational injuries 

as well as long term diseases and occupational injuries were noticed both in case 

of male and female as well as for children and adult in numerous forms. These are 

discussed below in detail. 

Regarding the frequently occuring diseases of the children lack ofproper care was 

considered as the prime causal factor. It was admitted by the concerned parents 

that they went for work by keeping their children in the houses. Mostly, their 

activities were seldom noticed and even they used to lick different waste and 

rubbish objects. In such a way germs might get contaminated and they suffered 

from different ill health conditions. Again, the concerned families had hardly any 

scope to purifY the drinking water for the children. Even when they took them to 

the river bed, the parents provided them the river water for drinking as observed 

in a number of cases. Obviously such polluted water might have generated 

multifarious ill health condition among them. Often their busy working schedule 

reduced the scope to feed their children at a proper time and hardly they could 

maintain any specific schedule for it. As a result, it might generate numerous 

digestive problems and allied ill health condition for them (Table 6.41 ). Further, 

related to the long term diseases among the children, the concerned parents stated 

malnutrition as the prime cause of a few diseases. Economic scarcity had reduced 

their scope to provide adequate food for their children. It might have reduced their 

resistance and physical tolerance and often they got suffered to a number of 

diseases; even they might be anemic due to it. On the other hand in a number of 

cases the concerned parents took their children regularly to the river bed. 
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Prolonged exposure to the polluted stone field and the dust of the stone might 

created the problem of skin allergy, ear swelling among them. Further, most of 

the time, they were exposed to the scorching sunlight of the river bed. Again as 

the parents were busy in the work they had a mere scope to look after their 

children all the time. It was noticed that the children were frequently getting 

drenched into the river water and again playing in the sunlight. Accoridng to the 

view of the western medical practitioners, it might generate temperature 

imbalance within their body and fever, cold, cough became a common 

phenomenon for them. Further, in a number of cases the concerned children were 

~ssociated with their parents in the work. During such works often their tender 

body parts meet up with a number of injuries and often the wounded place 

became swelled up with mucous secretion (Table 6.41). 

On the other hand, the adult male and female members were the prime earning 

member of the studied families. They had to work day long in every 

circumstances and by facing every adverse conditions. They had a mere scope of 

adequate food and nutrition, required to conduct such heavy work load. Again, the 

dust and heat of the stone, sand etc. as well as entire working atmosphere created 

a number of ill health condition for them. Meanwhile, the concerned work is 

associated with a number of physical injuries which were quite painful and could 

generate other complications. Thus the stone crushing work and its consequent 

factors were primarily responsible for most of the diseases and ill health condition 

among them (Table 6.42). 

Table 6.41: Natural causes of diseases in case of children 

Natural Causes for F.O.D. Total cases 

Irregular food Polluted water Lack of care 

26 51 72 149 
17.45 34.23 48.32 100.00 

Natural Causes for L.T.D. Total cases 
Malnut Impr Polluted Dust of Injury during 
rition oper water Stone work 

care 
21 42 5 15 27 110 
19.09 38.18 4.55 13.64 24.55 100.00 
Source: Fte1d Study 
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Table 6.42: Natural causes of diseases in case of adults 

Natural Causes for F.O.D. Total 
Irregular Food Heavy work load Stone crushing Polluted water cases 

work 
12 75 314 152 553 
2.17 13.56 56.78 27.49 100.00 

Natural Causes for L.T.D. Total 
Irregular Food Heavy work load Stone crushing Polluted water cases 

work 
15 152 341 107 615 
2.44 24.72 55.45 17.40 100.00 

Source: Fteld Study 

Again, related to the long teirn diseases of the adults, it has been reported that 

their prolonged association with the stone crushing work, working atmosphere as 

well as occupational injuries were primarily responsible for numerous critical ill 

health conditions. Moreover, often they used to drink the river water to quench 

their thirst, which might have generated a number of health complications for 

them probably in the form of jaundice, diarrhoea and dysentery (Table 6.42). 

According to the report of local health sub centres and from the filed Study, it was 

revealed that the concerned work was primarily responsible for tuberculosis, chest 

pain, asthma, respiratory problem, number of physical injuries with swelling 

among them. 

Further, it was reported by the concerned women folk that their heavy work load, 

malnutrition, lack of proper cleanliness and the generated heat of stone and sand 

were the prime responsible factor for their different menstrual cycle related 

problems (Table 6.43). Again, it has been reported that such complications often 

created unwanted pregnancy for them and they were forced to by the family 

members abort the baby. 

Table 6.43: Cause of diseases for women's physiological problem of menstru_al cycle 

Problemm Causes Total 
menstrual Heavy Malnutrition Heat of stone Lack of cases 
cycle work and sand cleanliness 

load 
Leucorrhea 3 6 9 - 18 

16.67 33.33 50.00 100.00 
Irregular 2 7 2 11 
period - 18.18 63.64 18.18 100.00 
Irre~lar - 2 7 2 11 
disc arge 18.18 63.64 18.18 100.00 
A~d<?mina_l lain - 5 5 
wtthm peno 100.00 - - 100.00 
Excesstve blood 2 I - 4 7 
discharge 28.57 14.28 57.14 100.00 
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It is to be mentioned here that in case of the long term disease of the children, the 
concerned parents foremostly opted the western medical treatment as mentioned 
below-

Table 6.44: Cases of initially opted western medical treatment 

Cases of children in short term diseases 
Male Female Total cases 
80 69 Male Female 
22.73 20.00 352 345 

100.00 100.00 
Cases of children in long term diseases 

Male Female Total cases 
66 44 Male Female 
66.00 54.82 100 81 

100.00 100.00 
Cases of adults in short term diseases 

Male Female Total cases 
317 236 Male Female 
65.63 55.66 483 424 

100.00 100.00 
Cases of adults in long term diseases 

Male Female Total cases 
353 262 Male Female 
73.08 61.79 483 424 

100.00 100.00 
Source: Field Study 

It was noticed that in a number of cases the parents whose children were suffering 

from frequently occurring diseases and if it remained uncured. by the traditional 

healers then in any further cases they used to initially prefer the western medical 

treatment. On the other hand for the adults, in case of both short term and long 

term diseases western medical treatment was mostly preferred. It has been reported 

that the traditional healers imposed numerous restrictions related to their treatment. 

However for the concerned people it was rather difficult t~ ~aintain such 

obligations, while they needed an early recovery from their sufferings. Meanwhile, 

sharp gender biasness could be noticed related to their treatment. In the studied 

families, the adult male members were considered as a prime earner and head of 

the family. His physical well being and working capability was earnestly needed 

for the sustenance of the family. Thus if he felt ill then his treatment was earnestly 

required for the quick recovery. Again in the studied families if both the adult male 

and female were ill or suffering from an health disorder, then the prime attention 

was given to the treatment of the male and secondarily for the female (Table 6.44). 
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Meanwhile in certain families, the females were the prime earning member due to 

illness of their husbands. However, with that earning they tried to provide the 

prescribed medicines for the husbands at their level best. So, in the studied families 

the adult male folk enjoyed the priority over the treatment which was rather a 

cultural acceptability for them. 

The western medical treatment required a prolonged duration. Most of the 

medicines were not found in the Government medical institutions and the 

concerned people had to purchase it from the market. Even in Government 

medical institutions some unidentified agents asked for some bribe from them to 

find out the medicine. For such purpose an allied economic expenditure was 

required. Further in most of the cases the medical practitioners prescribed 

numerous pathological tests for them. However due to lack of proper 

infrastructure, they could not do it in the local health sub centre or even in 

primary health centre. On the other hand a visit to North Bengal Medical College 

needed undesired economic expenditure related to transportation and day long 

stay out there. On the other hand, the economic scarcity prevented to conduct 

such pathological test from market based private clinical centres. Ultimately such 

prolonged medical treatment needed a lot of economic expenditure and time. The 

stone crushing people were not at all in any position to spend their valuable time 

in vain as well as to bear the huge burden of economic expenditure. In contrary 

the medicines from the quacks, could give them a quick temporary recovery and 

they could region their work very soon. It can be noted that for the studied people, 

more duration of working involvement could provide more amount of money for 

survival. Thus irrespective of wasting such valuable . time behind the medical 

treatment it was a better option to go for a quick recovery from the ailment and to 

utilize the precious time in proper way to earn for the sake of livelihood. Further 

the different methods of western medical treatment are discussed below-
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Table 6.45: Method ofwestern medical treatment among the children and adults 

For F.O.D ~mong children For L.T.D. among children 

Medical Quack Homeopathy Total Medical Quack Homeopathy Total 
institution case institution case 
30 101 18 149 20 80 10 110 
20.13 67.79 12.08 100.00 18.18 72.73 9.09 100.00 

For F.O.D among adult For L. T.D. among adult 
Medical Quack Homeopathy Total Medical Quack Homeopathy Total 
institution case institution case 

135 379 39 553 167 429 19 615 
24.41 68.53 7.05 100.00 27.15 69.76 3.09 100.00 

Source: Field Study 

If western medical treatment of the children were considered for both frequently 

occurring and long term diseases, then they generally preferred the quacks and 

thereafter western medical institutions (Table 6.45). On the other hand, in case of 

western medical treatment of the adults they preferred the quacks foremostly for 

both short and long term diseases (Table 6.45). 

From the field Study it has been reported that the concerned people preferred the 

quacks for a number of factors. 

The quacks were easily available within their locality and their medicines could 

be easily found at the local dispensaries. The western medical treatment required 

a prolonged duration and allied economic expenditure were necessary to 

accumulate the medicines. The stone crushers were not in a position to spend their 

valuable time in vain as well as to bear the huge burden of economic expenditure. 

The medicines from the quacks could gave them quick temporary relief and they 

could rejoin their work very soon. If the western medical treatment was 

considered, in most of the cases they were cured or partially relieved from their 

frequent and long term sufferings (Table 6.46). 
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Table 6.46: Result of western medical treatment among the children and adult 

For F.O.D. among children For L.T.D. among children 
Cured Not Recovered Total Cured Not cured Recovered Total 

cured case case 
90 27 32 149 73 23 14 110 
60.40 18.12 21.48 100.00 66.36 20.91 12.73 100.00 

For F.O.D. among adults For L.T.D. among adults 
Cured Not Recovered Total Cured Not cured Recovered Total 

cured case case 
376 31 146 553 312 37 266 615 
67.99 5.61 26.40 100.00 50.73 6.02 43.25 100.00 

Source: Fteld Study 

From the field Study it has been observed that particularly the stone crushing 

occupation, working atmosphere and local environment had generated a number 

of ill health condition and occupational injuries for them. Their continuous 

working involvement had created acute injuries on the eyes, fingers, hands and 

even legs. In a number of cases, mucous secretion was noticed form such injured 

places and it had become and ulcer. Further, chest pain, asthma, respiratory 

problem and even tuberculosis were quite prevalent among the studied people. 

These critical diseases might have occurred among them due to continuous 

exposure to the dusty and polluted working environll?ent. Meanwhile in most of 

the cases, they used to neglect their health problems at the initial stages and find 

out temporary remedial; measures. Often within a very short period the cases 

emerged out as much complicated and sometime the western medical 

practitioners found it very difficult to cure their health problems. It has been 

noticed that the health suffering of the stone crushing people had a binary factor. 

In one hand they had to face multifarious occupational injuries and on the other 

hand due to polluted working environment as well as due to lack of proper means 

. of livelihood, safe drinking water and sanitation numerous burden of diseases 

werehighly prevalent. Although the colony had a health sub centre, but it was 

lacking with adequate man power and proper supply of medicine as well as allied 

facilities. Thus along with the poverty and hunger, ill health condition, 

occupational injuries and numerous burden of diseases had become a part of daily 

life for the studied people. 

It was quite clear that continuous increase of population was a major problem in 

the studied area. Due to continuous influx of the people a very limited portion of 
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land became over crowded. During the Study it was observed that hardly any 

vacant place would be noticed in the colony. The established huts were almost 

hand logged with each other and merely any space of aeration was to be noticed. 

Ultimately such over burden of population created more polluted atmosphere 

throughout the entire area. On the other hand local panchayat and their higher 

authorities were yet to take any initiative either to prohibit the population influx 

or to provide the people adequate health care facilities. The local health sub centre 

had a very limited infrastructure. With that minimal level it was almost 

impossible for them to meet up with the medical needs of the concerned people. 

In most of the time it was not provided with sufficient amount of medicine. Even 

if the medicines were there, the demand of it was in a multiplied number in 

comparison to the supply. The said sub centre was lacking the infrastructure to 

conduct the child birth. In such cases often the communication emerged as a 

major problem for them to avail the facility of western institutional delivery. 

Ultimately it was conducted in the households; however a number of cases were 

unsuccessful . Moreover merely any initiative was taken by the local panchayat to 

organize any regular health camp or health awareness campaign in the studied 

area. Even the local Panchayat had seldom taken any initiative to purify the wells 

other sources of drinking water. Again, the concerned people could hardly 

manage their basic needs of livelihood. The living condition of the people were in 

a worst ever condition. The local administration tried to provide the needed 

facility to the people but it was quite disproportionate according to the demand. It 

is to be mentioned here that after displacement the studied people selected the 

stone based occupation for their common minimum livelihood. They did hard 

manual labour work as much as possible to meet up with the fa~ilial 

requirements. Meanwhile in earlier through agricultural work and domestication 

of cattle, poultry birds at least they had the security of their daily food. But after 

displacement and further resettlement they were no more associated with 

agricultural work and domestication due to lack of agricultural and grazing land. 

Even their scopes of rearing of poultry birds were hardly to be noticed. They had 

to completely depend on market based products. However their earning was a 

major obstacle for the purchase of the same. It has been already mentioned that 

among the studied families the practice of kitchen gardening was almost lacking. 

Consequently, it reduced the scope of them to manage the food resources within 
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the courtyard and the alternative accessibility of supplementary nutrition was 

snatched from them. Their mere purchasing capacity could hardly manage the 

vegetables from the market. The hard manual labour and quality of food was quite 

disproportionate among the studied people and it might have generated numerous 

health problems among them. 

In case of the studied families it was noticed that they had only one or two set of 

dresses for every individual. They used to wash it mostly with water because they 

had no money to purchase the expensive accessories of washing. It was noticed 

that the studied people mostly used to take bath in the river water and they had a 

very limited time to take bath from their busy working schedule. Hardly had they 

found enough time to maintain proper physical cleanliness for themselves and 

their children. The huts of the studied people settled on Balas an river bed was not 

properly constructed and they remained quite adjacent to one another in a 

congested fashion. Those were not properly ventilated and sometime it became 

difficult to respire properly. Within a single room a number of family members 

had to stay together. Most of their settlements were lacking from basic scientific 

amenities like sanitation, drainage system, electricity etc. Even mostly they had to 

work within their dwelling room. Thus their settlement and dwelling hardly 

generated any scope for a healthy and hygienic livelihood. In such a condition it 

would be hardly possible to maintain a good health condition. They used the 

polluted watrer of river and open well for daily livelihood requirement without 

any proper purification through boiling. Poverty reduced their scope for minimum 

utilization of fueL Naturally several water borne diseases were highly prevalent 

among the studied people. Further, they utilized the smoke emitting fuel only. On 

the other hand in a congested and improperly ventilated hut it might create some 

sort of respiratory problem. It is to be mentioned here that most of the families 

somehow managed to provide the food twice for all of their family members. It 

was mostly confined without any sort of regular animal protein. They used to take 

food after long duration of gap because within the busy working schedule they 

had hardly any time to look after any other things. Thus mostly they had to 

conduct the arduous manual labour in an empty stomach which might not be good 

for their health. Even to earn a square meal the pregnant women also had to do the 

work regularly for long hours. Poverty forced them to ignore their several cultural 

taboos related to a pregnant woman and earning became their prior focus of 
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attention inspite of any cultural obligation. She was hardly given any special 

physical care or any special nutritive food. Even most of them were not provide 

any proper western medical check up or required immunization during their 

pregnancy period. Mostly they preferred home as the place of child birth under 

the care of midwives who had no western medical knowledge. Collectively such 

factors might be a cause of fetal loss and child mortality in the studied area. 

Again, after the child birth the busy- working involvement of the mothers' 

restricted them to look after proper care of their children and significantly in most 

of the cases the immunization of the children were not provided regularly. In a 

number of cases the elder brothers or sisters look after their younger siblings 

while the parents remained busy in work to earn a fold of rice. The studied 

couples were well aware about the family planning but they did not accept it. It 

might be due to the fact that for better earring they were in need of more working 

hands. On the other hand due to high rate of child mortality they were not sure 

about the survival of their child and always preferred for another to secure their 

scope of earning. Further the stone based occupation and working environment 

had generated a number of diseases, ill health condition and occupational injuries 

for them. The prolonged duration of hard manual labour in a dusty polluted 

working atmosphere and in an empty stomach had created a number of ill health 

conditions for them. It became a part of their daily livelihood. However, they 

initially ignored such cases. It might be due to the fact that wastage of time 

behind the treatment would ultimately reduce their working schedule and scope of 

earning. If not cured then generally they preferred the quacks because they were 

available within the locality and the people were in need of a quick recovery with 

minimum. economic expenditure. However a number of such cases gradually 

became complicated and they had to go for the western medical institutions for 

thorough check up. Meanwhile it became hardly possible for them to waste their 

valuable time for treatment rather than the work. Their absence from work created 

severe crisis for the family and the burden of treatment landed them into huge 

debt from local sources. Thus whenever they felt cured to a certain extent, they 

used to discontinue the treatment. During the Study it has been reported that the 

neighbourhood relationship were not harmonious and cordiaL Jealousy, quarrel 

and conflict were a part of their daily life. Often the neighbours influenced a 

number of supernatural agencies to create misfortune and ill health condition to 
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the targeted person particularly the children. On the other hand as their settlement 

was also adjacent to the river bed and crematory place thus a number of evil 

supernatural powers were believed to be quite influential in the studied area. Such 

cases often made the people vulnerable to a number of ill health condition and in 

such cases they became psychologically depended on the traditional healers. 

However due to lack of different required medicinal plant resources in the studied 

area had reduced the scope of the traditional healers to cure the health sufferings 

of the people by the applying their knowledge. Further, it can be _noted that, poor 

level of income could hardly meet up the desired familial requirements. Poverty, 

scarcity, insecurity of settlement and identity crisis became an integral part of 

their daily life. Along with them addictions and gambling of adult males was the 

undesired economic burden in connection to familial requirements. Often it 

created familial quarrel between the couple with exchange of abusive words. Thus 

among the studied families the working atmosphere and livelihood circumstances 

were hardly suitable for physical and mental well being. Particularly for the 

children such issues might be quite detrimental for their psychological 

development and personality formation. In case of the studied people familial, 

neighbourhood as well as overall social relation had created additional mental 

stress, conflict and tension to them, in-spite of peaceful co-habitation. Thus, it can 

be stated that in the context of present Study, the mental and social health of the 

social crushers had been violated very seriously. 

From the overall discussion it may be summarized that, before the displacement 

the studied people were never economically rich. But the local environment, 

occupation and settlement ensured their security of food, physical health 

condition and mental peace. After displacement they were exposed to an 

absolutely new occupational and social environment Such circumstances became 

hardly able to secure their livelihood. They became forced to adjust with the 

working schedule, working environment and social environment. In every aspect 

of their life they had compromised to earn a fold of rice for their survival because 

they had no alternative. Anyhow they became compelled to get attached with the 

stone based work and in this entire process they became suffered from several 

diseases, ill health condition and occupational injuries. Even their mental well 

being, peace and happiness could hardly be noticed. 
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Due to certain unwanted political turmoil they were forced to get displaced. It 

affected their society, culture and traditional economic organization in various 

ways. After the resettlement a proper economic backbone was an earnest need for 

the concerned people. However the stone based occupation was unable to provide 

it to the concerned people. With a mere source of income, they could hardly 

manage the common minimum livelihood requirements of food, nutrition and 

proper health care facilities for them. Lack of education was a major obstacle for 

them to develop a general awareness about health and hygiene. Lack of proper 

infrastructure of the health Sub centre was an additional criterion in this regard. 

Further, the nearest Primary Health Centre as well as the Medical College had 

better health infrastructure. However, the frequent -check up associated with 

western medical treatment as well as expenditure behind the prescribed medicines 

had generated an utter reluctance for the people to avail the western medical 

treatment Rather they preferred the local quacks for a quick remedy of their 

diseases as well as to regenerate the working schedule. Further in consequence to 

that they became affiliated to a new occupational environment and social 

circumstance which severely told upon their health situation related to occupation 

and daily livelihood. By health we mean the physical, mental and social well 

being. In the perspective of the present Study, the three dimensions of human 

health was being seriously violated by a number of correlated factors like 

economy, education, working environment, livelihood condition and social 

situation. The life of the studied people passed through the continuous phases of 

earlier settlement, displacement and resettlement. During this process their 

traditional agricultural occupation became altered by hard manual labour work. 

Consequently along with the changes over settlement, occupation and 

occupational environment, their health status passed through the continuous phase 

of good health condition to the vulnerability of several diseases, ill health 

condition and occupational injuries. Among them the health problem was not an 

individual matter, rather the entire community was affected by it through 

generations. Form the overall discussion, it can be stated that the entire studied 

occupational group had gradually lost the status of good health condition and 

became vulnerable to several diseases, ill health condition and occupational 

injuries. Thus, in the studied area the overall health problem was not an individual 

matter, rather the entire community was affected through it for generations. 
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